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Abstract 
Abstract 
The objective of this thesis is to develop an understanding of the brushing process for a road 
sweeper so that a theoretical model of the process can be developed. The brush model has been 
confined to the kerb operating channel brush that usually sweeps about 80% of the debris on the 
road in the region of the kerb. The other 20% is swept by a roller brush beneath the vehicle. This 
has not been included in the study. A concept for a semi-autonomous road sweeping vehicle has 
also been proposed in order to sweep debris efficiently with minimum fatigue for the vehicle 
driver, although the debris sensing and control system have not been developed in this thesis. 
The metal tines of road sweeping brushes are usually rectangular in section (unlike cleaning 
brushes which are circular in section), giving rise to two commercial brush types. These are the 
flicking brush (major axis in the radial direction) and cutting brush (major axis in the tangential 
direction). A theoretical steady-state model of these two brushes has been developed which 
allows the calculation of brush axial loads, torques and tine deflection geometry as the brush 
rotates. The theoretical model has been validated experimentally within acceptable limits 
although this does require an experimental choice of the co-efficient of friction between the tines 
and the ground, usually between 0.6 and 0.7 for commercial brushes sweeping on concrete and 
tarmacadam surfaces. A dominant feature of the brush characteristics is the tine wear, as the 
brush stiffness increases over 120% as the tine shortens by 40%, which is the recommended 
minimum length taking into account brushing efficiency and damage to the road surface. The 
model can also be used as a tool to design new brushes so that, for example, by rotating the tine 
by 30 to 40° from the cutting brush configuration a 20% improvement in mechanical efficiency 
is predicted. 
In order to assess the mechanism of debris removal from the road and its subsequent collection 
by the vacuum unit, the brush model has been incorporated into a brush sweep-gear linkage used 
by commercial vehicles to track the edge of the kerb. It has been shown that a constant brush 
contact arc on the road can be maintained by adjusting the brush angle of attack and brush height 
and that this relationship is independent of the vehicle speed and brush linkage with respect to 
the kerb. Under these contact conditions efficient sweeping may be expected. In the case of the 
Johnston 600 sweeping vehicle the brush contact arc angle is 150°. This parameter is used as the 
output criterion for automatic control schemes that have been proposed to improve brushing 
efficiency and reduce driver fatigue. These will require the development of an on-line brush 
height sensor that can also measure brush wear. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. The Importance of Street Sweeping 
Road sweeping is an activity undertaken by hundreds of local authorities in the UK 
everyday, and often out of sight of the general public. The problems associated with 
cleaning large public areas, roads and parks mean that the cleaning teams and sweeper 
operators often start work early in the morning and have completed their task before 
everyday life for the majority of people has started. As a result, the efforts of local 
authorities are often either unappreciated or taken for granted despite the fact that a local 
authority responsible for cleaning 414 miles of highway and footpaths can remove over 
3000 tonnes of debris per year. This is at an average cost of £5.80 per person per year, 
which is £323m per year across the UK. (Guildford Borough Council (2001)). 
Such large amounts of taxpayers money are spent annually because, under the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990, local authorities have a duty to ensure that public 
areas are kept clear of litter and debris. If the roads are not cleared and the sewers and 
drains become blocked by the debris, the consequences are overflowing drains and the 
cost in repair is far greater than the maintenance charges associated with sweeping the 
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streets. The tools available to undertake the task of street sweeping are various, from a 
man and a cart to large pieces of capital equipment such as the lorry based road sweeper 
shown in Figure 1.1. Clearly the deployment of the resources depends on the areas to be 
swept. 
Figure 1.1 - Lorry Based Road Sweeper (Johnston (1997)) 
The range of tasks that the current vehicles undertake is diverse, from light duties on 
country roads to heavy operation on building sites where the debris generated from road 
removal/construction is collected. As such, the actual performance of the sweeper is 
dependent on the brush set-up prior to starting a job, and this is usually the responsibility 
of the driver. To complicate matters further, the modern sweeper has not been developed 
scientifically, rather the design has evolved. 
Setting up a street sweeping machine for a given task is, therefore, usually based upon 
driver experience and the local conditions, although some guidance is given from the 
manufacturers on general brush configuration (Johnston (1997)). As a result, the main 
parameters such as the downward force and tilt angle on the brush are periodically set by 
the driver (e. g. at the start of a shift or upon a brush change) based upon experience and 
judgement of the prevailing conditions. This may lead to inefficient sweeping and 
increased wear on the brushes that in turn leads to increased emissions and costs to the 
operator. 
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1.2. An Historical Perspective on Street Sweeping 
The development of the street sweeper has, understandably, not been comprehensively 
documented, and the evolutionary process exhibited by street sweeper designs is 
demonstrated by the following quote, part of an ode to a former road sweeper 
manufacturer (Anon (1980)). 
"It put the cat among the pigeons, we were called upon the mat, 
The machine had never been designed, it happened, just like that. " 
Nevertheless, the importance of ensuring the streets are clear of debris can be traced back 
to the 17th Century when dirty streets were considered to have contributed to the rapid 
spread of the great fire of London (Pratt and Yule (1997)). The records of this time show 
that an organisation was in operation shortly afterwards helping Londoners dispose of 
their rubbish, probably using hand carts to remove the household debris which was 
commonly thrown out on to the streets. It was not until the 1820's that the first 
mechanical devices were seen, and the following summarises the development of the 
early machines to the street sweepers on the road today (Pratt and Yule (1997)): 
1828 Early street "cleaner" by Messers Boase & Smith of London, comprising a horse 
drawn curved scraper, water tank and leather brush. This machine simply used a 
scraper to move debris to the side of the road from where it was manually 
removed. 
1845 Early patent of a "Street Scraping Machine" which was again a horse drawn 
device to remove debris from the middle of the road. 
1867 William Smith & Co. manufactured the first street "sweeper" with the familiar 
revolving brush. This was marketed as the first machine to actually sweep debris 
from the gutter. 
1910 Companies such as Lacre and Thomas Green & Sons first started manufacturing 
the motorised street sweepers. Early four wheel machines were soon superseded 
by three wheel versions powered by a 12 hp 4 cylinder engine. Capable of 
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sweeping at up to 8 mph, the new vehicles were fitted with a water tank mounted 
in front of the driver that supplied water for dust suppression. 
1919 Karrier produced the first sweeper collector. Collecting debris mechanically was 
a technological breakthrough. Previous methods of manual collection in the path 
of the sweeping machine were labour intensive. The new machines employed a 
brush or paddles and a conveyor to manoeuvre the debris into a hopper. 
1920 US patent application for a suction sweeper design. However, the suction unit 
was small and liable to block quickly. Interestingly, the pump was driven by the 
main drive engine for the vehicle and the waste gases from the pump and the 
suction unit were bubbled through water to "cleanse" the discharged air. 
1937 Johnston (established 1897) produced a sweeper collector with a side channel 
brush and a wide sweep brush in the configuration generally used today. 
1974 First hydrostatic drives were introduced. The idea was to increase efficiency by 
introducing a gearbox in the drive shaft to allow the sweep-gear to be driven from 
the single main engine. Previous machines had used two engines to run the 
sweep-gear and propel the vehicle. 
1.3. The Modern Sweeper 
The most common street sweeper in operation in the UK is the regenerative air sweeper, 
so called because of the suction unit and associated air cycles within the sweeping 
mechanism. Figure 1.2 shows a cutaway diagram of the units within the best selling 
chassis mounted sweeper in 2001 (www. johnstonsweepers. com). 
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1- Suction unit 2- Hopper 3- Auxiliary engine 4- Suction fan 
5- Control console 6- Channel brush 7- Wide sweep brush' 8- Debns skirt 
9- Spray jets 10 - Wander hose 
Figure 1.2 - Open plan of a Johnston 600 Sweeper' 
There are several important systems on the sweeping unit, from the brushes and suction 
units to the various mechanical drive options and control units. Within this section each 
of these functions will be analysed in turn. 
1.3.1. Brush Operation 
A road sweeper's function is to remove debris and litter from the road. The brushes are 
the tools that transfer debris from one point to another so that it may then be collected 
using the suction nozzle as the vehicle advances along a stretch of road. Most large 
street sweepers operating in the UK are equipped with two different brushes as illustrated 
in Figure 1.3. These are the wide sweep brush and the channel or cup brush. The 
brushes are complemented with a vacuum unit and hopper to remove debris from the 
road and water jets to suppress dust. 
1 Picture taken from Johnston Poster for Johnston 600 sweeper, no date or reference data given 
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SWEEPING CONFIGURATION AND EQUIPMENT 
1. Wide sweep brush, allowable on dual machines 6. Suction nozzle 
2. Duel sweep equipment 7.0500 front brush(es) 
3. Duel cab controls 8. Single and dual sweep (0500mm CB) 
4,0500 channel brush 9. Option super single WSB 
5.0710 channel brush 10. Single and dual sweep (0710mm CB) 
Figure 1.3 - Sweep-gear for a Johnston 600 (Johnston (1997)) 
The wide sweep brush may be described as a long cylindrical brush which operates 
primarily in the centre of the road and transports debris from where it lies into the path of 
the suction nozzle, or vacuum unit, according to Figure 1.4. 
Vehicle Velocity 
Debris 
Collection 
Zone 
0 Skirt 
Wide Sweep Suction 
Brush Angle of attack Unit 
Vehicle Velocity 
Vacuum Unit 
Skirt 
PI: 
Debris 
Wide Sweep 
Brush 
(a) Plan view (b) Side elevation 
Figure 1.4 - Function of the wide sweep brush 
Once the bristles, or tines, make contact with the debris the object is flicked forward 
under the vehicle. In this way the debris proceeds down the brush length to the suction 
nozzle over many rotations of the brush. Debris transportation time along the length of 
the channel brush is a function of the angle of attack of the brush. Once the debris is 
lying in front of the suction nozzle it is removed from the road into the hopper. 
However, it is accepted that approximately 80% of debris collects in the gutter 
(Michielen and Parker (2000)). Therefore, although the widesweep brush covers the 
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sweeping for a large part of the road surface, the much smaller channel brush removes 
the majority of the debris. The operation of the channel brush is fundamentally different 
from the widesweep brush due to the plane of rotation of the brush, i. e. the channel brush 
rotates about a vertical axis, the wide sweep brush an horizontal one. 
Kerb 
Channel 
Brush 
Vehicle Velocity 
Debris 
Collection 
Zone 
Vacuum 
Unit Skirt 
(a) Plan view 
Vehicle Velocity 
Vacuum Unit 
Skirt 
Channel Brush 
(b) Side elevation 
Figure 1.5 - Function of the channel brush 
Figure 1.5 shows the channel brush configuration. The brush may be described as 
having an inverted cup profile, and is usually tilted towards the direction of travel of the 
sweeper. Debris lying in the path of the brush is deflected out of the gutter into the path 
of the suction unit. The tilting of the brush means that any debris inadvertently missed 
by the brush is not swept out of the line of the sweeping vehicle where it may collide 
with pedestrians or other road users. In addition, the brush tilt in combination with the 
raked tine mounting angle give greater access to steep gutters which may otherwise 
hamper the efficient use of the sweeper. 
1.3.2. The Wander Hose 
Should the debris encountered by the street sweeper lie outside the path of the sweeper 
the debris can be manually collected using the wander hose. This 150 mm diameter hose 
can be detached from the vehicle and rotates about the hopper for 280° creating a 3.25 m 
arc from which scattered debris can be removed. In effect, the wander hose is a 
manually operated vacuum cleaner which is counterbalanced for ease of use. 
1.3.3. Transmission Options 
Most large regenerative air street sweepers have a second, auxiliary engine mounted on 
the chassis which is specifically for driving the suction fan and sweeping equipment. 
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Although a simple method for driving the fans and sweep-gear hydraulics, a second 
diesel engine is relatively inefficient. 
A more efficient solution to the problem is to install a hydrostatic drive from the 
conventional lorry drive train. This splits the drive train to the rear axle of the lorry and 
allows a spur to be installed that is then used to drive the sweeper when required. The 
resulting drive system is more efficient than the additional auxiliary engine because there 
is only one engine that needs to be run, minimising the losses associated running lightly 
loaded engines alone. 
1.3.4. Driver Interface 
Driving a large road-going vehicle requires considerable concentration and awareness. 
The street sweeper has additional components which need to be monitored by the driver 
during sweeping. These include the channel brush sweeping near the kerb, the debris 
ahead of the vehicle and the location of the vehicle relative to the kerb. 
The standard control panel allows the driver to turn the sweeper on or off and control the 
water jets. Also on this panel are the status indicators for the auxiliary engine. However, 
optional extras to the basic sweeper allow the brush vertical load to be varied (Powa- 
save system2) and the brush tilt angle to be changed (Rotabrush) , 
but to use these the 
driver needs to be even more aware of the local environment. Finally the channel brush 
arm is spring loaded to allow it to kerb follow, so the vehicle needs to be within range of 
the kerb for this facility to function properly. 
To overcome some of the problems of vehicle location in the UK, it is not uncommon for 
large street sweeping vehicles to be left hand drive or fitted with two steering wheels as 
shown in Figure 1.2, thus putting the driver next to the kerb. From here the channel 
brush sweeper and the oncoming debris can be monitored allowing the driver to set up 
the brush accordingly. Nevertheless, with so many controls to update and change it is 
generally thought that once set up for a shift the sweeper set-up should not be changed. 
Z Trade names of Johnston Engineering Ltd. 
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1.3.5. Dust Suppression 
Most regenerative air street sweepers are fitted with water jets which are used to spray 
the road in front of the vehicle. The water then takes up any small particles preventing 
the harsh action of the brushes from lifting the individual particles into the air and 
creating a dust cloud. It should be noted that dust can be either a local problem 
depending on the debris type or a seasonal problem when the roads are dry. 
1.4. Practical Sweeping Problems 
A commercial sweeping vehicle cannot operate under all conditions without some brush 
adjustment. Therefore, there are debris types that can prove difficult to remove if the 
sweeper is not set-up specifically for it. To gain a better understanding of the operational 
problems a visit was made to a road sweeper supplier, Johnston Engineering Ltd, 
Dorking, when the different operating conditions were explained and, where possible, 
practically demonstrated (Bonner (1998)). 
1.4.1. Brush Set-up 
The operational requirements of street sweeping vehicles are challenging, and the range 
of debris types is large. Typical debris ranges from low density litter to heavy deposits 
of compacted sand and mud. Regardless of the task, the objective is always to remove 
all the debris from the road as shown in Figure 1.6. 
ý' -L ýý} ý- 
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(a) Before sweeping (b) After sweeping 
Figure 1.6 - Sample debris removal 
The channel brush used in the tests had been set up by the manufacturer with a channel 
brush contact zone of X150° from the brush first striking the road until release. 
Conventional thinking suggests that the combination of brush orientation and downward 
load are the key to establishing good sweeping. By means of a demonstration, another 
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everyday task for a road sweeper is cutting back encroachment from grass verges as 
shown in Figure 1.7. However, should the brush tilt angle be too acute (Figure 1.7a) 
then material will remain unswept away from the edge of the road (Figure 1.7b) 
y M;. 
i 
M" S 
i' 
" 
(a) Brush incorrectly mounted 
Figure 1.7 - Countering verge encroachment 
The axial load on the brush is important with respect to both debris removal and brush 
wear. In many cases long stretches of lightly soiled roads are found, especially during a 
dry autumn (Figure 1.8). Low loads are required to minimise brush wear, but enough 
load is needed to ensure that the road is swept clean, maintaining a contact zone that 
ensures all debris is removed. Note the water spray used for dust suppression in front of 
the channel brush. This nozzle usually complements addition water jets mounted on the 
front of the vehicle to suppress dust for the wide sweep brush. 
. 
ýý. 
4;, 
Figure 1.8 - Light debris e. g. fallen leaves 
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Alternatively, if the debris encountered is considerable or densely packed then a more 
abrasive scrubbing action is required. Compacted sand is an example of this and the 
consequences of using too little axial load are shown in Figure 1.9. 
(a) The sweeping process 
4-v 
(b) Using too little vertical load 
Figure 1.9 - Sweeping compacted sand 
In theory the driver of a street sweeper has control of the sweeper with respect to the 
vertical load applied, the brush tilt angle and the vehicle speed. However, in practice this 
is usually only true for the vehicle set-up at the beginning of a shift, as thereafter the 
position of the brush arm is spring loaded to ensure contact with the kerb, provided the 
driver steers close to the kerb. New innovations on the latest machines allow the brush 
tilt angle to be controlled via the sweeper cab, but in general most sweeper drivers 
believe that this is unnecessary. 
1.4.2. Vehicle Down Time 
Road sweeper down time is also a matter of concern. Poor brush set-up can contribute to 
accelerated brush wear and changing the brush takes time and reduces productivity. 
'. f 
ý ý' 
ýý `ý 
a ý: ,. 
t Y 
.ý 
(a) New Brush (b) Worn Brush 
Figure 1.10 -A new and badly worn brush 
Failure to change the brushes when worn, however, will also lead to inefficient sweeper 
operation. The worn brush shown in Figure 1.10 was taken off a sweeper during 
servicing at the Johnston Engineering Depot in Dorking, Surrey. It is clear that for the 
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worn brush to exhibit a 150° contact arc it can only be tilted a little before the mount 
board fouls the road. Such brushes are also exceptionally stiff, so it is likely that the 
brush will either damage the road itself during operation or will not sweep the road 
effectively and should have been changed before reaching this state. 
A good street sweeper driver will know how to set-up the vehicle for the environmental 
conditions of a given route based on his/her experience. Unfortunately training such 
drivers takes a long time so most operators find these drivers hard to employ and retain. 
The result is, that due to poor sweeper set-up, the vehicles are not employed in the 
recommended manner and the deployment of the brushes rarely conforms to the 
operators instructions. This leads to relatively poor performance figures for the sweepers 
and/or excessive brush wear and down time. 
1.4.3. Debris Disposal 
A good street sweeper will remove the majority of debris on the road and collect it in the 
hopper. In the UK, once the sweeper is full the driver has to dispose of the debris 
collected so it is driven to a rubbish tip. The vehicle is weighed and from a notice on the 
side of the vehicle stating the unladen vehicle weight a calculation is made about the 
weight of the debris. Based upon the weight of debris discharged, the sweeper vehicle 
operator is charged by landfill site operators. 
Neglecting the environmental issues of landfill sites, it was mentioned in Section 1.3.5 
that the sweeping vehicles are fitted with dust suppression hoses. This not only means 
that the vehicle has to have a tank of water aboard, which adds to the weight of the 
vehicle and drives up fuel consumption, but that the collected waste debris will be wet 
from the water spray. Therefore when the bill for the debris disposal arrives, the 
operator is also being charged to dispose of his own water. 
1.5. Other Street Sweeper Designs 
The regenerative air sweeper, of which the Johnston 600 is an example, is the most 
common street sweeper design in the UK. This is not the only sweeper configuration, 
around the world there are other street sweeper designs and the main differences have 
been catalogued in the US by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in SAE 
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standard J2130. According to this standard there are three main types of street sweeper, 
the mechanical sweeper, the regenerative air sweeper and the vacuum sweeper. 
1.5.1. Mechanical Sweepers 
Mechanical sweepers are usually very large machines designed for operation on 
motorways. They differ from the regenerative air sweeper in that they have no vacuum 
unit. Instead a large wide sweep brush is mounted at the rear of the vehicle and the 
mechanical flicking action of the broom propels the debris onto a conveyor and into the 
hopper (Figure 1.11). 
Vehicle velocity 
F 
Figure 1.11- Schematic plan of a mechanical sweeper 
The main advantages of this type of sweeper is that they can deal with very large pieces 
of debris, such as a lost car exhaust system, and they can operate at high speeds but they 
are also mechanically very inefficient. 
1.5.2. Vacuum Sweepers 
The other type of sweeper identified by the SAE is the vacuum sweeper. This design 
takes the regenerative air sweeper to the other design extreme, by minimising brush 
deployment and increasing the use of the vacuum (Figure l . 12). 
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brushes path 
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Figure 1.12 - Vacuum sweeper schematic 
This type of street sweeper is efficient at collecting small debris particles and the 
vehicles themselves are usually small and ideal for tight areas off road such as pedestrian 
precincts. However, because they are small they only have a reduced capacity in terms 
of hopper space and the size of debris that can be removed. 
1.6. Outline of the Research Work 
The complexities of driving a street sweeper have been shown throughout the 
introduction and there is scope for improvements. This may be achieved through an 
improved knowledge of the sweeping process and the adoption of state-of-the-art vehicle 
control concepts. The concept of a semi-autonomous street sweeping vehicle (Figure 
1.13) is to use information gathered about the sweeping characteristics of the brush, 
complemented by a forward looking sensor, to evaluate the debris and condition of the 
road ahead and automatically set up the sweep gear for efficient sweeping. It should be 
noted that this does not take any directional or vehicle speed control away from the 
driver, but simply ensures the vehicle is working efficiently regardless of the local 
conditions. It is suggested that, because the large regenerative air sweeper is the most 
common, the findings are directed towards application on this type of vehicle. 
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Figure 1.13 - Sweeper project concepts 
The project concept breaks down into two distinct areas; a, the sweeping process and b, 
debris sensing and brush control. 
The sweeping process research has been confined to the channel brush due to its 
dominant roll in debris removal. A complex pattern was apparent with respect to the 
interactions between the brush, road and debris, and although some aspects of the 
problem appear trivial the precise nature of the relationship is unknown. To fully 
investigate this phenomena a mathematical model of the channel brush has been built. 
This provides a comprehensive understanding of the workings of the brush, and the 
interactions between the brush and the environment. Having established a theoretical 
model, it has been validated practically using a test rig built specially for the purpose. 
The theoretical model has also allowed investigations into the geometry of different 
brushes to be readily undertaken which, once validated, provided a comprehensive 
design tool in addition to the extensive analysis capabilities. 
Having analysed and practically validated the general characteristics of the channel 
brush, the modelling work was used to calculate the control data required for a brush 
control system. Initially the brush sweeper geometry, and the working range of the brush 
within it, was investigated. The sweeping characteristics of the brush have then been 
Roller 
Brush Skirt 
Cup 
Brush -, 
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discussed and conclusions about the sweeping performance of the brush have been 
drawn. Using the brush model as a design tool various brush set-ups depending on the 
local environmental conditions have be proposed and analysed. The brush model has 
then been used to calculate the brush force and geometry data required for either force or 
position control of the channel brush within the sweeper. 
1.7. Organisation of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 reviews current brush and sweeping technology. Data is summarised on the 
legislation and guidelines set out for local authorities working in this area. In addition, 
sweeper comparison tests are described and the current standards for road construction 
with respect to friction are summarised because friction is a very important parameter 
within the brush system. 
Brush modelling is introduced in Chapter 3 and a detailed account of the assumptions 
and theories that form the foundations of the model are given. Having highlighted the 
main variables that effect the operation of the brush, a lumped parameter model 
describing the tine deflection characteristics is explained. The complexities of evaluating 
the various brush orientation geometries are discussed, starting with the brush loaded in a 
flat but stationary orientation, then rotating, leading to a tilted brush and, finally, 
incorporating the velocity of the vehicle. 
Chapter 4 gives an outline of the test rigs and brushes used to practically investigate the 
brush and validate the model. Using the theory and experimental tests Chapters 5 and 6 
investigate the overall brush characteristics. Using the results from practical experiments 
the theory is validated. The influence of the brush stiffness characteristics and drive 
torque on the brush are investigated for the rotating test brush and the model is also used 
to investigate brush configurations outside the remit of the practical tests. Throughout 
these sections understanding of the brush responses is greatly aided by visualisation of 
the brush through the modelling process. Finally it is shown that minor modifications to 
the brush geometry could lead to a more mechanically efficient channel brush design. 
Chapter 7 investigates the phenomena of wear and fatigue within the brushes. It is 
shown how the characteristics of the brush change dramatically as the tines are worn. 
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Furthermore, the tilted brush induces cyclic stress within the tines which leads to 
potential fatigue failures of the tines. This too is correlated to practical test results. 
Relating the data generated from the brush model to the sweeper geometry of a standard 
street sweeper is the subject of Chapter 8. It is shown how the swept range of the 
channel brush is decreased with brush wear and also how the load distributions across 
the road change too. Furthermore the effect of changing the brush tilt is investigated 
with respect to the applied loads on the road surface. 
The dynamic effects of the sweeping vehicle are considered in Chapter 9. Initially the 
effect of vehicle speed is investigated and the brush response is practically and 
theoretically analysed. Sweeping is then theoretically discussed and conclusions about 
the vehicle response to different sweeping scenarios are drawn. Based upon these 
findings the look-up tables for a potential brush control system are proposed and 
discussed, thus fulfilling the final objective of the thesis. 
The conclusions on the research are drawn in Chapter 10 along with an overview of 
further work applicable to the project. 
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2. Brush Technology, Sweeping and Roads 
I. Introduction 
In this chapter the three main areas highlighted as being directly relevant to the sweeping 
problem are analysed. The terms "brush" and "sweep" have a wide range of meanings, 
but according to the literature, papers directly relevant to street sweeping are almost non- 
existent. Hence, an extended literature search, incorporating other areas of brushing 
technology, was required. 
The main tools for street sweeping are brushes and from Section 1.3 the channel brush 
has already been highlighted as the main debris removing component. Sweeping 
machines use various brushes, as do many other tools, e. g. polishers. Within this 
Chapter the different power brushes and their applications will be investigated. This is 
followed by a review of brush analysis detailed in the literature. The brush investigation 
is linked to sweeping by analysis of the legislation concerning the local environment and 
the problems associated with sweeping. Finally, analysis of the characteristics of the 
roads upon which the road sweepers operate is required, so an investigation into the 
analysis tools and standards laid down for roads within the UK was undertaken. 
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2.2. Brushes 
Brush applications are diverse, from street sweeping to weed ripping. They are also 
common, most people use a brush at least twice a day to clean their teeth. Attempts have 
been made previously to catalogue some of the brush applications and detail different 
brush designs (Gaser (1999)). The following gives a brief overview of the 
manufacturing techniques employed, the materials and some of the applications of power 
brushes similar to, and including, the road sweeping channel brush. 
2.2.1. Brush Designs 
A small selection of the filamentary brushes available from one industrial brush 
manufacturer, C. C. A. G. Crotti, is given in Figure 2.1: 
Figure 2.1- Brush designs from C. C. A. G. Crotti 
The brushes shown represent large wide sweep brushes used on street sweeping 
machines and industrial cleaners, down to small scrubbing brushes, broom heads and 
doormats. Each brush has it's own application and is designed specifically for that task, 
some of which are described in more detail later in this chapter. 
To cater for the wide range of applications the materials used to manufacture the brush 
bristles, or tines, are also diverse. In many cases the type of bristles are specified by the 
consumer and made to order by the supplier. Example bristle materials are given in 
Table 2.1 
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Table 2.1- Example brush bristle fibres (C. C. A. G. Crotti) 
Material Advantages 
Polypropylene Good chemical resistance and stability 
Nylon Hard wearing and resistant to most cleaning chemicals 
Polyester Resistant to dilute acids, oils, fats and heat 
Steal Wire Available black, zinked or crimped 
Flat Steel Hard wearing, hardened and tempered 
Brass Wire Available crimped or smooth 
Stainless Steel Available crimped or smooth 
Nylon with impregnated Hard wearing with abrasive cleaning/scouring action. 
silicon carbide or aluminium Impregnated material to suit application 
oxides 
Vegetal Fibres Natural fibres, environmentally friendly 
Horsehair Very soft natural fibre 
Table 2.1 shows the wide range of different materials encountered and how the brushes 
can be readily designed to ensure the fill material used is suitable for the design task. 
2.2.2. Channel Brush Manufacture 
A basic brush has two main components, the bristles or tines and a mounting board, and 
during manufacture the tine ends are fixed to the mount board. How this is achieved 
depends mainly on the materials used to manufacture the brush. However, this thesis is 
concerned with brushes for sweeping and the following details the construction methods 
for metal and polymer tined channel brushes. 
Metal tined channel brushes are usually manufactured by taking groups of tines with a 
length twice as long as the final product's tines. Holes are drilled in the top of the mount 
board. The tines are then bent double and fed through the holes. A wire stopper 
prevents the tines coming all the way through the board (Figure 2.2). In use the brushes 
are usually mounted against a backing plate which stops the tine clusters being pushed 
out of the brush. 
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Wire 
bun 
Tines 
Section A-A 
Figure 2.2 - Wire channel brush construction sketch 
Plastic brushes can be manufactured in a similar manner. In practice, though, the 
polymers melt under heating. New manufacturing techniques use this property to fuse 
together rows of tines at the mounting end to form flexible brush strips. These are then 
clamped into a mount ring to form the final brush, Figure 2.3. 
Mount board 
Iw 
Tines clamped 
to mount board 
ends fused 
Tines Section A-A 
Figure 2.3 - Polymer tined brush construction sketch 
Whichever manufacturing technique is used the sweeper brush market is very 
competitive and the objectives of using such manufacturing technique are to keep costs 
to a minimum. Mount boards are usually made of plywood or fibreboard and sales 
figures are usually found to be highly price dependent. 
2.2.3. Power Brush Applications 
Channel or cup brushes are used for applications other than sweeping. The following 
outlines some applications of channel brushes, including sweeping, and shows how the 
brush design is tailored to the application. 
2.2.3.1. Sweeping 
The channel brush is found on both the large regenerative air sweeper and smaller 
vacuum sweeper. It is used on both delicate surfaces in shopping centres and robust 
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roads and motorways and the drive mechanism keeps the brush continuously rotating 
during operation. Different brush applications require different brush designs, Figure 2.4. 
( h) Road . 'weeper 
Figure 2.4 - Sweeping machines 
Figure 2.4a shows the smaller vacuum sweeper in operation. The floor in the diagram 
does not require heavy scouring. Hence nylon or polypropylene brushes with an 
exaggerated tine inclination from the vertical are used. Softer, more flexible tine 
materials protect delicate surfaces while the large tine rake angle generates a lower axial 
force between the brush and floor, also protecting the surface. Polymer brush tines are 
also very robust and flexible, allowing a large degree of brush deformation before the 
tines are damaged. 
In contrast Figure 2.4b shows a conventional channel brush in operation on a Johnston 
600 street sweeper. The tines are made of hardened tempered mild steel which provides 
durable and flexible properties. Metal tines will damage delicate surfaces because the 
tine wear generates a sharp point at the tine end, but they will wear less than the polymer 
alternatives. Such brushes are therefore deployed for more abrasive tasks as was stated 
in Chapter 1. 
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2.2.3.2. Industrial Cleaning 
Figure 2.5 - Industrial cleaning machine 
Specialised cleaning brushes have been developed to allow detergents to aid the cleaning 
process. Normally these machines operate in enclosed environments where the floor is 
delicate. Sparsely filled polymer brushes are used because of their resistivity to the 
detergents and relatively gentle scrubbing action. This allows brush interaction with the 
detergent, aiding the cleaning process, but without damaging the floor. Drive 
mechanisms for industrial cleaning machines differ, some continuously rotate the brush 
in one direction, while other applications oscillate the brush. In all cases there is a 
suction unit behind the brush which collects the waste water, allowing the floor to dry 
quickly. 
2.2.3.3. Dental Cleaning 
Electric toothbrushes are another example of an oscillating cup brush (Figure 2.6). 
3*' 
ST.. . ". 
Figure 2.6 - Crest ""rotary electric toothbrush 
Small electric motors and rod mechanisms are usually used to produce an oscillating 
brush head at the end of a conventional shaped toothbrush stem. Long flexible polymer 
tines are designed to get debris out of any crevices within the mouth without damaging 
either the tooth enamel or the gums, although most manufacturers produce a range of 
brush stiffness' to suit the individual. 
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2.2.3.4. Polishing and Deburring 
(b) Assorted twisted knot brushes 
Figure 2.7 - Polishing and deburring brush selection (Danline (2002)) 
Small cup brushes with crimped or straight bristles are used at high speeds for polishing 
and deburring. The bristles within polishing and deburring brushes are usually fine wire 
(Figure 2.7a) however twist knot cup brushes are available for heavy duty work (Figure 
2.7b). The brushes are designed to remove the top surface or burrs on the work piece 
and are used by mounting the brush in a drill, or similar machine chuck. Due to the 
efficiency of these brushes in removing material they are also used for paint, rust and 
scale removal. 
2.2.3.5. Agricultural Applications 
Channel or cup brushes are also found on agricultural machinery (Figure 2.8, Melander 
(1997)). 
The equipment shown in Figure 2.8 is designed for inter-row weeding for non-herbicidal 
growing systems. Depending on the rotation of the brushes, the equipment either uproots 
weeds in the path of the brushes or covers them in soil. The soft tines shown are 
designed to grip any weeds loosened by the leading blades, but not to plough the field 
themselves. Once the brush has gripped and uprooted the weed, the weed is released, but 
without a firm rooting in the soil it dies. While the advantages of brush weeding are 
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clear in the reduction of agro-chemical deployment, a dust problem has been noted under 
dry conditions (Pullen and Cowell (1997)). 
2.3. Brush Model Concepts 
Brush modelling is rarely mentioned in the literature, although the reasons for wanting to 
model brushes can be diverse. Wong and Ip (2000), for example, analysed the 
deformation of a paint brush to try and mirror the changing patterns of line thickness 
produced in Chinese writing and Shin and Kim (2000) used a simple brush model to try 
and control a sweeping robot through the tilt of the brushes. 
Nevertheless, within the literature there are only three distinct methods of analysing 
filamentary brushes. Two of these techniques required the development of a brush 
model, while the third used an empirical approach. Based on different brush applications 
from the literature, in this section the brush models and brush analysis techniques which 
have been previously developed will be reviewed. 
2.3.1. Brush Seal Modelling 
Depending on the brush geometry and load range, the simplest way to model tine 
deflection is to use first order small deflection theory. This was adopted by Chew at al 
(1995) when modelling the characteristics of a dynamic brush seal within a gas turbine 
engine. A brush seal, as shown in Figure 2.9, is composed of a series of tightly packed 
wire bristles mounted on the outer ring of a shaft housing. The rotating turbine shaft 
runs through the centre of the bristle pack, deflecting the bristles due to the rotation of 
the shaft. 
Bristles High Outer ring 
pressure Low ý1 pressure 
Shaft 
...... . .................... 
Backing 
I Brush Direction of Rotation 
Figure 2.9 -Brush seal schematic diagram 
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Additional deflections of the bristles are generated by the flows across the seal. Within 
the analysis by Chew et al, computational fluid dynamics was employed to predict the 
deflection forces acting along the length of the tine. However, in this case the deflection 
of the bristles relative to the tine length may be assumed to be very small and hence the 
standard cantilever beam model may be employed. Available in most solid mechanics 
texts, e. g. Benham and Crawford (1994), the theory states that for a straight beam: 
EId =M dx 
Equ. 2.1 
where E is the modulus of elasticity, I denotes the second moment of area, x denotes the 
distance along the length of the beam, y denotes the deflection normal to the beam and M 
represents the bending moment acting along the deflected plane of the beam. The key to 
solving the problem is understanding how to generate an expression for the bending 
moment M. In this case there are forces and subsequent interactions between the bristles 
and the back plate in addition to the aerodynamic forces that act along the length of the 
bristles. Simplification of the force analysis is performed by grouping the distributed 
bristle forces into point forces acting at n nodes along the length of the bristle, as shown 
in Figure 2.10. 
If the cantilever beam of length 1, representing the bristle, is defined as being clamped at 
the point x =1, then the following boundary conditions are generated: 
dy 
0 at x=1 
ý; x from 
x 10N CFD 
1 
I> 
-ýý 
Figure 2.10 - Discrete analysis of 'C'FD forces and deflection problem 
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In turn, the moment acting on the bristle at any given point x, may be defined as: 
M(x) = YF, (x-x; ) 
x; 5x 
Due to the linear nature of the simplified cantilever beam deflection problem, the 
principle of superposition may be employed. This allows the individual point forces to 
be isolated and analysed individually, such that if yk(x) were the solution for a single 
force Fk acting at x= Xk then the solution to the multiple force problem may be given 
by: 
Y=1: Yk 
Solutions for the deflection of the cantilever beam by a point load Fk acting at a distance 
Xk are given in the standard texts and according to Chew may be shown to be: 
Yk =6EI`ýl-xk)2(2l+xk)-3(l-xk)2x] for 0<-x- xk 
and Yk = 6EI `x3 -3xkx2 
+3(2xk -1)lx+12(21-3xk)] for Xk : 5X<-1 
Later work (Chen et al 1998), undertaken as part of the same study, introduces a point 
friction force between the brush seal and the rotating shaft. The model allows the co- 
efficient of friction to be varied and theoretically investigated. It is shown that the 
frictional element improves the predictive quality of the model, but the overall 
conclusion of the work shows that the bristle deflection model developed using small 
deflection theory gives an adequate but not precise description of the brush performance. 
2.3.2. De-burring and Polishing 
The majority of work on brush modelling has been undertaken by Richard Stango, 
College of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, Marquette University, USA. This 
investigation has been supported by the Milwaukee Brush Co. and aimed at the force / 
penetration modelling for small (<6" diameter) circular wire brushes with a view to force 
control for surface finishing in honing and deburring applications. These brushes are 
smaller, stiffer and operate at much higher speeds than the channel brushes used in street 
sweeping applications. Further differences are noted in the applications. Polishing and 
deburring involve mainly reshaping material by taking off the top surface. Sweeping is 
designed to leave the top of the surface intact while removing loose objects in the path of 
the brush. However, in both cases the fundamental mode of analysis, using a brush 
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model, is similar because of the requirement for an accurate deflection model for long 
tines. 
Initial work by Stango et al (1989) modelling a polishing brush uses the conventional 
and widely documented large deflection theory (Timoshenko & Gere (1961)). A 
polishing brush of the type analysed by Stango in the majority of papers can be thought 
of as a very small wide sweep brush with stiff metal tines. It is assumed that the tines are 
all perfectly mounted in their housing and that as the brush rotates the tines deflect. As 
the constraints at the centre of rotation and the contact plane are known, the forces and 
deflection of the tine at any given point may be found. This work is pseudo-static and 
neglects inertial forces (Figure 2.11). 
, 5R 
Figure 2.11 - Filament configuration at the release point (Stango) 
From the tine profiles, expressions are generated for the release angle, 12R, and associated 
release load FR for a specified brush penetration depth A. These in turn lead to the 
"contact zone", ý and the overall brush stiffness K. It is shown how the normal force 
generated on the brush changes as the brush rotates and the tines are systematically 
released. It is further explained how the brush force oscillates as the brush rotates. The 
associated amplitude of force oscillation is shown to be the same for given brushes with 
identical tines, the normal force generated being a function of the tine density on the 
brush. 
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The influence of friction on the tines is considered (Shia et al (1989)) in all but the 
earliest papers although as the problems become more complex so the model changes 
(Shia & Stango (1997)) from the conventional large deflection theory to a discrete 
system summarised in Figure 2.12. 
©z 
kk 
04 
I'. 
Torsion springs 
Figure 2.12 - Model of Discrete System Filament (Stango) 
Individual tines are now split into discrete elements of a known mass such that the sum 
of the element masses equals the tine mass. These are then linked using a torsion spring 
to represent the stiffness characteristics of the beam. It is shown that by employing the 
geometric constraints on the tine system a series of non-linear equations are generated 
which may be solved using the Newton-Raphson technique for numerical convergence. 
Brush characteristics are generated by taking the numerical solutions and summing for 
the number of tines about the brush taking into account the position of each tine relative 
to the centre of rotation. 
Experimental analysis of this work has been undertaken on small industrial brushes, 
Stango et al (1991). The results show that although the pseudo-static approach is sound 
in principle, the interactions between the tines is an inherently more complex problem, 
leading to addition axial deformation that can clearly be seen upon the test samples 
examined. 
Work following this approach is then concentrated on work piece material removal and 
brush control along irregular surfaces (Chen et al (1991); Stango et al (1992)) for 
computer controlled applications and is of limited relevance to the work in this thesis. 
The analysis is directed towards the machining properties of the brushes and does not 
investigate mechanical cleaning associated with larger brushes applied to road sweepers. 
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A limited amount of later work, Stango & Shia (1997), has switched the focus from the 
cylindrical polishing brush to a small "cup" brush, which is similar to the channel brush 
used in sweeping. However, like the polishing brushes, the cup brushes are considerably 
smaller than their sweeping counterparts and designed for polishing or material removal 
at very high rotational speeds. The model of the cup brush is a straightforward extension 
of the elemental model concepts and incorporates the distributed force associated with 
centrifugal force. The objective of the paper is to show how centrifugal forces induce 
stresses within the tines that can be a considerable percentage of the material yield stress, 
even before contact is made with the work piece. 
These results are not directly relevant to the operation of slow speed, large scale road 
sweeper channel brushes because such brushes operate tilted to the work-surface. Within 
the sweeping application the tines are initially not in contact with the road surface due to 
the brush geometry. As the brush rotates they are deformed to a maximum and then 
released giving an altogether different characteristic. However, the principles detailed in 
Stango's cup brush model are relevant as they outline the foundations of a generic 
method of brush analysis. 
2.3.3. Toothbrush Analysis 
An everyday application of a filamentary brush is a toothbrush, standard or mechanical. 
According to the literature the dental fraternity rarely use a mechanical model of the 
brush, although Kotomin and Avdeev (1998)3 are an exception to this rule. This is 
surprising considering the need for accurate bristle against tooth force analysis when 
exploring plaque removal with respect to tooth wear. Instead the toothbrush analysis 
work is more experimental in nature, with development coming from the comparison of 
various brush designs under controlled conditions. 
Work undertaken in this manner has involved looking at the filament curvature, Chava 
(2000), analysis of the brushing angle, Sasahara and Kawamura (2000), and 
comparisons of toothbrushes to improve filament arrangement, Hanioka et al (1999). In 
3 Kotomin and Avdeen used small deflection theory to model toothbrush deflection. It could be argued 
that such a bristle is not adequately modelled this way and a large deflection model would have been more 
suitable. 
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all cases the comparison criteria were clear and can be summarised as an evaluation of 
the plaque left after brushing. 
Another example by Carter et al (1999), comparing the load deflection characteristics of 
six different standard toothbrushes, is more relevant. Within this study the load 
deflection characteristics of the brushes were tested by mounting the toothbrushes on an 
Instrom material testing machine and measuring the resulting brush deflection with a set 
axial load. Although the tests showed the deflection characteristics of different brushes 
was dependent on the bristle arrangements, the results could not explain why the bristle 
density or stiffness characteristics affected the brush characteristics. 
The need for a more precise mode of measuring the brush characteristics of toothbrushes 
has long been recognised, but it is the work of Allen et al (1996) that finally introduces a 
practical method of doing this in situ. Within the structure of the toothbrush the main 
load bearing axis is recognised and strain gauges are used to measure the deflection in 
the toothbrush shaft. Assuming the force required to deflect the toothbrush shaft housing 
is the sum of the bristle loads between the brush and the teeth, converting the signal from 
strain gauges mounted on the toothbrush shaft via a Whetstone bridge gives a reading of 
the forces exerted on the teeth. A clear advantage for the dental researcher is that the 
force data may be directly related to the brushing action allowing a greater understanding 
of the brush, tooth wear relationship as well as the cleaning capabilities of the brush. 
2.4. Sweeping 
Legislation on highway cleaning standards tends to be qualitative rather than quantitative 
due to the lack of suitable means of defining and measuring sweeping efficiency. Later 
in the thesis we discuss this problem in more depth taking into account brushing 
mechanisms and current sweeping issues. 
2.4.1. Environmental Protection Act 1990 
In the United Kingdom the legislation which governs street sweeping and general 
environmental maintenance is the Environmental Protection Act 1990. To allow Section 
89, the area referring to Litter and Refuse, to be translated into a working document the 
Department for the Environment, Transport and Regions have published a Code of 
Practice (DETR 1999). In effect, it is this document that local authorities use to 
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determine whether public areas are being maintained to a suitable standard. A brief 
overview of the legislation and the problems associated with its implementation with 
respect to road sweepers and sweeping machines will be given here. 
The code of practice is broken down into two distinct documents. The first part defines 
the standards of cleanliness the law deems achievable and the terms and definitions 
covered are designed for use in a court of law. Part two expands on the basic definitions 
and gives more practical advice as to how the statutory obligations of the council may be 
most efficiently achieved. 
The emphasis within the guidelines is not to set out a centrally based cleaning rota for 
local authorities, but defines when an area does need cleaning. This means that local 
authorities have the freedom to target resources where they are needed, keeping all areas 
clean, instead of routinely sweeping areas which may already be free of litter at the 
expense of public areas which accumulate litter more readily. A system of zoning and 
grading of all land under council control has therefore been introduced to ascertain when 
cleaning action is required. With respect to road sweeping, roads themselves are not 
necessarily characterised into zones, but rather the general area. It is the councils duty to 
define the zones and to inform residents about the classifications for their area. The 
greater the public use of the area, the higher the priority given to the zone, with zone 1 
representing the most highly populated and used areas, down to zone 4 for very low 
densely populated areas. To give some standard for measuring cleanliness, four different 
grades are defined: 
Grade A: No litter or refuse. 
Grade B: Predominantly free of litter and refuse apart from some small 
items. 
Grade C: Widespread distribution of litter and refuse with minor 
accumulations. 
Grade D: Heavily littered with significant accumulations. 
Some form of practical guidance about the meaning of the qualitative statements 
defining the grades is given through a series of reference pictures, an example being 
shown in Figure 2.13. The boundaries between the zones are very difficult to assess 
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because the code acknowledges that, although Grade A is the expected standard post 
cleaning, "a very few items on a Grade A surface will not be sufficient to degrade that 
area to Grade B". 
cý ,:: 
Figure 2.13 - Grading system. for a zone 1 street (DETR 1999) 
The grades and zones are then entered in to a look-up table that determines the time 
scales deemed suitable for restoring a littered area to a Grade A rating. 
However, within the code there is no definition of litter or refuse, although according to 
the code of practice it is accepted that a wide definition of litter or refuse is accepted in 
the courts. This is contradictory, as by recognising that there is a "definition" in the 
courts, the code of practice acknowledges that litter can be defined, but cannot give an 
everyday definition to aid those working in the area. 
Advice on how local authorities should undertake their duties is the subject of Part 2 of 
the code of practice. However, there is little within this section of the code to help in 
establishing targets for sweeping research, and therefore is not reviewed here. To assess 
the daily working of the code of practice a visit was undertaken to Guildford Borough 
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Counci14. During the visit the practical problems associated with implementing the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 with respect to litter and refuse became apparent. 
The grading of zones for sweeping and cleaning is purely qualitative based upon the 
judgement of the inspector and their experience in the job. This means that, although the 
Code of Practice for Litter and Refuse gives an outline of the priorities for the sweeping 
and cleaning policy of the council, the actual task of allocating the resources ultimately 
falls on the inspector. It should be noted that the inspectors may have other 
responsibilities, such as checking abandoned cars, organising the collection of fly tipped 
debris and working with the refuse collectors. Thus, although all these aspects fall under 
the Environmental Protection Act, all this puts additional pressures on the inspector's 
time. 
To complicate matters further, under the compulsory competitive tendering introduced 
by the government over the last decade, the contract for undertaking the sweeping and 
cleaning of the streets had to go to whoever bid lowest to do the job. As local authorities 
were allowed to bid for the service themselves, a situation was created where both the 
inspectors and operators where employed by a local authority. This may put pressure on 
the inspectors to save money by not clearing areas which otherwise would have been 
swept resulting in a potential conflict of interests for the sweeping department. 
Additional operational problems have been highlighted. To comply with the legislation, 
streets need to be completely clear of debris immediately after sweeping. However, this 
is often impossible in built up areas because of the position of parked cars and other 
obstructions left in the road. Various solutions have been tried to alleviate this problem, 
for example, asking residents to move their cars when street sweeping is scheduled, but 
non of these initiatives have been successful. 
As street sweepers generally cannot work on pavements, urban areas are often cleaned 
using a large road sweeper brushing debris from the street, plus another worker using a 
"blower" to move debris from the pavement into the path of the street sweeper. This 
4 The author would like to thank Mr F. Buttler of Guildford Borough Council for his help in demonstrating 
the role of the inspector. 
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puts an additional work load on the street sweeper channel brush because not only is the 
debris which naturally collects in the gutter to be removed, but also the additional debris 
from the pavement. 
In summary, the issues raised from the environmental protection act with respect to street 
sweeping and the subsequent implementation regimes are numerous. It has been shown 
that a qualitative standard is already in place, and that all sweepers should be capable of 
reaching Grade A cleaning after passing over a given stretch of road. Nevertheless, the 
application of the sweeping standards is almost entirely based on an inspector's 
judgement. This makes the boundaries of what level of litter accumulation amounts to 
which grade variable. In addition, the realities of the sweeping environment in many 
urban areas show that however much research is undertaken into optimising the brushing 
performance of the road sweeper, obstacles, such as parked cars, in the street sweeper's 
path can prevent large areas from being swept adequately. Finally, the practice of 
moving debris from the pavement into the path of large sweeping units puts more 
emphasis on the function and operation of the channel brush that invariably has the task 
of sweeping this additional debris. 
2.4.2. Current Test Protocols for Street Sweepers 
The Environmental Protection Act highlights the problems associated with defining 
levels of cleanliness as well as some of the problems associated with practically 
sweeping roads. It follows that establishing sweeper efficiency with respect to actual 
operation is not straightforward, and, due to the wide scope of refuse that may be may 
need to be swept, establishing any form benchmark may be complex. 
As a result, throughout the world there are very few sweeper trials used to gauge the 
effectiveness or efficiency of street sweepers. This gives no recognised benchmark for 
sweeper comparisons. Some authorities and manufacturers have tried, in the past, to 
devise a series of tests to compare different sweepers depending on their application. 
The test procedures are similar to each other and based upon perceived sweeping 
conditions and sample debris. 
In the United States, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has compiled a 
standard to test "self-propelled sweepers sweep-ability performance". The objective is to 
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construct a test procedure for the comparison of machines defined by the SAE as street 
sweepers (SAE J2130 - 1994). This definition is summarised as a vehicle designed to 
remove debris from roads, highways or parking areas by means of a brush arrangement 
and collection mechanism to transfer debris from the road to a collection hopper. 
To ensure test results are comparable, it is stated that the environmental conditions must 
be dry with negligible wind (< 20 kmh-1) and the test road surface must be flat (±3%). If 
fitted, all dust suppression mechanisms must be employed throughout the test. A sample 
test track is defined (Figure 2.14) on which debris is placed and the sweeper is allowed 
three passes over the sample road either at a continuous speed or over a set time period. 
When the sweeper reaches the end of the test area it must be disabled and any debris 
deflected out of the test zone or ahead of the sweeper out of the front of the test region 
are classified as "not swept". 
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Figure 2.14 - Test site pattern (SAE J1702) 
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Within the sample route three distinct zones are defined based upon the debris 
classification within the zone. Using the zones, three different tests are defined and the 
sweeper must attempt each test. The first test uses three different grades of sand. Zone 1 
is spread with 50 kg of standard builders sharp sand, zone 2 has a sand of average grain 
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size 0.5 mm while the third zone is defined by the sand density, approx. 1600 kgrn-', and 
all the materials should be dry. The second test mirrors the first, defining various grades 
of aggregate 50 kg of which are evenly laid on the road to be swept. Gravel-granite road 
chips in zone 1 are followed by 12 mm sieved chippings and aggregate with a density of 
1800 kgm 3 in zones 2 and 3 respectively. The sweep-ability is measured according to 
the percentage of initial aggregate collected in the sweeper hopper. Sample debris is laid 
in the third test according to Figure 2.14. The extensive range in sizes of the debris 
(from exhaust pipes to pins) is designed to represent the full scope of litter found in day- 
to-day sweeping. To allow comparisons between various sweepers to be undertaken, 
each item of debris is given a points value, and summing the number of items in the 
sweeper hopper at the end of the test generates the sweeper score for any given run. The 
test protocol acknowledges that not all sweepers that fit the SAE description of a road 
sweeper are capable of handling all the items listed, and these items may be removed 
from the test arena. However, in the final grading of the test sweeper any items removed 
are deemed to be "not swept" and no points compensation or scaling is available. 
Table 2.2 - Test material and points scoring table for sweeping (SAE J1702) 
Zone Item Object Material Q'ty Score Total 
per Item Score 
XA Exhaust Pipe Steel tube 50 x 1.6 x 300 mm 1 6 6 
B Stick Dowel 25 x 500 mm long 1 6 6 
C Plastic Bag Polythene 300 x 300 mm 1 6 6 
D Carton (flat) Corrugated Cardboard 300 x 300 mm 1 6 6 
E Bottle Tube 100 x 2.0 x 300 mm long 1 6 6 
YF Cobble Stone 50 mm spherical flint cobble stone 3 3 9 
G Can (Flat) Al sheet 80 x 150 x 2.0 mm 3 3 9 
H Paper Sheet A3 80 g copy paper 3 3 9 
1 Rope 10 mm hemp rope x 1000 mm 3 3 9 
J Baton Soft wood 25 x 25 x 150 mm 3 3 9 
ZK Bolt M16c hex head steel screw x 75 mm 5 1 5 
L Nut M16c hex head steal net 5 1 5 
M Nail Steel bar 5.0 x 75 mm 5 1 5 
N Washer Steel disk 30 x 2.0 mm 5 1 5 
0 Pin Steel bar 12.0 x 4.0 mm long 5 1 5 
Another inconsistency seems to be the time for the sweeper run. The test description 
suggests that the sweeper either runs the entire course at a set speed or has a set time 
limit to complete the course. Nonetheless, no time scale or test speeds are suggested. 
Instead the test protocol simply suggests that, so long as all the test data, including the 
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test time, is recorded in the report, all is in order and sweeper comparisons are possible. 
As the manufacturer suggests the speeds for the trials, comparisons about the sweep- 
ability of a given sweeper at a given road speed suggest how far a sweeper can 
reasonably expect to cover in a given shift. Nevertheless, this is not a direct comparison 
and gives no indication of sweep-ability at different vehicle speeds. 
2.4.3. Problems of Small Particle Removal 
Environmental analysis is starting to focus on the impact of small particles known as 
PM1o (< 10 microns in diameter) on the environment (Chow et al 1990). Such studies 
assume correctly that the large debris is relatively easily removed, whereas the small 
particles found on road surfaces are usually left to be washed away by storm water or in 
some cases hosed off by a concerted street washing program. 
Suggested sources of PMIO debris have been given by Axetell and Zell (1977) and may 
be summarised as: 
42 % Mud and dirt 
17% Litter 
8% Biological debris 
8% Ice control compounds 
7% Motor vehicles 
4% Atmospheric dustfall 
4% Pavement wear 
<1% Spills 
The bulk of the debris being from mud and dirt is not surprising as it is often transferred 
by road vehicles travelling from non-paved areas such as building sites or car parks. 
However, there are other sources of debris that can contribute to environmental 
contamination. The obvious example is the 7% of debris from motor vehicles. Within 
this debris group it is suggested that the majority of the PMIO particles are generated 
through wear of components such as tyres, brakes, clutches and exhausts. Due to the 
high concentrations of heavy metals and non-degradable polymers within these 
components their impact on the environment needs monitoring. 
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To add to the problem, the transportation of PMIo debris about the road network is 
considerable, suggesting that debris concentrations are spread over large distances. Such 
movement is explained through vehicular transport (sticking to tyres etc. ), wind 
generated by moving vehicles and through natural wind dispersion. These last two 
points are of prime environmental importance as the debris is not confined to the road 
surface, from where it can potentially be easily removed. 
The study by Axetell and Zell suggests that, although the convention at the time was to 
employ street sweepers to remove PM1o debris, they actually have little or no effect on 
the levels of PMIO debris found. Most street sweepers using rotary brushes use water 
dust suppression techniques that trap the PMIO debris. Therefore PMIO debris is only 
removed if the water is swept into the path of the vacuum nozzle and the wastewater is 
then not returned to the road surface without filtering. Although not directly relevant on 
the roads in the UK today, legislation is starting to appear in other areas (e. g. USA) 
whereby PMto debris is of concern to street sweepers and with increasing environmental 
awareness such legislation could mean an overhaul of sweeper design in the UK. 
2.5. Road Standards 
Road surfaces are designed to have a given co-efficient of friction between the road and 
tyres of vehicles. To allow local authorities and the highways agency to gauge the 
correct conditions for a given stretch of road, a series of documents are available which 
outline a testing procedure and the relevance of the results to everyday road layouts. The 
variation in the friction characteristics of roads is relatively large and may have a 
significant effect on road sweeper brush performance. 
2.5.1. Friction Analysis of Roads 
Within the UK there are various testing methods available to physically test the 
characteristics of roads. For example, the police generally use a dry skid test when 
trying to establish a vehicle's stopping distance after an accident, but the Highways 
Agency have two different tests for measuring the general characteristics of a road. 
These are the sideway-force co-efficient routine machine, or `SCRIM' test, and the 
portable skid resistance test. 
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2.5.1.1. Police Dry Skid Test 
Road traffic accidents that involve a skidding vehicle generally indicate that one or more 
of the vehicle's wheels locked under braking. Under these circumstances the police use 
the dry skid test (briefly described in the Highways Agency Document No. HD 28) to try 
and estimate the vehicle approach speed and as part of the calculation the "locked wheel 
braking co-efficient" is derived. 
By driving a car at a known speed and braking suddenly so the brakes lock quickly, the 
braking co-efficient is derived from the distance it takes the car to stop. The standard 
test protocol suggests that the test vehicle speed is 50 kmh-l and ideally the same car that 
was used in the accident is used, but failing this a police vehicle may be used. It is also 
important that the test is undertaken at the crash site. Analysis of the braking tests and 
the skid marks left by the accident allow the calculation of the vehicles speed when it 
was involved in the accident. 
Although such a test may be used in court for individual cases, it only gives an indication 
of the local conditions on the day of the test. The variables which effect a car's stopping 
distance are numerous and include the tread depth and tyre pressure which are clearly 
specific to any given vehicle at the time of an accident. A more generic test is therefore 
required for comparison purposes. 
2.5.1.2. The Sideway-force Co-efficient Routine Investigation Machine 
Whole scale testing of the nations road network is possible by the development of the 
Sideway-force Co-efficient Routine Investigation Machine or SCRIM test (HD 28 and 
BS 7941-1). This lorry mounted test procedure allows all major highways within the UK 
to be tested without causing undue hold-ups to traffic flow. 
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Figure 2.15 - The SCRIM test layout 
The SCRIM test is the analysis of the forces acting on a test wheel mounted at 20 
degrees to the direction of travel and loaded vertically (Figure 2.15). The offset of the 
wheel allows the wheel to turn in the normal manner to ensure constant wear on the tyre, 
but this is combined with a constant slippage in the out of line plane. By measuring the 
vertical load and the frictional forces acting on the wheel a sideways-force co-efficient 
(SFC) is derived as the ratio of two known loads. Environmental conditions are 
harmonised because during testing the road directly in front of the test wheel is subject to 
a constant flow of water and where ever possible the most worn section of road must be 
used for the SCRIM test. It is suggested that tests are undertaken at a speed of 50 kmh-' 
although it is recognised that sharp bends and junctions may lead to reduced speeds in 
certain areas. Should the ambient temperature fall below 5°C, the test should be 
terminated. 
In this way a standard test procedure is defined which may be used to specify design 
requirements for different road types or layouts. However, the literature shows a 
surprising seasonal variation between the test SFC results for a given road (Figure 2.16). 
According to the Highways Agency literature the winter values are higher because the 
roads are wet for approx. 60% of the time, and therefore the detritus is more gritty 
leading to a harsher road surface. In summer the predominantly dry roads allow the grit 
to be broken down or transferred from the road more readily, e. g. via the wind, leaving a 
more polished contact surface. 
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Figure 2.16- Seasonal variation of SFC values (HD 28/94) 
To counter this a Mean Summer SCRIM Co-efficient (MSSC) is defined from results 
taken from May until September. Testing of a given road section is undertaken at least 
three different times during the summer season for an MSSC value to be obtained. It 
may be reasonably assumed that the MSSC value is a representation of the lowest 
friction conditions to be expected on a given section of road. Thus the friction contact 
co-efficient between vehicles and the road is generally higher than the value suggested 
by SCRIM assuming no foreign objects such as ice or oil are present. Hence, the MSSC 
values are used to define the friction properties of a given road with respect to design. 
2.5.1.3. Portable Skid Resistance Tester 
When the SCRIM test cannot be used the portable skid resistance test is employed. The 
apparatus (Figure 2.17) is a simple pendulum with a rubber sample mounted to the base 
according to BS 903-A8. 
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Figure 2.17 - Portable skid resistance tester 
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The tester is mounted on the road such that the pendulum arc lies true to the vertical 
plane and the test surface is made wet. Upon release from the holding position the 
rubber bob falls and at the bottom of the arc it scuffs the test road surface. The energy 
absorbed by the collision of the bob and the road surface is measured in relation to the 
height the bob reaches as it climbs from the test surface. A light pointer marks the 
maximum height reached by the bob and the reading from the scale gives an indication 
of the friction characteristics of the test surface. 
Although the apparatus may need regular re-calibration, there is a consistent conversion 
factor between the skid resistance values measured by the portable skid resistance tester 
and the SCRIM results of SRV = 105 SCRIM. 
2.5.2. Friction Considerations 
Having established a protocol for measuring the friction characteristics of the highway, it 
is worth analysing the use of these values in defining road characteristics. Within the 
Highways Agencies Design Manual for Roads and Bridges the SCRIM test results are 
used to define the friction characteristics of various road sections depending on the use 
of the road and the road layout. Examples of road friction characteristics taken directly 
from the manual are given in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 - Highway agency friction specification for road layouts 
Site Definition MSSC Level at 50 kmh"1 
Motorway 0.35 
Dual Carriageway 0.35 
Single Carriageway 0.4 
Dual Carriageway (Minor Junctions) 0.4 
Single Carriageway (Minor Junctions) 0.45 
Approaches to all major junctions 0.45 
Gradients 5% to 10% 0.45 
Bend (Radius < 250 m) 0.45 
Approach to roundabout 0.55 
Approach to traffic signals, pedestrian crossings 0.55 
etc. 
Lower friction characteristics on motorways and dual carriageways are to be expected as 
there is a low risk of traffic braking sharply and sliding, but there is also an energy issue. 
High friction surfaces will, by their nature, require more fuel to be consumed for a given 
journey so it follows that if the safety risks allow it, low friction surfaces are to be 
expected. In contrast, the approaches to pedestrian crossings, roundabouts and level 
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crossings may be subjected to heavy braking, and it follows that the greater the friction 
between the vehicle and the road, the shorter the stopping distance. Therefore, roads 
where heavy braking and acceleration is likely can be expected to have high friction 
characteristics. 
It is noted that all the friction test procedures specified under Section 2.5.1 are directly 
related to the friction between tyres and the road surface and that there is no direct 
correlation between this and the friction co-efficients for a sweeper brush and the road 
surface. However the literature does clearly show that the friction of any given road is 
likely to vary considerably and this may have implications on the testing of the sweeper 
brush and the properties of the brush in operation. 
2.6. Summary 
From Chapter 1 it has been shown why this thesis will concentrate on analysing the street 
sweeper channel brush and issues concerning brush design, the sweeping process and the 
channel brush operating environment have been discussed in Chapter 2. Initially the 
range of brushes available was investigated and different applications of channel/cup 
brushes have been described. The analysis tools already within the literature have been 
surveyed and the merits of each reviewed. Legislation concerning sweeping has been 
analysed and practical problems highlighted. Finally the influence of the local 
environment on the sweeping process has been investigated. 
It has been shown that the array of brushing tasks is vast, which leads to a huge variation 
in brush designs for different tasks. Even concentrating purely on the channel/cup brush 
set, the different brush designs for various tasks can be bewildering. Such design 
considerations are also complex, ranging from the bristle/tine material, the brush/tine 
geometry, the tine packing and tine mounting. All these factors need to be considered to 
ensure that the brush interacts with the environment in the desired manner. 
It has also been shown how limited the analysis undertaken on power brushes is within 
the literature. The forces acting between brushes and their environment have rarely been 
investigated although two main modes of mathematical analysis have been identified. It 
has been shown how the choice of mathematical model depends upon the geometry of 
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the brush. Long flexible tines experiencing significant deflection should be analysed 
using techniques derived from large deflection theory, whereas short rigid tines can be 
analysed using the approximations of small deflection theory. 
The current legislation concerning a local authority's statutory obligations in the UK has 
been shown to be particularly qualitative. Within the guidelines there is no definition 
about what is considered to be litter or debris. However, sweeping standards from the 
Society of Automotive Engineers in the USA have been defined. It has been shown how, 
by setting up a test path with assorted debris, a street sweepers performance may be 
analysed comparatively using a points system. Nevertheless, using the legislation and 
the current sweeper trials as a starting point, defining sweeping efficiency at this stage is 
essentially vague. 
Finally, potential environmental issues associated with sweeping have been analysed. 
The sweeping trials gave an indication of the debris that may be encountered on the 
streets. Practical problems within the sweeping process, such as parked cars and PMIO's 
have also been investigated. Small particles have been shown by the literature to work 
their way into the road matrix. Removing such debris is therefore a practical issue for 
the street sweeper as the ecological issues concerning PMIO's being washed off the road 
surface are significant. In addition the road conditions themselves, i. e. the friction 
characteristics of roads has been shown to change by design according to the road layout. 
This has important implications on the brush as any change in the friction characteristics 
of the road may be expected to influence the forces acting on the brush tines. 
In the following Chapters it will be shown how the literature reviewed throughout this 
Chapter influences the characteristics of the channel brush. Brush manufacturing 
techniques will be shown to have an influence on the brush characteristics, as will the 
brush geometry and materials used. The importance of road and brush friction will 
become clearer through brush modelling and experimental analysis of the channel brush. 
Finally, all the analysis comes together in investigations into the sweeping modes of the 
brush and the sweepers sweep-gear range. 
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3. The Channel Brush Model 
3.1. Introduction 
The role of the channel brush at the heart of the street sweeping machine has been 
established, but the range of different brush designs available is considerable 
(www. Danline. co. uk). Furthermore, there is little in the literature concerning 
filamentary brush design for sweeping, so sweeper operators usually make a decision 
about brush choice based upon driver experience and cost. 
Within this Chapter a tool for analysing the fundamental properties of the channel brush 
is developed. The brush design and operational variables that govern the performance of 
a brush are identified. These are incorporated into a three-dimensional brush deflection 
model, extending the work of Stango et al covered in Section 2.2. Based on large 
deflection theory, the model allows the forces acting on the brush tines to be analysed 
and the brush geometry allows these findings to be related to the whole brush. Results 
from the model are then validated in Chapters 5 to 7 when the basic brush characteristics 
are investigated. 
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3.2. The Channel Brush 
Channel brush operation, detailed in Section 1.3.1, depends on two different sets of 
variables. These are the geometric brush design variables which define the size, shape 
and stiffness of the tines, and secondly, the sweeper operational variables which relate 
the brush to the local environment. Within this section each of these sets of variables 
will be analysed independently. 
3.2.1. Geometric Variables 
(a) Real channel brush 
tine mni int 
pj ciusters per / IIU. UIIL 
mount radii radii 
(b) Channel brush schematic 
Figure 3.1 - The channel brush 
The channel brush is manufactured from clusters of tines housed in a mount board, as 
described in Section 2.2. Within each brush, each group usually contains the same 
number, h, tines, but on a given mount radius, Rj, the number of clusters, p may vary 
depending on the brush design. An expression for the number of tines in the brush. q, 
may be defined such that: 
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I 
q=Lp; h ... 
Equ. 3.1 
J 
Where: q is the number of tines in the brush 
p is the number of tines per cluster 
j is the number of tine mount radii per brush 
and h is the number of tines per cluster. 
Although the number of tine clusters, p, within a given mount radius may vary within a 
given brush, they are usually evenly distributed about the centre of rotation of the brush. 
Hence the angle between each tine cluster, q, is defined as: 
27r 
Sr =- ... Equ. 3.2 P; 
Where: S is the angle between tine clusters on a given radii, Rj. 
From Section 2.2, the tines are usually manufactured from lengths of rectangular cross 
sectioned steel. The orientation of the tines within the mount board changes according to 
the sweeping action required of the brush. In all cases the tines are mounted inclined 
from the vertical through a mount angle, qA further rotation may be defined along the 
tine's length, the tine mount orientation angle, qp. There are currently two brush 
variations available on the market, the cutting and flicking brush (so called because of 
their sweeping action) and the only difference between them is defined through the 
mount orientation angle (Figure 3.2). If xg, yt, zt represent the tine co-ordinate frame 
within the tine mount, then the cutting brush tine, (p = 0°, lies with the tine x plane, xt, in 
line with the brush radius whereas the flicking brush tines are rotated through a right 
angle about the tine y axis, op = 90°. 
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Figure 3.2 - Brush orientation 
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3.2.2. Operational Brush Variables 
When a channel brush is deployed on a mechanical street sweeper it is usually within the 
confines of the brush sweep-gear (Figure 3.3a). Here lie all the drives and fixings 
required to manipulate the brush orientation relative to the vehicle. 
MEN 
(u) Street sweepers sweep-gear 
G 
(b) Relative to the brush (c) Relative to the sweep-gear 
Figure 3.3- Definition of brush offset angle and angle of attack 
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In terms of the brush orientation, let the world be defined according to the top of the 
brush centre of rotation with the x axis aligned with the direction of travel of the vehicle, 
denoted by the vehicle velocity, v, in Figure 3.3. The brush co-ordinate frame is defined 
by xb, yb, zb such that the xb Yb plane is perpendicular to the brush arm, Figure 3.3c. 
From Figure 3.3a the brush experiences two rotations relative to the vehicle chassis. On 
current sweeping vehicles the brush is mounted at the end of a brush arm which rotates 
away from the vehicle, this generates an offset angle, ý, relative to the vehicle direction. 
This is essentially designed to deploy the brush away from the vehicle in the gutter. 
A second rotation is due to the brush mounting on the deployment arm allowing the 
brush to be tilted relative to the road surface. This rotation is called the angle of attack, 
P. Figure 3.3b and c show the changes in the brush orientation due to the angle of attack 
and brush offset angle relative to the brush and the sweep-gear mounting. 
Other brush operation variables refer to the brush drive. Figure 3.3a shows how the 
brush is loaded and rotates on it's mounting, so there is an applied vertical load, Fb, and 
rotational speed, w, acting on the brush. By definition there is also a brush torque Tb 
acting that will be shown later in this chapter to be a function of the loads and rotational 
speed of the brush. Due to the flexible nature of the brush a brush penetration, d, can 
also be defined. This is the maximum vertical height between the road surface and the 
undeflected tine end according to Figure 3.4, which shows a summary of the brush 
operational variables. 
Fn 
V 
A 
Figure 3.4 - System variables summary 
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3.3. Brush Model Concepts 
It has been shown that the number of variables within the channel brush is large and that 
the brush itself poses some challenges with respect to understanding the three- 
dimensional geometry. The brush construction description, Section 2.2, shows that the 
brush is manufactured from numerous individual components in the shape of tines. 
Analysis of the brush geometry has shown how the tines relate to the sweep-gear. To 
increase our understanding of the overall brush characteristics the foundations of a brush 
model is established in this section based upon analysis of the rotating tines. However, 
to take into account every aspect of the brush deployment characteristics is excessive and 
some assumptions about the brush behaviour need to be made first. 
3.3.1. Model Assumptions 
The following statements are assumed to be true: 
" Tines in a given cluster experience the same forces and deflect in the same manner. 
" All tines are manufactured from ideal materials exhibiting uniform properties. 
" Tine mountings are rigid. 
Tines only deflect along their weakest plane, the principle axis, and are not subject to 
torsional deflections. 
Weight of the tine and aerodynamic effects have been neglected. 
" All beam theory assumptions are valid (Benham and Crawford (1994)). 
" Brush behaviour conforms to pseudo-static behaviour. 
3.3.2. Model Strategy 
Based upon the assumptions above, the brush may be broken down into discrete 
components for analysis. The forces acting on any given cluster of tines within the brush 
may now be calculated as the sum of the tine loads, Ft, within the cluster and the brush 
load, Fb, may be calculated by summing together the tine cluster loads such that: 
II 
Fn =, h... Equ. 3.3 
IP 
Where: Fb is the force acting on the brush 
F, is the force acting on an individual tine. 
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However, the forces acting on a given rotating tine within the brush are continually 
changing with the tine location about the brush (Figure 3.5). 
Fb 
Figure 3.5 - Tine loads ignoring friction and brush rotation 
Assume the brush contact profile is as shown in Figure 3.5. The tines at the rear of the 
brush are not in contact with the road and experience deflections due to the rotation of 
the brush only. At the front of the brush the tines are experiencing severe deformation 
due to the constraints imposed by the mount board and the road. Tines in contact with 
the road can, therefore, be expected to exhibit changing load characteristics depending on 
the instantaneous environmental constraints on their mountings. When the brush rotates 
on a flat road surface, a given tine will experience all the different load characteristics 
associated with the brush set-up and rotational speed assuming the local environment 
does not change. 
r, 1 
Figure 3.6 - Time stepping 
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If the instantaneous tine location about the centre of rotation of the brush is defined by x 
(Figure 3.6), this may be linked to the brush rotational speed, co, by: 
(v = 
dx 
... Equ. 3.4 
Where dx is the change in the tine mount angle 
dt is the change in time 
and o is the brush rotational speed. 
A discrete time step, dt, is now numerically defined such that one rotation of the brush 
requires ns time step: 
I= ns dt ... 
Equ. 3.5 
co 2; c 
Where: ns is the number of time steps in one tine rotation. 
This is important as it ensures the same number of discrete steps about the brush 
regardless of the brush rotational speed. Nevertheless, it is proposed to analyse the tine 
at a start position, i. e. x= -180°, by calculating tine deflection profile assuming the tine 
deflection can be resolved into a two-dimensional problem. Moving about the brush 
using the time step to x= 180°, the tine characteristics and deformation are recorded in 
the process. It should be noted that care should be taken to ensure that the direction of 
the time stepping is in line with the rotational speed of the brush. 
Once the complete brush has been analysed, the changing load, torque, stress and strain 
energy characteristics of tines about the brush can be found from the deflection profile. 
It has been assumed that all the tines about the brush experience the same effects during 
brush rotation, and from the brush design constants the positions of the tines about the 
brush are known. The brush characteristics are now calculated by summing together the 
tine characteristics at the known mount points. 
Based upon this analysis a general system algorithm may be drawn: 
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Start 
Analyse brush geometry 
and operational variables 
Calculate dt, dx and n 
x=-180° 
Analyse tine geometry 
and mode at position, x, 
Resolve forces into 
two-dimensional 
problem 
x=x+dx 
Calculate force, torque, 
stress and strain energy 
acting on tine from the 
deflection profile 
Build array of tine data 
with tine location 
NP 180°? 
Yes 
From tine data array calculate 
brush characteristics and 
model brush 
End 
Figure 3.7 - Fundamental brush model algorithm 
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Although the main brush model structure has now been developed, a number of issues 
concerning the brush modelling have arisen from the algorithm in Figure 3.7. These 
issues will be discussed in the following Sections. 
3.4. Analysis of the Brush Contact Geometry 
Once the brush constants have been established, the brush needs to be analysed relative 
to the road surface. The variable used to define the amount of brush contact with the 
road for a given brush mount geometry is the brush penetration, A. 
3.4.1. Brush Penetration 
Ye 
A 
Figure 3.8 - Definition of brush penetration 
Figure 3.8 shows how the brush pentration is measured. It can be summarised as the 
vertical height difference between the lowest point of a theoretically undeformed brush 
and the road surface upon which the brush is deformed. Therefore, when the brush is 
just in contact with the road surface and not rotating, d=0. 
If the brush is assumed to rotate about the yb, axis of the brush co-ordinate frame, then the 
maximum brush penetration will always be found at the tine location x=0. Defining yc 
as the vertical distance from the road to the centre of rotation of the brush, then from 
Figure 3.8 an expression can be derived which links the road surface plane to the brush 
origin: 
yý. = Rr1 sin /i +L cos(q - 8) -0 .. 
Equ. 3.6 
Where: yc is the vertical distance from the brush origin to the road surface 
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L is the tine length 
R, is the outermost mount radius 
ß is the brush angle of attack 
0 is the tine mount angle 
and d is the brush penetration. 
3.4.2. Contact Modes 
Expanding on the basic definition of the brush penetration there are three brushing 
modes which need to be addressed (Figure 3.9). 
d<O 
L 
T Road 
(a) No road contact 
Co 
A>O 
T-1-1--- 
Road 4' -' Road 
(b) Mixed road contact (c) Full contact 
Figure 3.9 - Brushing modes 
The first brushing mode is where the brush is raised above the ground so there is no 
contact on the road (Figure 3.9a). With the brush in this position the road is not swept 
and there are no contact forces acting between the brush and the ground, but the brush 
may be deformed by centrifugal forces. It follows that, depending on the brush set-up, 
there may be a case where there is a positive brush deformation but no contact with the 
road due to centrifugal force deforming the tines radially. 
Figure 3.9b shows the second brush deformation mode. Here the tines are in contact 
with the road at some points, but are free from the road during the rest of the brush 
rotation. During the phase of the brush rotation where the tines are free, it may be 
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assumed that they only experience the centrifugal forces acting on the brush due to brush 
rotation. These are then complemented by point forces acting at the tine ends once the 
brush makes contact with the road. These forces will change with tine location about the 
brush. The final brushing mode is where all the tines are in contact with the road surface 
at all times. In this case the tines experience changing centrifugal and point forces 
throughout the rotation of the brush (Figure 3.9c). 
It is anticipated that the brush model will time step about the brush calculating the forces 
acting on the tines for the different tine locations. However, as will be seen, the forces 
acting on the tines in combination with the brushing mode allow the time stepping to be 
simplified when the forces acting on the tines from one location to the other do not 
change about the brush. Therefore the initial analysis of the brush model must be to 
establish what type of brushing mode is active for a given brush set-up, but to allow this 
to happen the brush forces and the corresponding tine deformations need to be calculated 
and fully understood. 
3.4.3. Brush Deflection Plane 
v 
F, 
Ff yF` 
Figure 3.10 Tine deflection plane definition 
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Due to the tine orientation angle, q', it does not follow that the tines deflect radially out 
from the centre of rotation when loaded. However, because the assumption has been 
made that the tines only deflect along their weakest axis, the tines have been assumed to 
only deflect along one known plane which is shown as ABCD in Figure 3.10 for a tine 
within a flat brush. 
The deflection in the section traced by AB'CD is aligned with the tine co-ordinate frame 
and the goal for analysis of the tine deflection will be to resolve the forces acting on the 
tine into this co-ordinate frame. 
3.5. Tine Forces Analysis 
The forces acting on the brush have been briefly mentioned in Section 3.4. Within this 
thesis it will be assumed that there are three main forces acting on the tine. These are the 
reaction force of the road acting on the tine, F,, the associated friction force acting along 
the road surface with brush rotation, Ff and centrifugal forces acting due to the rotation 
of the brush, Ff. Furthermore, it has been assumed in Section 3.3 that the tines can only 
deflect along one plane depending on the tine orientation within the brush. These points 
are summerised in Figure 3.11. 
Z 
ý:,, 
F, 
Figure 3.11- Tine forces and deflection plane summary 
All three forces are linked to the brush geometry and to one another when analysing the 
brush. How they interact is the subject of Section 3.6. Within this section it is assumed 
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that the forces can be treated as discrete commodities for analysis. The objective of this 
section is to analyse the forces acting on the brush and resolve them into the two- 
dimensional form required before the tine deflection can be investigated. 
With the exception of the vehicle velocity analysis the brush will be assumed to be in 
line with the direction of the vehicle and the brush offset angle ý will be neglected. 
3.5.1. Friction and Vehicle Velocity 
Within the three-dimensional framework of the world co-ordinate system friction will 
always act against the direction of rotation of the brush, and using Coulomb's Law of 
Friction, in line with Shia et al (1989), the magnitude of the force is: 
F> = , u', 
Where: p is the co-efficient of kinetic friction 
Ff is the force due to friction 
And F, is applied vertical load acting on the tine end. 
The friction magnitude is a derived value and if it is assumed the applied tine load is 
known, the magnitude of the friction force is known. However, the friction vector, or 
line of action of the friction force is not known. Assuming the vehicle speed is zero, 
when the brush rotates the trace of the tine end elements on the world x, z plane is shown 
in Figure 3.12. 
x 
ýý 
ff -o w ' 
F ' j 
Figure 3.12 - Friction analysis 
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From Coulomb's Law of Friction, the friction vector will always oppose the motion of 
the rotating tine and therefore acts through an angle, yr, at a tangent to the profile shown 
in Figure 3.12. A problem arises because this tine trace is unknown before calculating 
the tine deflection profile and relating the deflected tine to the world co-ordinate frame. 
However, it is anticipated that the brush model will calculate the tine deflection profile. 
It is suggested that by using the numerical time stepping approach to incrementally trace 
the profile of the tines a prediction of the friction force angle of application may be 
established. 
(X-X, ZnX) FI 
(xn(X-dX, Zn(X-dX)) 
Vpred 
-' 
(xn(X-2dZ)) Zn(X-2dx)) 
dX ý, ->' .' 
Figure 3.13 - Friction vector analysis 
If xx zx represent the points at the end of the deflected tine at mount angle, x, in Figure 
3.13 then x(x_dx), z(x. Jx), and x(x_2d, ), z(x_2dx), represent the tine end co-ordinates at mount 
positions of x-dx and x 2dx respectively. From Figure 3.13 the predicted friction angle, 
Wpred, can be calculated: 
tanW 
(x"(X-°X) 
-xn(X-2dX) 
ýýýý _ ... 
Equ. 3.7 fZ(X-2d1) 
- Z^(X-dX) 
Where: y'pred is the predicted friction angle 
x(X-d7) is the x co-ordinate of the tine end at mount position (x-dx) 
and z(z x) is the z co-ordinate of the tine end at mount position (i dy) 
As the tine moves from quadrant to quadrant with brush rotation care needs to be taken 
to ensure that Equation 3.7 remains valid. However, in terms of the accuracy of the 
predicted vector, if the change in tine position, dx, is small, the difference between the 
predicted and actual friction vector acting at the tine end will be small. 
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This method assumes that the previous tine end locations are known, but the model has 
to start somewhere where the previous values are not known. To counter this, a starting 
point is defined at tine location, x= -180°, the rear of the brush, where the friction vector 
for the first two time steps can be assumed to be 180°. 
The advantage of calculating the co-efficient of friction vector in this manner is that it 
readily takes into account the vehicle velocity. During one time step of duration di the 
brush will have travelled a known distance dx along the road according to: 
V=-... Equ. 3.8 
Where: dx is the distance travelled down the road 
and v is the vehicle velocity. 
Graphically this displacement in the brush location is shown in Figure 3.14. 
7 
V 
dx 
x 
Figure 3.14 - Time stepping and vehicle velocity 
However, the brush co-ordinate frame is not aligned with the direction of travel of the 
vehicle and the friction variable is defined in the brush co-ordinate frame. Translating 
the brush movement through the brush offset angle, ý, into this plane yields Figure 3.15. 
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dz 
Figure 3.15 - Vehicle velocity geometry 
The discrete translation distances in the brush co-ordinate frame are given by: 
dxh = dx cos 
and dzh = dx sin ... Equ. 3.9 
Where: dXb is the translation in the Xh plane 
and dzb is the translation in the Zb plane. 
Therefore Equation 3.7 can be rewritten to take into account vehicle speed: 
«x(, 
r+X) +i cos4)-X(X+2dX» ... Equ. 3.10 tan Y/ p. ed - Zn(X+2dX) - zn(X+aX) + dz sin 
Using these equations a predicted value for the friction vector can be used within the 
brush model. 
3.5.2. Resolving the Point Forces 
In order to analyse the deflection of the tine, it is desirable to resolve the forces acting on 
the tine into the tine co-ordinate frame defined in Section 3.3. To do this the forces have 
been broken into the x, y, z components in the world co-ordinate frame and rotated 
through the angles, 8, x, 0 and qp in that order to give the resultant forces acting on the 
tine principle axis. This puts the forces into the tine co-ordinate frame defined in Section 
3.2 (Figure 3.16). 
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Fý_, 
F,., 
Figure 3.16- Point loads acting in the tine co-ordinate frame 
It may be shown (Appendix Al) that the point loads acting on the tine within the tine co- 
ordinate frame can be represented in terms of the rotation angles and the applied load. 
The terms generated are given by: 
Ft, = F, ((((p sin v cos ,8+ sin 
ß)cosX -p cosy' sin x)cos 0- 
(cosß-usin grsinß)sin qS)cosgp-(, usin yrcos x+ 
(psin yrcosß+sinß)sinx)sinop) 
Fv, = F, ((cosß-psin V sinß)cos0+((psin yrcos, ß+ 
sin ß)cos x- ucos yr sin x)sin 0) 
F., = F, ((p cos 0 cos X+ (a sin rb cos ß+ sin j) sin X)cos 9+ 
(((psin yrcos, 8 +sinß)cosx-pcosyrsinX)cosb- 
(cosßl3 
-µ sin yr sin ß)sin q)sin qp) 
. 
Equ. 3.11 
3.5.3. Resolving the Distributed Forces 
The centrifugal force acts in a distributed manner along the length of the tine. However, 
for the analysis of the tine, the distributed forces have been considered as lumped 
parameter point forces acting on evenly distributed nodes along the length of the tine. It 
needs to be noted that the centrifugal force acts about the centre of rotation of the brush 
and through the centre of gravity of the individual tine elements. Therefore, analysis of 
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the force affecting an arbitrary tine comes directly from the brush co-ordinate system, xb, 
yb, Zb. Figure 3.17 shows how the centrifugal force point loads act within the brush co- 
ordinate system on the elemental tine. 
Rr 
yr 
--ý 
I 
Zn E; ý ý, 
s in c, 
f 
ýý COS Ej `I 
F'J 
xb F, 
Figure 3.17 - Distributed forces acting on a rotating tine 
Due to the brush configuration and the deflection profile of the tine, the centrifugal force 
component acting at each node will act at a different angle e, along the length of the tine. 
Noting this, the centrifugal force components can be established for any given node, i, 
along the length of the tine according to: 
fxi = flr COS(6, 
fi= far sm(e, 
... 
Equ. 3.12 
Where: J f, is the centrifugal force acting on an arbitrary tine element, i 
f represents the distributed force component acting on element i 
and t is the angle between the xb axis and Rf. 
z 
and: fr = mRfw Equ. 3.13 
Where: Rif is the shortest distance from the centre of rotation to the centre of 
gravity of the arbitrary element, i 
and m is the mass of the element i. 
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Resolving these forces into the tine co-ordinate frame now requires only two rotations. 
The calculations are shown in Appendix A2 and the resultant expressions for the 
centrifugal forces may be given by: 
fx,; = fj f cos c, cos 0 cos op - sin c, sin gyp) 
f,,,, 
;=, 
fir cos EC sin O 
f_.,; =fj; sin c, cos op + cos E; cos 0 sin (p) ... Equ. 3.14 
Now all the loads effecting the tine have been resolved into the tine co-ordinate frame 
(Figure 3.18), it is possible to start analysing the tine deflection properties. 
v 
f,, 
x, 
PZ, 
Fy, 
Figure 3.18- General lumped parameter force diagram 
3.6. Tine Deflection 
If the assumptions made in Section 3.3 about the tine deflection are true, it is suggested 
that the forces acting in the tine z plane do no work to deflect the tine. In this case, and 
within this thesis it is assumed they are, and so the deflection of the tine becomes a two- 
dimensional cantilever beam problem. Taking the simplest case of the stationary brush, 
the free body diagram is shown in Figure 3.19. 
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Fit 
FyI 
T 
Figure 3.19 - Tine cantilever beam model 
Traditionally there are two ways of solving this problem. If small deflections are 
expected then small deflection theory may be adopted, as was done by Chew et al (1995) 
and reviewed in Section 2.3. However, in the case of the deflected brush, small 
deflections of the brush tines may not be assumed and large deflection theory needs to be 
adopted. 
3.6.1. Large Deflection Theory 
Large deflection theory is comprehensively covered in most general solid mechanics 
texts and from Tomoshenko and Gere (1961) the theory may be stated as; "the bending 
moment in the bar is equal to the flexural rigidity times the curvature. " Or: 
de 
EI =M... Equ. 3.15 
Where: 0 is the local deflection 
and s is the distance from the end of the bar. 
Resolving the applied vertical force, Ft, and the friction force, Ff, into one derived force, 
F,, before applying Equation 3.10 to the tine gives Figure 3.20 (Frish-Fray (1962)). 
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Figure 3.20 - Basic deflection diagram for analytical analysis 
Which in turn gives: 
EI-= F, (xcosa-ysina) 
ds 
Where: F, is the single derived force component 
and a is the angle of application of F,. 
Expanding this according to Appendix A3 it may be shown that: 
L= 
[K(P) - F(P, m)] 
k 
Equ. 3.16 
Equ. 3.17 
This is the form of an elliptical integral, which can not be directly solved, and where: 
a-ý 
sin 
©° 
2a and m= sin-' 
sin 
P2 
Where: OO is the contact angle at the end of the tine. 
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Using these equations, values for p and hence 9o may be found. This may be done either 
using reference tables or using a numerical approximation for the integral. From the 
solutions obtained it follows that: 
y= 
cos a [2E(p. n)-2E(P, m- F(P. n + F(p, m)] + 
.. Equ. 3.18 2p sin a 
+k (cos m- cos n) 
And: 
x= 
sina [2E(p, n)-2E(p, m)-F(p, n)+F(p, m)]- 
.. Equ. 3.19 2p cos a 
- 
(cos m- cos n) k 
Equations 3.18 and 3.19 are then used to plot the profile of the deflected tine by plotting 
x and y between the limits of 6=0. and B=0 in n. This technique is as close to an 
exact solution as can be expected using conventional analysis, even though it employs 
numerical approximations within the calculations to solve the elliptical integrals. It is 
therefore justifiable to investigate other techniques for analysing the deflecting tine. 
3.6.2. Lumped Parameter Model 
Section 2.3.2 showed that the use of a lumped parameter model is not a new concept for 
describing the deflection characteristics of brushes. Stango et al, modelled brushes using 
the conventional analysis technique in their early work (1989). However, during later 
work (1997) a pseudo-static model was developed whereby the tine or bristle was broken 
into n discrete and inflexible elements and joined by an imaginary torsion spring which 
described the material properties. Indeed, the same principles of mechanical modelling 
are documented by Bangergee and Mitiguy (1998) and help form the basis of some 
commercial modelling packages. Application of D'Alembert's Principle then allows the 
forces to be calculated by freezing the motion of the tine and resolving the forces within 
the tine with respect to static equilibrium. 
Applying the pseudo-static model to the tine deflection problem in the case of the 
rotating road sweeper brush, the resolved tine forces may be applied to an elemental tine 
model within the tine co-ordinate frame according to Figure 3.21. 
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V 
I, '/ 
Figure 3.21 - Elemental line model 
The diagram (Figure 3.21) clearly demonstrates how the forces and reaction forces, A, 
acting on the tine elements interact with the torsion springs to model the tine deflection. 
However, before a detailed analysis of the model mechanism can be undertaken, some 
basic model parameters need to be defined. 
3.6.3. Element Analysis 
The elements represent the mass and length properties of the solid brush tine. They are 
incompressible model components of known mass and length such that for the element 
length, l 
L 
... Equ. 3.20 n 
Where: L is the overall tine length 
n is the number of elements in the model 
and 1 is the element length. 
Likewise the element mass, m is defined as; 
m=M Equ. 3.21 
Where: M is the tine mass. 
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3.6.4. Material Properties 
The key component within the lumped parameter model is the torsion spring because it is 
this module that links the material properties of the tine to the deflection characteristics 
of the completed model. Deflections of the spring are related to the loads acting on the 
elements through the spring constant. The following derivation, used by Heinrick et at 
(1991), shows how the material properties may be linked to the torsion spring constant. 
Taking a cantilever beam of length L, which is deformed such that it forms a constant 
curvature K about an angle 0 (Figure 3.22); 
-f 
Figure 3.22 - Classic deflection geometry 
Then, according to equation 3.15: 
OM 
L El 
Where: K is the tine curvature. 
From this, the total amount of strain energy, U, stored in the beam is: 
U=1M0=E10 
2 2L 
Equ. 3.22 
Equ. 3.23 
If the beam is now split into n elements of equal size, then the strain energy stored in 
each element will be: 
U EIO Z 
n 2Ln 
i=1,2,3 
. ... .... n ... 
Equ. 3.24 
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As the model elements are connected by torsion springs and the torque produced in the 
springs is defined as: 
T= k(9; - B; _, 
) = k09; ... Equ. 3.25 
Where: k is the spring constant 
T is the torque applied to the spring 
and d9 is the rotation of the spring. 
Then the strain energy stored in the element springs is directly proportional to the strain 
energy stored in the elements: 
ý2 
U; =IkLo. 2= 2® ... 
Equ. 3.26 
2 
Noting that: 
06 = Equ. 3.27 
n 
Then from equations 3.26 and 3.27: 
k= EIn 
... Equ. 3.28 
Hence the relationship for the spring constant which defines the deflection of the lumped 
parameter beam has been found and may be used with the definition of a torsion spring 
to link the elements in the model. 
3.6.5. Tine Mount Constraints 
The spring constant is one of the major relationships governing the model, another is the 
constraints joining the chain of elements to the mounting. Both Stango et al and 
Banergee and Mitiguy take different approaches to this problem, however the following 
derivation is taken from the work of Stango. 
If the individual elements are numbered, then working from the free end of the tine 
(i = n), the relationship for the spring constant described above holds until the 
connection of the tine to the mounting plate is considered (i =1). In this case 
conservation of energy dictates that this spring cannot do any work in deflecting the tine. 
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Hence a pseudo link is defined (Figure 3.23) such that the deflection of the pseudo link 
cancels any work done by the first tine element. 
'--, / 
Pseudo-element 
' gon 
i' 
c5Hl 
0 
de//i 
Straight 
Position 
Figure 3.23 - Pseudo-link derivation 
So, from the definition of torsion spring energy given by equation 3.22: 
I 
kAO 
2 
But, AO is defined from the straight bar, so deflection about the initial mounting angle 0 
will define positive and negative work. This means: 
AO, =se, +seo =0 Equ. 3.29 
Therefore, in real world co-ordinates the upper limit about the mounting point is defined 
as: 
B-Bo =B, -0 .. Equ. 3.30 
Where O is the angle of the pseudo element. However, should the model be setup such 
that the orientation of the pseudo-element aligns with the undeflected tine profile, then 
from equation 3.22 it follows that the spring constant at the joint may be taken as: 
ko =2k 
This is because, in effect, to satisfy the constraints on the pseudo-link the initial element 
only deflects half the angle it would with a normal spring constant. 
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3.6.6. Element Force Analysis 
Having established the relationship for the spring constant and the constraints at the end 
of the tine by applying D'Alamberts Principle and freezing the tine motion in time, the 
free body diagrams for the individual elements along the length the tine may be found. 
At the free end of the tine where contact between the tine and the contact plane is found, 
the following free body diagram may be drawn: 
T 
Fry 
Figure 3.24- Free body diagram for the ftee end element 
From which the following equations may be drawn resolving the forces in the x and y 
plane and taking moments about T,,: 
Axn Fxt 
-f xtn 
Aye Fvr -J yin 
Where: A is the reaction force 
and T = k(8 - o(n_1)) = F., - 
f'" 
l cos 9n - Fy - 
f--" 
JisinOn 
... 
Equ. 3.31 
Repeating the exercise for any arbitrary element within the tine length: 
1'. 
+I) 
TO /) 
Figure 3.25 - Free body diagram Jor an arbitrary element 
In this case, resolving the forces and taking moments about the centre of mass of the 
element, the following set of equations may be defined. 
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a'x(i+l) = 2xi + fxi 
- , 
ýyi +fy, 
and T; - T(, +1) - 
(/ 
+ AX(; +i)) 2 sin 
0; - 
(Ayj + Ay(; +, )) cos 9; =0... 
Equ. 3.32 
Finally, the case of the mount element. 
Figure 3.26 - Free body diagram for the mount element 
From which the following equations are found: 
Ax2 =2xl+xI 
Ay2 
= 
2yl +J 
yl 
and T, -T2 - 
(IlXl +' 2) 
1 
sin 9, -(Ay, + Ay2) 2 cos 
01 =0 
where T, = 2k0, ... 
Equ. 3.33 
3.6.7. Deflection Profile 
The lumped parameter equations for the centrifugal forces are related directly to the 
distributed forces acting through the centre of mass of the elements. Thus the resolved 
equation 3.11 directly influences the tine deflection where m is the element mass and 
R,, f; 
is the shortest distance from the axis of rotation to the centre of mass of the element. 
Accepting this, equations 3.31 to 3.33 form a series of non-linear equations linking the 
forces and material properties of the tine to the deflection profile. 
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Assuming the forces are known, it is possible to solve the set of equations 3.31 to 3.33 
using a Newton-Raphson convergence criteria (Press et al (1991) and Stango et al 
(1992)) to find the contact angle, 8, such that the mount angle, 00, is zeros. If it is 
assumed that a series of solutions is found, the deflection profile of the tine in the tine 
co-ordinate frame may be found using the converged contact angles and the element 
geometry. 
vl 
dvj 
dr, 
XI 
Figure 3.27 - Deflected tine profile 
If Figure 3.27 shows the elements of a converged solution, using the sketch it follows 
that for any given element, i: 
0 
dx, =lsinO, =lsin d9, 
0 
and dy, =1 cos 0, =1cos dO, ... Equ. 3.34 
which yields: 
Zri = dx, 
and y =I dy, 
0-->i 
Equ. 3.35 
If this tine deflection profile is now related to the three-dimensional world co-ordinate 
frame, the convergence criteria for the tine deflection can be established to find the loads 
required so that the tines are constrained between the mount board and the contact plane. 
This is in addition to the contact angle required for initial convergance. To do this the 
5 Alternatively a problem solving utility such as Excel" or Mathcad can be used to find solutions. 
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element co-ordinates are subjected to translations that are similar, but the reverse, to the 
translations required to resolve the forces from the world to the tine co-ordinate systems. 
It may therefore be shown (Appendix A4) that the element profile for a given set of tine 
mount element points in the world co-ordinate system are given by: 
x; _ ((R, + xl; sin ýocos o- yý; sin q)cos x- x1; cos q sin x 
)cos ß+ 
(y1; cosq + x1; sin(p sino)sin, ß 
y; =`y,; cos o+x,; sinosinQp)cosß-((Rnj +x, sin(pcosO- 
yr; sin0)cosx -x11 cosgpsinx)sinß 
z; =xý; cos (pcos%+(Rrj +x1; sin tpcos0-y, sinq)sinx 
3.7. Model Convergence 
Equ. 3.36 
At this stage the model is far from complete, indeed the previous analysis simply 
develops the building blocks upon which the model is based. It has already been 
suggested (Section 3.3.2) that the model will calculate the brush load characteristics for a 
known brush penetration and deployment geometry. Therefore, the objectives of the 
brush deflection model at any given point in tine, t, will be to solve the sets of non-linear 
Equations 3.30,3.31 and 3.32. The convergence criteria are to find the force F1 and end 
contact angle 0, such that y is in contact with the road (y = yc) and the tine mount is 
rigid (Oo = 0). 
However, Section 3.4.2 highlighted different sweeping modes depending on the brush 
deployment. Furthermore, different forces were shown to act on the brush depending on 
the brush mode. Within this section the different brush deployment criteria will be 
analysed in terms of converging the brush model to solve for the loads experienced by 
the brush. 
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3.7.1. No Brush Contact with Road 
Co 
( 
\'- 
Figure 3.28 -A line under pure centrifugal force 
From Figure 3.28 it is clear that, neglecting tine weight and regardless of the brush 
orientation within the three-dimensional space, the only forces acting on the tines are 
generated by the brush rotation. As the centrifugal forces act about the centre of rotation, 
analysis of the forces is only required from the brush co-ordinate system as given by 
Figure 3.3. However, this derivation is based upon the lumped parameter expressions for 
centrifugal force: 
z f, j, = mR,.,, try Equ. 3.37 
As the brush load changes, so the radius Rfchanges, hence so does the centrifugal force 
fj for any given element. It has been shown that by resolving the forces into the tine co- 
ordinate frame, an angle, e, is derived to describe the force vector relative to the brush 
co-ordinate frame. Combiningequations 3.1 land 3.37 the distributed force vectors acting 
on a given element are: 
cos s, cos 0 cos (o + ff, sin E; sin (p 
fy; =f , cos:, sin9 
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and ff; = fCr sin E; cos (p -ff cos E; cos O sin (p ... 
Equ. 3.38 
From the relationship with the tine element angles, 9;, the centrifugal force is a function 
of the tine profile within the brush co-ordinate system and as such the correct values for 
the centrifugal force will only be found once the model has converged. For this to 
happen expressions are required for Rar and e1. If one of the model convergence criteria 
is to establish the end radius, Rf such that the constrained end of the tine is joined to the 
mount board at radius R, then expressions describing the centrifugal force vector 
geometry are required. 
The objective of this analysis is to create a model that joins Equations 3.31 to 3.33 with 
Equations 3.38 to produce a tine deflection model to describe the deformation due to the 
brush rotation only. It follows that in this case the applied vertical load on any given tine 
is zero, so not only does Ft = 0, but all associated friction forces also have no effect. This 
means that the model may become dependent on another unknown, for example the 
brush height, yb,, as well as Rf and 0, A derivation of the unknowns in terms Rf and 
yb starts at the base of the brush and, in effect, uses the tine deflection profile within the 
tine co-ordinate frame to calculate the corresponding centrifugal force within the brush 
co-ordinate frame. This new force may then be used to calculate a new tine deflection 
profile in the tine co-ordinate frame until the model reaches convergence. Figure 3.29 
shows the model geometry for the end element within the brush co-ordinate frame. 
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Figure 3.29 - Geometry of the end element 
Initially, however, there are two further brush constants defined from the brush 
geometry: 
tan q'= tan 0cos(p 
and tan (p'- i r) 
tan q 
2 sin 0 
Equ. 3.39 
.. Equ. 3.40 
From the brush penetration and the brush geometry constants, the distance a from the 
central brush axis, F, to B' may be defined as: 
an =Rr+(Yhn-bn)tanq 
.. 
Equ. 3.41 
Where yb represents the co-ordinate of the end element in the brush co-ordinate frame 
and b is a function of the overall tine geometry. From the tine geometry in Figure 3.29b, 
it may be shown that: 
bn =2 cos B cos 0- sin 8 sin 0 cos (o) ... 
Equ. 3.42 
F' Rar C' 
Err E ýr 
arr m 
(c) 
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Therefore, if the conditions for convergence require finding Rf and 9,,, the remaining 
unknowns may be defined in terms of Rf. Analysing the brush y plane of element n in 
Figure 3.29c, using the sine rule: 
a singyp' 
sins'" = ... Equ. 3.43 Rcf" 
From which it follows directly that: 
s. =180 - (gyp'+E'ý) ... Equ. 3.44 
and using the cosine rule: 
m2 =an +R fn -ZanRýfn cos c. ... Equ. 3.45 
This sets the base geometry in respect of B and Rf. Moving up the tine the equations 
describing Rif and E; may be generated. Working from the base geometry up, it may be 
shown using Figure 3.29d, that: 
mn_, =Mn- 2 
(sin(6n + 0') + sin(6_, + 0') - 
(cos(6, + 0') - cos(Bn_, + g5'))sin 0') 
Which yields the general case of: 
Equ. 3.46 
m; = m; +l - 
1(sin(O, 
+1 + 0') + sin(01 + 0')- 
(cos(O, 
1+ 0') - cos(9, + c'))sin 0') 
And in a similar way: 
Equ. 3.47 
b. = b. 1+2 
(cos 6; +ý - sin 6; +, tan 0') +2 
(cos 9; - sin O, tan 0') ... Equ. 3.48 
Therefore: 
a; =R, +(Lcoso-A-b; )tan¢ ... 
Equ. 3.49 
Having defined two lengths on the ith element y plane, the distance RO and the angle ej 
may be established. Using the sine rule: 
sine; = 
m; sin 4p 
a; ... 
Equ. 3.50 
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And the cosine rule: 
Rf=a; + m? - 2a; m; cos 4p' Equ. 3.51 
From this set of equations the parameters describing the centrifugal force have been 
established in terms of the model unknowns throughout the length of the tine and 
converted into the tine co-ordinate system. Incorporating this set of equations into the 
model means that as it converges on the correct solutions it ensures the tine elements are 
joined continuously and mounted in the correct position, the correct values for the 
centrifugal force acting on the elements are used and change dynamically with the 
model. The model is considered to have converged when the error between the tine 
mount radius and the calculated tine mount radius and the error in the tine mount angle 
are minimised below a threshold. 
As the loads acting on the brush tines are uniform about a given brush radius, then the 
analysis of the deflection due to centrifugal force needs only to be undertaken once. 
Using the set of equations which translates the tine co-ordinates into the world co- 
ordinate frame, the same set of tine co-ordinates may be used to plot the complete brush 
using the tine mount position in the world co-ordinates described via their offset angle ýj. 
3.7.2. Mixed Contact 
Under normal operation the brush is usually angled relative to the road and loaded so that 
not all the tines are in contact with the road at the same time. During the section of free 
rotation it may be assumed that the tines are subject to centrifugal forces only and may 
be analysed in the same method as described in Section 3.7.1. It has been shown in the 
literature (Stango et al (1997)) that under centrifugal force alone tine deformation may be 
considerable. However, once the tines make contact with the ground the forces acting on 
the tines change and the assumption that there are no point loads acting is no longer 
valid. 
From the centrifugal force analysis the tine profile is generated. Within the world co- 
ordinate frame a brush penetration has been defined according to the undeflected 
geometry of the brush and from this the contact plane is establish according to equation 
3.5. By equating the deflected tine end co-ordinates from equation 3.36 with the contact 
plane derivation an expression to determine the contact angles x, may be established: 
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(y, cos 0+x, sin 0 sin (p)cos ß- ((R,; + x, sin 4p cos 0 -y, sin 0) 
cos; (, -x, cosVsinx,. )sinß 
Equ. 3.52 
Where: x' is the angle of first tine contact with the road. 
This may be rearranged (Appendix A5) to establish a quadratic equation in cosxc that 
yields two possible solutions, one the contact angle, the other the maximum release 
angle. Having established the maximum contact range, the time stepping approach can 
be used to analyse the tine deflection characteristics throughout the contact zone. 
At the contact point the applied vertical load deflecting the tine can be taken as zero and 
the distance Ybn is found from the converged solution. Once contact with the road occurs 
(Figure 3.30) an unknown vertical load is applied which takes priority over yb for 
converging the model as the numerical methods do not allow convergance of more than 
three unknowns. However, the link between the centrifugal force and the model in the 
tine co-ordinate frame is dependent on the distance yb. To overcome this problem a 
prediction of the value for yh is required for differing values of X. 
v 
Ybn 
dYbn1 
d 
13 X 
Z 
y. dX i /ý 
I- 
x I 171 
Figure 3.30 - Prediction of tine height in the brush plane 
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As soon as time step about the brush puts the end of the tine below the contact plane, 
point force analysis is started to find the force required to align the tine end with the 
contact plane. However, the time stepping is related to the position of the tine. 
Theoretically moving around the brush from position x to x+dX there is quantifiable 
rotation about the centre of the brush by dX. It is possible to use this rotation in 
conjunction with the converged tine profile at position x to predict the value for yb at 
position x+dx. 
Figure 3.30 shows the rotation of a deflected tine from x, where the deflection profile of 
the tine is known, to x+dx where the deflection profile is yet to be calculated. It can be 
seen that the rotation sends the calculated profile of the tine through the contact plane a 
calculatable value dybn. If the increments about the brush are small the actual change in 
the tine deflection profile will be small, but the convergence criteria will ensure that the 
new tine profile lies in the contact plane. The predicted value for Ybn may therefore be 
calculated as: 
Ybn(X+d) = Ybnz - dybn Equ. 3.53 
Where: dyb is the predicted change in relative road height during time dt. 
Using the tine deflection profile for position x, the theoretical rotation of the tine end to 
position x+dx may be found by using the set of equations 3.4 and rotating the tine end 
point through the angle (x+dx) using equation 3.36. The change in height, dyb, may 
now be found by subtracting the newly established y from the contact plane height. 
Adding this prediction into the model allows the centrifugal force to be calculated in 
relation to the predicted value for yb, so that the total model can converge to find the 
applied vertical load, contact angle and centrifugal force radius on the end element. 
Accepting this, a model has been established which allows the changing loads and 
geometry of the tine to be numerically calculated about the rotation of the brush. By 
working about the rotation of the brush, from the contact point to the release point the 
changing tine characteristics can be analysed and the profile of the deflected brush can be 
established. It should be noted that at the release point the model has either exceeded the 
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position defined as the release point from equation 3.52 or the model will not converge 
because of geometric instability. 
3.7.3. Full Brush Contact with the Road 
The only differences between the full brush contact model and the partial contact model 
are the starting points of the brush deformation analysis. The partially constrained brush 
analysis was based upon the time stepping approach and the point force analysis had a 
clear starting point when the brush first made contact with the contact plane. In this case 
there is no clear starting point. Nevertheless, the same model is used, the initial 
conditions at the start of the model need to be found through a logical choice which is 
close enough to the actual solution to allow the model to converge. 
From Figure 3.12 it is clear that at the extremes of the brush cycle, x= -180° and x= 
180° the friction vector is going to act at approximately a tangent to the rotation of the 
brush depending on the brush design. Based on this knowledge a logical starting point is 
therefore x= -180°, calculating the brush deflection characteristics around the brush up 
to x= 180° in small steps of dx as explained in section 3.5. The initial value for yb,,, 
used to calculate the centrifugal force, can only be estimated depending on the brush 
geometry and refined until the model converges satisfactorily to give an answer. 
Once a converged solution has been found, then the time stepping about the brush 
continues in the same manner as for the brush with constrained tines in Section 3.7.2. 
3.8. Other Model Features 
To complement the brush model, there is additional information about the tines that can 
be generated to help in understanding the properties of the brush and it's limitations. In 
this section a brief overview of these functions is given. 
3.8.1. Torque 
One of the important characteristics of brush operation is the torque as this will, in turn, 
yield the power required to drive the brush. In basic terms, the torque acting on any tine 
about the brush at a given instance in time may be given by: 
T=ýFR Equ. 3.54 
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Where: F is a force acting on the tine 
And R is the perpendicular distance to the action of the force F. 
For the case of the rotating tilted brush, the torque required for analysis acts about the 
centre of rotation of the brush 
v. 
FF- 
F, 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.31 - Tine torque characteristics 
F. b 
Fh 
The centrifugal forces act about the centre of rotation and, hence, they have no effect on 
the torque characteristics of the brush and are not included in Figure 3.31. Within the 
world co-ordinate frame (Figure 3.31 a), the tine forces may be clearly located. However, 
it is not until the tine is rotated into the brush co-ordinate frame that it becomes clear that 
all the values required to calculate the torque have already been established. This is 
because of the large number of force calculations and geometric translations required to 
develop the initial brush model. Therefore, applying Equation 3.54 to any given tine 
yields: 
TI = Fb. xb + Fbxzb 
Where: Tt is the torque acting on a tine. 
Equ. 3.55 
Fhx and F& are calculated from Equations 3.11 and Xb and zh are calculated from 
Equations 3.35. In a similar way to the brush force calculations, the overall brush torque 
is now calculated by summing about the brush for every tine. Therefore: 
T. 
7= hT, 
... 
Equ. 3.56 
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Where TT is the torque generated for a given cluster 
And h is the number of tines in the cluster. 
Thus, the torque generated for the complete brush is given by: 
I1 
Tb => Tc ... 
Equ. 3.57 
j9 
Where: Tb is the torque acting on the brush 
q is the number of clusters on a radius 
And j is the number of mount radii in the brush. 
3.8.2. Strain Energy 
Within Section 3.6.4 an energy balance has already been undertaken on the model in 
defining the tine elements spring constant. However, the torsion springs are, by their 
very nature, mechanical energy storage devices and therefore readily give the energy 
stored within the deformed tine. It follows that the spring energy stored within the tine at 
any given time is: 
U=Y -Ui =E2 
k(6; - 0i_l )2 i=2,3 . ......... n ... 
Equ. 3.58 
This expression allows an energy balance to be undertaken on the brush. However it 
should also be noted that, as the first spring element cannot do any work by definition, 
the total energy in the spring is the sum from the second element to the end of the tine. 
3.8.3. Tine Stress 
Using the tine deflection model developed within the thesis, the stress within the 
deflected tine should also be readily available. From the relationship stated in most solid 
mechanics texts (Benham and Crawford, 1991) the material flexural properties may be 
defined according to; 
M=Q=E 
and K= 
1 
_d9 IyRR ds 
Where: R is the instantaneous curvature of the beam at the point of the stress 
a is the tine stress, 
and y is the distance at this point to the neutral axis. 
Then: 
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Q 
Ey 
And assuming: 
dO0. -0. 
-&i i-i ds 1 
Then: 
6= 
Ey(er - ei-I 
1 
Equ. 3.59 
However, the maximum curvature, and hence maximum stress, can be expected where 
the tine is joined to the brush mounting plate. At this point the pseudo link is used to 
calculate the deflection of the tine. As a result, it may be shown that the maximum stress 
in the tine is: 
2Ey(01 - 9) Umax = 1 Equ. 3.60 
This value is important as, once the yield stress of the material is known, then the elastic 
limit of the brush model will be established. 
3.9. Discussion 
The model developed within this chapter is designed to analyse the deflection 
characteristics of the brush by setting the brush geometry with relation to the road. The 
loads and deflection profile for the tines are then calculated. Starting with load and 
geometric assumptions for a tine in a known starting position a set of equations linking 
the tine deflection properties to the applied loads are solved using numerical convergence 
software to establish the load and deflection profile. Based upon this result a time step is 
used to move around the brush and the deflection properties of a tine mounted in the new 
position are found using the same set of equations. Working around the circumference 
of the brush, for the different tine constraints encountered, a complete profile of the loads 
is found within the tines as the brush rotates. 
Only once the complete load characteristics of the brush has been established for the 
brush set-up may the brush geometry be changed. Thereafter the process of time 
stepping around the brush is repeated for the next configuration, which in this case 
involves setting the next brush penetration, and the brush characteristics calculated 
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accordingly. However, there are also limitations or other practical aspects of the 
modelling process. 
3.9.1. Number of Tine Elements 
The number of elements within the tine model has a relation to the computing time 
required to model the brush as well as the accuracy of the final result. For example, a 
five element model will converge relatively quickly, but the result obtained may not be 
as accurate as a model with a larger number of elements. Within the literature it has been 
shown that model accuracy for such tine deflection analysis is adequate with as few as 
sixteen elements per tine (Stango et al (1997)). However, within this work only the 
deformation due to centrifugal force was analysed. To date Stango et al have not tried to 
analyse the deformation due to both centrifugal force and point loads, and at no point in 
the literature have brush simulations been graphically shown. 
Within the sweeping analysis it is suggested that the tine deformation profile could be 
significant and an accurate graphical picture of the brush is desired. Therefore, a more 
element dense tine model was desired to generate this graphical image at the expense of 
convergence speed in generating the results. Based upon this reasoning it has been 
decided to use a fifty element model as this has been shown to give consistently reliable 
model convergence and a realistic tine profile for presentation of the results. 
3.9.2. Full Dynamic Model 
The current brush model simply calculates the pseudo-static characteristics of the brush at 
a given brush penetration and brush orientation. It may be suggested that the model 
developed within this chapter could be developed into a full dynamic model of the brush 
based upon the time stepping principle. By defining the changing brush geometry in 
terms of the time steps such that the variables dß, dý do dv and dA were introduced, the 
changing brush characteristics with variations in brush orientation could be analysed, 
complementing the pseudo-static results from the current model. 
However, to implement such a change in the brush model, although theoretically 
possible and straightforward, would mean an exponential rise in the model computing 
time. The reason for this is that the current model sets the brush geometry and then 
calculates the full steady state brush characteristics for one rotation. It follows that, as 
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every tine is subject to the same load cycle, it may be assumed that in the time domain 
the tines mounted at other locations about the brush exhibit the same loads, but out of 
phase of the original. 
Introducing a dynamic brush set-up means that the tines out phase with the analysed tine 
will not exhibit the same characteristics and therefore they will all need to be analysed 
individually. Therefore the whole simulation will need to be calculated once for every 
tine mount position within the brush before all results can be summed together to 
produce the overall brush model. Due to the intensive computational requirements of 
this, dynamically modelling the brush has not been covered within this project. 
3.9.3. Model Convergence 
The Newton-Raphson method effectively finds the point where the series of equations 
meet to satisfy the predefined system constraints. Starting at a point near the known 
solution, the numerical technique modifies the initial guess until the constraints are met. 
However, the more unknowns, and therefore series of equations which need to converge 
to give a solution, the less likely the system is to find an answer. 
Neglecting the predicted values, in this case there are three unknowns and three series of 
equations, and it is accepted that this is verging on the limit of reliable use of the 
Newton-Raphson technique for convergence. To simplify the process Microsoft Excel 
has a "Solver" function that performs the same task as the Newton-Raphson convergence 
method. It is this that is used throughout the model and therefore Excel is the platform 
used to carry out the calculations. 
The definition of when a system has converged depends on the units used and the 
numerical expressions used to manipulate the numbers. With this model, successful 
convergence was defined when, using conventional SI units, the error e between the 
actual and suggested model values were less than 10"5 when calculated according to 
equation 3.61. 
e= j(o - 00 2+R, + Rfo +, -y. ... Equ. 3.61 
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Using this expression for the error, the brush model was found to be suitably robust so as 
to give repeatable results, but sensitive enough to show excellent alignment within the 
physical model constraints. 
3.10. Summary 
A generic channel brush model has been developed which allows the performance 
characteristics of cup or channel brushes to be investigated when operating against flat 
surfaces. This provides a valuable design tool for analysing the characteristics of a 
channel brush in terms of the forces required to deform the brush, the power 
requirements for driving the brush, the stress concentrations within the tines and the 
overall deformation profile of the brush. 
In the brush model it has been assumed that the brush characteristics are the sum of the 
characteristics of the individual parts. This allows one tine to be analysed for any given 
brush deformation profile and the characteristics of that tine to be traced about the brush 
though mathematical time stepping. However, before the tine can be analysed within the 
brush, the brushing mode needs to be determined according to the algorithm in Figure 
3.32. 
Start 
Input brush data and 
operating conditions 
Calculate deflection 
due to centrifugal force 
only 
Establish brush contact 
mode 
Full contact? 
Y 
No 
S Mixed contact? 
Use mined contact No contact, Fy B, deflection Use full contact 
model symmetrical about the brush model 
Output brush data 
End 
Figure 3.32 - General brush model algorithm 
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Depending on the brushing mode, different modelling conditions have been adopted. 
This has allowed the most efficient brush model to be used for each tine. However, to 
establish which brush mode is appropriate for a given brush set-up the deformation of a 
tine due to centrifugal force needs to be analysed. This produces a tine deformation 
profile that has been related to the local environment to find out how the tines interact 
with the road, if at all (Figure 3.33). 
Start 
Import brush data 
Input model input 
data, Ft=0 
Solve model for 8R and Rce, 
Tweak inputs 
No 
Converged? 
Yes 
Output brush data 
CEnd 
Figure 3.33 - Centrifugal force analysis algorithm 
Once the brushing mode has been found three brush modelling options are available. 
The first is when there is no brush contact with the road. In this case it has been shown 
how the tine loads are the same about the brush if tine weight is neglected. Therefore, 
the brush characteristics are the sum of the tine characteristics due to centrifugal force 
alone. 
If contact is made with the road, there is either a mixed case, where the front of the brush 
is in contact with the road and the rear of the brush is deformed, or the whole brush is 
deformed. The algorithms controlling the brush models in these cases are given in 
Figures 3.34 and 3.35. 
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Figure 3.35 - Full contact brush model algorithm 
It has also been shown that the brush modelling techniques may be developed further 
into a full dynamic model, but that the additional computation this would involve puts it 
beyond the scope of this thesis. Dynamic changes to the brush are not thought to be 
particularly important at this stage although if full adaptive control of the brushes were 
implemented at a future stage this would become an issue. 
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4. The Experimental Equipment 
4.1. Introduction 
To enable experimental analysis of large diameter channel brushes for sweeping two test 
rigs have been manufactured. Both test rigs have been designed by Mr David Bailey of 
the School of Engineering at the University of Surrey and the majority of the 
components have been manufactured within the workshop of the same School of 
Engineering. 
The first test rig, known as the pillar rig, was designed for testing channel brushes 
assuming the sweeping vehicle was stationary, although the brush could rotate and be 
articulated in every other respect as it could on the vehicle. The second test rig was a 
natural progression from the static design to allow for vehicular motion. An x, y, z 
gantry was constructed and the main sensor detecting body of the first test rig was 
mounted on it. Under these conditions dynamic sweeping over a simulated road surface 
could be investigated. 
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As the central column of the test rig was identical in both cases, and the majority of the 
transducers were mounted on this column, a description of this unit will be undertaken 
first in this chapter. 
4.2. The Central Column 
The central column6 was the essential module of both test rigs. This unit housed all the 
sensor technology required to measure the torque, applied vertical load, rotational speed 
and brush penetration of the test brush. The layout of the central column is shown in 
Figure 4.1. 
Electric motor 
Lead screw 
Mounting 
plates Vertical 
\T :TI 
displacement 
Load cell 
/' f- Hydraulic Torque meter and motor 
rpm encoder 
ß 
ON i'ß_4---- Brush 
Figure 4.1 - Main test rig column 
The column can be split into three main areas; the brush drive mechanism, the load cell 
housing, used to measure the applied vertical load, and the rectilinear drive unit, used to 
gauge the brush penetration. 
6 Original central column drawings are shown in Appendix BI 
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4.2.1. The Brush Drive Assembly 
From the diagram, Figure 4.1, the main components of the brush drive mechanism 
consist of the brush, the torque transducer and the hydraulic motor. 
An hydraulic power unit and servo-valve, mounted near the test rig, provides the drive 
for the hydraulic motor through flexible pipes. A torque meter is connected directly 
between the hydraulic motor and the brush. The torque sensor is a non-contact device 
with an operational range of 0 to 200 Nm. Two piezoelectric substrates are mounted on 
the transducer shaft and connected together using the standard half bridge configuration 
commonplace in strain gauge technology. An excitation source generates surface 
acoustic waves (SAW) along the surface of the transducer at a known frequency. 
Applying a torque to the shaft changes the shape of the piezoelectric substrate and 
therefore the frequency of the waves registered by the bridge circuitry that calculates the 
frequency differential. Using the characteristic equations for the SAW sensor, the 
frequency offset can be related to the forces applied to the transducer. This in turn yields 
a measure of the torque applied to the transducer shaft based on the force and transducer 
mount geometry (Londsdale and Saunders (1996)). 
It has been noted that the torque meter is mounted directly into the drive train of the 
transducer. Yet according to Figure 4.1 this arrangement considerably increases the 
length of the drive shaft, generating a greater moment about the pivot point and 
increasing the load on the bearings. Nevertheless, a direct measurement of the brush 
torque is obtained which is more accurate than having to measure the characteristic 
indirectly, e. g. by using the pressure drop across the hydraulic motor. This advantage is 
thought to outweigh the disadvantage of the increased moment. 
In addition to the torque output, the torque transducer is fitted with a shaft encoder, and 
from the encoder a reading of the brush rotational speed is obtained. By using the 
feedback from the torque transducer encoder, a robust closed loop control system for the 
brush rotational speed is achieved (Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2 - Rotational speed control 
Within the control software a PID controller was used to manage the output signal to the 
hydraulic servo valve. The digital to analogue converter (DAC) gives an output voltage 
of 0- 10 V. However the input requirements of the servo-valve range from 0-3V and 
6-9V depending on the direction of rotation of the motor (Danfoss (1999)). While the 
output boundaries can be readily incorporated into the software, the sensitivity of the 
output of the DAC is reduced because only 3V of the 0- 10 V output range available to 
drive the brush rotational speed is used when rotating the brush in a given direction. 
Nevertheless, in practice this is enough to control the brush at speeds up to 140 rpm. 
Linear 
actuator 
J 
Calibrated 
bars with 
location 
Potentiometer 
Brush j 
(a) Linear actuator 
Potentiometer 
Brush 
(b) Location pins and bar 
Figure 4.3 - Brush angle of attack mechanisms 
By allowing the brush mounting to tilt relative to the vertical, as shown in Figure 4.3, the 
brush angle of attack, ß, can be controlled and measured. Initially this was achieved 
using an offset electrical linear drive to change the angle of attack (Figure 4.3a). This 
allowed feedback control of the brush angle of attack using a potentiometer mounted on 
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the tilt axis. Unfortunately, it was found that as the brush load was increased the linear 
drive did not have the power to maintain the angle. 
To overcome the problem, some calibrated rods were designed to fit into the location 
points of the linear actuator (Figure 4.3b). These were rigid enough to maintain a 
constant angle of attack during the test range, but they only allowed angular increments 
of five degrees, and then the bars had to be manually changed. 
4.2.2. Measuring the Brush Vertical Load 
Motor 
Lead-screw 
Main test rig 
supports 
Brush unit vertical \ 
motion 
Fb II Plain bearing 
transfer r lateral 
JL 
loads only 
Load cell 
Load cell measures 
vertical loads 
Road 
Figure 4.4 - Load transfer through the central column 
Mounted between the brush mechanism and the lead-screw is a load cell. The unit is an 
S-type load cell with a range of ±500 kg for use in tension and compression. When the 
brush penetration is negative and the brush is above the test road there is a tensile force 
acting on the load cell from the weight of the brush mechanism alone. It is important to 
note this as it is, in effect, a zero offset and changes with the weight of the test brush. As 
soon as a load is applied to deflect the brush, the reaction force acting on the brush 
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reduces the tension on the load cell. A compressive force is applied to the load cell once 
the load acting on the brush becomes greater than the weight of the brush unit. The load 
acting on the brush is therefore the difference between the force acting by the brush 
mounting weight alone and the measured load during testing. 
Furthermore, the load cell mounting is designed to measure only the vertical forces 
acting on the brush. Figure 4.4 shows a series of plain bearing housings guiding rods 
which are attached to the mounting plate of the brush drive assembly. These rods give 
the test rig some lateral strength and ensure that the lower section only moves vertically. 
The load cell provides the only connection for the brush drive assembly to the upper 
section of the test rig. It is assumed that all the vertical forces are transmitted through 
the load cell, giving a direct analogue measurement of the brush vertical load, Fb. 
4.2.3. Measuring Brush Penetration 
Main test rig 
supports --- 
Zero brush 
penetration 
position \ 
Road 
Lead-screw 
Brush penetration, 0 
on the lead screw 
Brush penetration, o 
Figure 4.5 - Measuring the brush penetration on the central column 
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The assembly above the load cell is mounted on the rider of a lead-screw fixed between 
the main support plates for the central column. A D. C. electric motor and gearbox 
mounted on the top of the test rig is connected to the lead-screw and provides rectilinear 
motion for the brush assembly. As the lead-screw pitch is known, the rotation of the 
lead-screw can be directly related to the vertical height of the brush, thus an encoder 
within the gearbox allows a precise measurement of the assembly velocity and position. 
(Figure 4.5). 
From this arrangement, the brush penetration can be found by calculating the offset 
between the reference position on the lead-screw when the brush is first in contact with 
the road and the current position of the brush. However, a difficulty in measuring the 
brush penetration arises when trying to locate the zero brush penetration position. This is 
due to the irregular nature, in terms of tine length and mount angle, of actual channel 
brush tines within the sample brushes. 
' 
mm 
Tine 
cluster 
I 
Variation in 
actual tine 
d offset length, A AMR 
(a) Tine length variation (b) d offset calculation 
Figure 4.6 - Tine length variation 
The photograph of typical tine ends, Figure 4.6, shows a range of different tine lengths 
within the brush where a discrepancy in excess of ±7.5 mm from the reference tine 
length is not uncommon. To overcome this anomaly an average zero brush penetration is 
taken, calculated according to the distribution in the tine lengths. For a sample tine 
cluster the individual tines were measured and an average reading taken for tine length. 
Once the brush first makes contact with the test road, the difference between the longest 
sample tine and the average tine length was rotated through the brush mount angle; 
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dL 
ffel = cos 0 2q ... Equ. 4.1 
ß 
Where: doffset is the brush penetration offset 
dL is the difference in tine length relative to the longest tine measured 
qs is the number of measured tines in the sample 
and 0 is the tine mount angle. 
Adding the brush penetration offset to the conventional zero brush penetration, i. e. the 
point where the brush first makes contact the road, allows for the tine length variation 
within the experimental results. The brush penetration offset was usually in the order of 
5 mm. 
4.3. The Pillar Test Rig 
The pillar test rig (Figure 4.7) was the first use of the central column, described in 
Section 4.2, in testing channel brushes. 
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To hyd 
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Lead screw 
motor 
Load cell 
Hydraulic 
motor 
Torque 
transducer 
with rpm 
output 
Test road 
Figure 4.7 - The pillar test rig 
The central column was mounted on a rigid vertical frame that allowed vertical 
adjustment of the column mount height. By raising or lowering the central column 
relative to the back plate, the brush penetration range could be altered by a maximum of 
±100 mm either side of the central alignment shown in Figure 4.7. Underneath the brush 
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sample roads were constructed in metal trays 1m square. Three sample surfaces were 
produced, one concrete, one asphalt? and a third of mild steel with an oil lubricant which 
was used as a control. 
The test rig is controlled by a PC, which incorporates a DAQ signal interface board and 
uses the LABVIEW graphical programming language. The DAQ card housed all the 
DAC's and ADC's required to convert the analogue signals from the transducers to 
digital, for processing by the PC, and all the digital PC signals to analogue to control the 
actuators. It was a physical limitation of the PC software and DAQ card that the 
transducer signals could only be sampled once every 25 ms and all analogue signals had 
to fall into the 0 to 10 V range, be it for actuator control or a transducer signal input. The 
other limitation was that there were only two DAC output channels available for actuator 
control and eight inputs for signal measuring. As the original design allowed the brush 
angle of attack and hydraulic motor speed to be controlled directly from the PC, the 
vertical height of the test rig was controlled using the RS232 connection to some 
hardware specific control circuitry. 
Finally the LABVIEW test rig operating modules provide a flexible environment for test 
rig program design. This means that the software can be tailored to the requirements of 
any given test program. As such the precise data sampling strategies will be examined 
when experimental procedures are explained within the thesis. Nevertheless, once the 
brush contact point with the ground has been established, the pillar test rig provides an 
adequate means of measuring all the variables discussed in Section 4.2. 
4.4. The Gantry Test Rig 
The main drawback of the pillar test rig is that it does not allow the brush to be moved 
laterally. By mounting the central column on an x, y, z gantry (Figure 4.8) these 
additional degrees of freedom create a test rig which can be used to investigate dynamic 
sweeping within the controlled environment of the laboratory8. 
The author would like to thank Mr Robert Mayell from Surrey County Council for help in producing the 
asphalt test road and Prof. Hannent for help in producing the concrete test surface. 
8 Gantry drawings are shown in Appendix B2 
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Figure 4.8 - The gantry test rig 
The six metre long stretch of simulated road is straddled by a six metre by two metre 
gantry system powered by AC motors, capable of transporting the central column down 
the length of test track at velocities up to I ms'. Control of the position and velocity of 
the lateral movement of the test rig is through encoders mounted on the test rig drive 
shafts and the test rig is capable of positioning the test rig to within 1 mm in either the x 
or z axis (Figure 4.9). 
The gantry test rig also allows the orientation of the central column to be rotated along 
it's central axis relative to the direction of motion of the test run. This allows the brush 
offset angle, ý, to be simulated (Figure 4.9). 
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Figure 4.9 - Rotation of the central column and location of mount spacers 
However, the angular rotation of the central column is not automated and location pins 
are used to mount the test rig at the required position. This means that the dynamic 
action of the brush mount arm, shown in Figure 3.3, cannot be simulated with this test rig 
without modification to include a slew ring and associated gearing. 
A limitation of the gantry test rig is that the lead-screw is of fixed length and as the brush 
wears towards the extremes of operational use, the lower limit switches near the lead- 
screw are activated. With the test rig at this lower extreme there is a large moment 
acting on the central column because of the frictional forces associated with lateral 
movement. To allow this moment to be reduced, and increase the operational range of 
the test rig, spacers have been incorporated into the design to allow the whole central 
unit to be either raised or lowered depending on the brush application (Figure 4.9). 
The road surface itself is a durable anti-skid surface, chosen because it can be cold 
applied, with chippings of a Polished Stone Value, PSV, of 65, which corresponds to a 
co-efficient of friction of 0.65 between a tyre and the road. However, due to the nature 
of the test rig, only one road surface can be applied and used at any one time for dynamic 
tests, and to change the surface would require renewing the present road and replacing it 
manually with a new topping. Nevertheless, by using rubber mats to prevent the road 
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sample sliding on the chippings, the trays of road sample used with the pillar test rig can 
be placed under the brush and tested in the same manner as before. 
A control program has been developed by Mr Maarten Michielen in C++ which 
incorporates all the testing facilities of the previous LABVIEW environment. This 
allows more direct control of the test rig hardware to be achieved. The overall objective 
for this test rig, to demonstrate semi-autonomous sweeping, can be achieved more 
readily using C++ because the software architecture used to develop the debris detection 
sensor can be more easily incorporated. This also allows tailored test programs to be 
developed for the project. So, as for the pillar test rig, the test procedures will be 
explained when describing individual experiments. 
4.5. Summary 
The characteristics of a comprehensive sweeping test rig have been explained. It has 
been developed from a static rig, designed to investigate the fundamental brush 
characteristics. Therefore, the two test rigs share many core components. 
The central columns of both test rigs are similar and it is here that the transducer 
technology is located. The central column is designed to measure specific components 
of the operating characteristics for large diameter channel brushes, mounted at the base 
of the column. Using PC based control software and data logging interface, the load, 
torque, rotational speed, angle of attack and brush penetration can be investigated. 
A static pillar was initially used to mount the central column. This allows the brush to be 
raised and lowered in a measured fashion at known rotational speeds and brush 
orientations onto various test road samples. The objective of using this arrangement is to 
undertake a thorough investigation into the fundamental brush characteristics. 
Improvements to the brushing test rig saw the main column mounted on an x, y, z gantry. 
The sweeping characteristics of the brushes can now be investigated, and all the brush 
deployment variables identified in Chapter 3 can be extensively explored to establish 
their importance in the brushing process. This exploration of the brush characteristics, 
both theoretically and experimentally, will form the subject of the following chapters. 
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5. Fundamental Channel Brush Characteristics 
5.1. Introduction 
Making use of the pillar test rig, described in Section 4.3, and the brush model of 
Chapter 3, the special case of the brush rotating normal to a horizontal road surface will 
be investigated. When the channel brush is used to sweep the streets it is not deployed 
flat against the road surface, instead an angle of attack is used to allow the brush to 
extract debris from the cambered road surface as was discussed in Section 1.7. However, 
within this Chapter the special case, described above, will be used to investigate the 
fundamental brush characteristics of the channel brush. 
The advantage of exploring the flat brush rotation is that it significantly reduces the 
influence of some brush operating variables, generating results that can be readily 
compared to the theoretical results from the brush model. This should provide initial 
validation of the brush model, allowing it to be used to demonstrate the importance of 
the individual operating variables acting on the brush in this case. Therefore, initial 
experimental investigations highlight the importance of friction and rotational speed on 
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the brush characteristics, while further theoretical analysis will demonstrate the 
significance of the tine stress and stored energy. 
Finally within this Chapter, the first stages of using the brush to analyse future brush 
designs are undertaken. By analysing the effect of the brush orientation angle using the 
theoretical brush model, it is shown that this brush design variable has a significant 
influence on the brush characteristics. 
5.2. Theory Modifications 
Using the theory developed in Chapter 3, with the brush running normal to the surface 
the angle of attack, ß, is zero (Figure 5.1a). Therefore the brush penetration, d, and the 
forces acting on any one tine about the brush are same because every tine experiences 
identical geometric constraints. As such the tine characteristics are independent of their 
angular position, X. 
FIb 
I 
Figure 5.1- Two tines within a brush running on a flat road 
As such only one tine needs to be analysed about a given mount radius, Rj, as the brush 
characteristics are assumed to be the sum of the individual tine group values which, in 
turn, are assumed to be identical because the constraints on every group is the same. 
Hence, an arbitrary tine may be isolated for analysis (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2 - Forces acting on an arbitrary tine within a flat deflected brush 
Furthermore, if the tines translate a perfect circle with rotation, it may be assumed from 
Figure 5.1 that the friction vector acts at a tangent to the motion at the end of the tine, 
and for small deflections this may be assumed to act at a tangent to the mount geometry. 
Therefore, for the case of constrained brush rotation within a flat brush it may be 
assumed that the friction vector acts such that yr= 90°. 
As a result of these observations, a simplified brush model based upon the generic model 
in Chapter 3 is developed that is more accurate and faster for analysing the brush 
characteristics. The main disadvantages of the generic brush model are that certain 
predictions, namely the friction direction vector and the tine end height, need to be made. 
With the brush rotating on a flat surface it is assumed that the friction vector is known. 
Also, as the brush model converges to a given brush penetration which is not changing 
with position, so it will be shown that this prediction may also be neglected as it is now a 
constant based upon the system inputs. 
5.2.1. Tine Force Analysis 
By resolving the elemental forces from the brush co-ordinate system, Figure 5.2, to the 
tine co-ordinate system, expressions for the tine forces, F 1, Fy1 and F r, may be generated 
for the point loads F, and Fjacting at the end of the tine. The same solutions are found by 
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analysing the generic brush tine at the brush location 6=0 and z=0 when equations 
3.11 can be simplified to: 
Fxý = L1 sin -F, sin0cos(p 
Fyf = F, cos0 
and FZ, =F µ cos rp - F. sin 0 sin rp Equ. 5.1 
Likewise for the distributed forces: 
f, = fir cos E; cos 9 cos V+ff sins; sin V 
fy; =f ýf cos& sin8 
and f.,; = ff, sins; cos qp - fir cos si cos 9 sin ýp ... Equ. 5.2 
The forces generated in equations 5.1 and 5.2 can now be incorporated into the free body 
diagrams, Figures 3.24,3.25 and 3.26. This forms the basic tine deflection model which 
may now be solved using the Newton-Raphson convergence model (Press et al (1991)) 
to solve the non-linear series of equations (Equations 3.31 - 3.33). For convergence no 
more than three unknown parameters may be assumed (Press et al (1991)). As in 
Chapter 3, the model converges for values of 0 F,, and R. that satisfy the model 
constraints. 
The centrifugal force analysis has always acted purely in the brush co-ordinate system, 
therefore tine analysis for the centrifugal force is based upon the Equations 3.39 to 3.51 
as in the original model. However, as has already been stated, the actual brush 
penetration required for convergence is a known value (Figure 5.3), so the predictive 
element of the complete brush model is not required. 
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Figure 5.3 - Flat brush deflection model 
Therefore, the previously defined predictive value, ybn, may be defined according to the 
system brush penetration: 
Yhn -L cos 
0 -A Equ. 5.3 
A final set of expressions generates the co-ordinates of the deflected tine within the 
three-dimensional space of the brush co-ordinate system. The translations establishing 
the tine deflection profile within the three-dimensional brush geometry are, as for the 
force calculations, simplified versions of the generic translations, Equations 3.36. 
Hence: 
x; 
° 
1cos B sinO+ 
1 sin 8, cos (p 
cos 0 
0 
y; _ý (1 cos 0, cos 0 -1 sin 0, cos Qp tan O) Equ. 5.4 
0 
and z, = >, l sin O, cos qo 
r 
for i=0,1,2... n elements. 
Putting all these equations together, the simplified brush model convergence criteria are 
to find the force F,, the radius Rf and the contact angle 9 for a given tine such that: 
e0 = 
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yn =L cos 5-0 
and Rcf0 = Rrj 
Furthermore, due to the assumption that all the tines about a given radius deflect in the 
same manner, the calculated tine profile may be rotated about the centre of rotation 
according to the mount points to model the brush. Hence, for pj clusters of tines on a 
given mount radius Rj, the x, y, z co-ordinates of the deflected tine need to be plotted at 
equal rotations about the centre of the brush according to: 
2, ci 
P; 
for i =1,2,3... pp clusters. ... Equ. 5.5 
Therefore, plotting the tine deflection profiles at the cluster points gives a good graphical 
representation of the deflected brush. 
5.2.2. Torque Analysis 
As the brush is flat on the road surface the only loads acting to generate a torque about 
the brush shaft are on the brush x, z plane at the end of the tine. By definition the 
centrifugal force cannot contribute directly to the drive torque as the load acts through 
the centre of rotation. Therefore, the following expression for the tine torque on a given 
mount radius can be derived: 
T; = Fz,, + 
Fx z 
As it has been assumed that every tine in the brush experiences the same load, the brush 
torque may now be found by summing for every tine in the brush: 
TB =>phTT . Equ. 5.6 
Other model aspects, such as the stresses within the tines and the stored energy are 
extracted directly from the deflected tine and are therefore calculated in the same manner 
as in Chapter 3. 
5.3. Experimental Analysis 
Having established a simplified brush model the theory is experimentally verified using 
standard channel brushes. 
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5.3.1. Test Procedure 
Using the pillar test rig detailed in Chapter 4, a comprehensive set of brush tests has been 
undertaken using various different test road materials. The material details for the 
cutting and flicking brushes are given in tables 5.1 and 5.2. It should be noted that this 
information also provided the reference material for the brush model. 
Table 5.1 - Mechanical properties of the test cutting brush 
Tine Characteristics Material Constants Brush Constants 
Length 240 mm E 2E+11 Nm-' p 24 
Breadth 2.5 mm I 2.08E-14 m n 50 
Width 0.5 mm Rfl 112.5 mm 
0 26° Rr2 87.5 mm 
Table 5.2 - Mechanical properties for the test flicking brush 
Tine Characteristics Material Constants Brush Constants 
Length 220 mm E 2E+11 Nm-2 p 24 
Breadth 2.5 mm I 2.08E-14 m4 n 50 
Width 0.5 mm R, t 112.5 mm 
26° L2 87.5 mm 
Each brush was new at the start of the trials and was given a 30 min run in at 0.04 m 
brush penetration. This removed all sharp edges from the brush and ensured the results 
would be as uniform as possible. Thereafter the automated test procedure, programmed 
in the LABVIEW graphical programming language was used to measure the stiffness 
and torque characteristics of the brush under steady-state conditions. 
Once the zero brush penetration point was found for the brush the overall test brush 
penetration, brush rotational speed and the vertical displacement increment were entered. 
Using this information the brush control software starts the brush rotating and takes 250 
readings of the brush load, torque and rotational speed at the zero brush penetration 
height. These data points are recorded in a master, raw, data file and averaged readings 
are stored in a second data file. The brush penetration is now increased by one step and 
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the data recording is repeated according to the algorithm in Figure 5.4. Once the 
maximum brush penetration is reached, the brush is released in the same incremental 
fashion, collecting data with each point. 
Start 
Find reference height 
do, when 1=0 
Input d,,,,, brush rpm 
and No. of steps, S 
Set brush height, 
d= do and brush rpm 
=0, b=0, a 
F 
byre, = -1 
Measure Load, 
Torque and RPM and 
save data point 
Wait 25 ms 
bb+1 a= N 
250? 
Y 
F Average 250 data A=i- S 
points 
Generate raw data file 
Compile averaged 
bp, ý =b data file 
N b=S? N bpm> 
b? 
YY 
b=0? N 
Y 
F Output brush data files 
End 
b=b-1 
s 
bp., =b 
Figure 5.4 - Pillar rig experimental procedure algorithm 
Using this method of collecting brush data means that the brush is allowed to reach 
steady state conditions at each data point. This reflects the steady state approximations 
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within the brush model and allows a direct comparison between the theoretical and 
experimental results. Within this Chapter all the experimental conditions were the same, 
,8=0, 
i. e. a flat brush, the maximum brush penetration was 0.1 m and 20 readings were 
taken between first contact and the maximum brush penetration point, averaged over 250 
data points at each brush penetration. 
5.3.2. Experimental Results 
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Figure 5.5 - Theoretical and experimental results for a cutting brush running on a 
concrete test surface 
The graphs in Figure 5.5 show comparisons for the theoretical and experimental torque 
and load results for the cutting brush acting on a concrete test bed at speeds of 60,100 
and 140 rpm. The theoretical results are shown by the solid lines and the experimental 
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results from the pillar test rig are superimposed, the colours of the markers referring to 
the experimental rotational speed. 
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Figure 5.6 - Theoretical and experimental results for a flicking brush running on a 
concrete road surface 
The results in Figure 5.6 show the combined experimental and theoretical results for the 
flicking brush acting on a concrete surface. As for the cutting brush results, the 
theoretical brush characteristics are shown by the solid lines with the experimental data 
superimposed at the desired brush penetrations. 
5.3.3. Brush Visualisation 
A series of photographs were taken of the brush during testing. An example of which is 
shown in Figure 5.7 where photographic and wire frame brush models developed from 
the theory are compared. 
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(a) Cutting brush profile 
(b) Flicking brush profile 
Figure 5.7 - Three-dimensional profiles of the cutting and flicking brush 
5.3.4. Discussion 
At first glance the general trends between the theoretical and experimental results appear 
to be correct for both the cutting and the flicking brushes. However, according to 
Equations 5.1, the tine vertical load, F,, is dependant on the co-efficient of friction acting 
between the brush and the road surface. Furthermore, obtaining a reliable value for the 
co-efficient of friction is notoriously difficult. Texts referencing general co-efficients of 
friction usually state that errors can be large, a variation of up to 50% from the 
theoretical value is not uncommon (Merriam and Kraige (1993)). 
To overcome this complication, the theoretical results shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 have 
used an impirical value for the co-efficient of friction, calculated for the rotational speed 
of 60 rpm. Once a value for the co-efficient of friction has been found for one 
experimental condition the theoretical and experimental results for the remaining 
conditions should agree without further analysis of the system. This is due to the 
assumption in Coulomb's Law of Friction that the co-efficient of friction acting between 
two sliding bodies is independent of the sliding velocity of the two bodies. 
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From Figure 5.5, a co-efficient of friction for the cutting brush acting on a concrete test 
road at 60 rpm of 0.6 was found. As can be seen from the graphs in Figure 5.5, both the 
load and torque results for the cutting brush under this condition correlate well. This is 
to be expected, although it does suggest that the underlying deflection mechanism of the 
theory is sound. 
However, in the case of the cutting brush load, Figure 5.5a, it has been assumed that the 
friction force is acting at a tangent to the motion of the brush. So, when w= 90°, 
Equation 5.1 shows the loads acting on the brush to be independent of the value for the 
co-efficient of friction. It follows that all the cutting brush load results should correlate 
between the theoretical and experimental results regardless of the value for the co- 
efficient of friction. In this respect Figure 5.5a shows an adequate correlation although it 
is thought that there was some sticking in the test rig linear bearings at the higher 
rotational speeds. This may be because the brush is not exactly circular, and any out of 
balance forces would be exaggerated at the higher rotational speeds causing the brush 
mountings to move with the rotation and pressing the guiding rods against the linear 
bearings causing sticking. 
Furthermore, the bearing slippage would also account for the large hysterisis within the 
experimental results at low brush penetrations. As the experimental data points are taken 
once the brush has reached steady state conditions, the theory suggests that there is no 
hysterisis within the brush system. If the brush data was measured dynamically it is 
suggested that the changing friction vector at the tine end would generate a hysterisis 
loop. This is because as the brush is deformed the friction would act against tine 
deformation requiring a higher applied load to deform the brush (cv < 90°), and during 
brush release the friction vector would act to prevent tine restoration (cv > 901), thereby 
generating a hysterisis loop. It is suggested that the sticking within the bearings 
generated the hysterisis loop as the brush was raised and lowered. 
It should be noted that the differences between the theoretical loads with changing 
rotational speeds can be attributed to centrifugal forces acting on the brushes. The higher 
the rotational speed of the brushes, the higher the centrifugal force and the greater the 
tine deformation before the vertical load is applied. Analysis of the origin of the results 
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charts in Figure 5.5 shows how, as the brush rotational speed is increased, the brush 
penetration at which the vertical load is applied becomes greater with increased 
rotational speed. This is because initially the only force acting on the brush is the 
centrifugal force, assuming the tine weight is neglected, and the initial deformation point 
gives an indication of the tine deformation generated by the centrifugal force alone. 
The torque readings for the cutting brush are independent of the linear bearings (Figure 
5.5b), this is because the torque transducer is directly mounted between the brush and the 
motor (Figure 4.1). As the brush rotational speed is increased, so the correlation between 
the theoretical and experimental results becomes less pronounced. This is consistent 
with the findings of previous cutting brush experiments where the changing cutting brush 
torque characteristics were attributed to the presence of stick-slip friction (Peel and 
Parker (2002)). 
Stick-slip friction is well documented within the literature (Rabinowicz (1958) and Bo & 
Pavelescu (1982) to mention only two) but it is generally accepted that the phenomena is 
caused by instantaneous adhesion between the sliding surfaces. This creates a 
relationship between the dynamic co-efficient of friction, Uk, and the static co-efficient of 
friction, p,, because once the sliding bodies stop, they are released only as the forces 
acting on the system overcome the static friction forces, creating a dynamic system 
(Figure 5.8). Therefore the overall system co-efficient of friction, measured 
experimentally, lies between the two extremes of the static and dynamic cases. 
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Figure 5.8 - Co-efficient of friction with stick-slip friction 
In addition the system is now dependant on the velocity of the sliding bodies which is in 
contrast to Coulomb's Law of Friction. This is because the faster the system is travelling 
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the lower the chances of the sliding surfaces being adhered to one another. This finding 
is reflected in the previous results for a channel brush where the co-efficient of friction of 
the system was found to change with brush rotational speed and is compared to a control 
system where the brush was running on a lubricated mild steel plate (Figure 5.9). 
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Figure 5.9 - Effect of stick-slip friction on the cutting brush (Peel and Parker (2002)) 
It should be noted that the cutting brush used in this paper (Peel and Parker (2002)) had a 
different brush geometry and therefore the system co-efficients of friction are not 
comparable. 
Figure 5.6 shows the corresponding results for a flicking brush. In this case the 
deflection plane of the tines is tangential to the rotation of the brush. As such, the 
centrifugal forces acting on the brush have a negligible effect deflecting the tines as all 
the results at different brush rotational speeds are similar. 
A difference in the co-efficient of friction is noted between the cutting and flicking brush 
configurations of 0.1, and this difference will increase with rotational speed as the 
influence of the static portion of the stick-slip friction is reduced for the cutting brush. It 
is suggested that this is due to a combination of the different brush loads and the contact 
geometry. According to Bowden and Tabor (1964) friction can be thought to have two 
components; ploughing and shearing. As an object moves over a softer surface, the 
softer surface yields. Applying a lateral force to the object, movement occurs when the 
sliding object shears through the softer material and pushes the generated debris out of 
the way. 
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Applying this theory to the brush tines sliding over the concrete road it may be assumed 
that the hardened tempered steel tines are exhibiting the characteristics suggested by 
Bowden and Tabor as they ride over the softer concrete. Both the cutting and flicking 
tines create a sharp contact with the road surface (Figure 5.10) which is slowly rounded 
as they wear. 
Sheared 
channel 
Cutting brush 
tine 
Shearer 
channel 
(a) Cutting brush contact (b) Flicking brush contact 
Figure 5.10 -- Ploughing and shearing of brush lines 
The flicking brush loads are considerably higher than the cutting brush loads for the 
same number of tines, suggesting that the flicking brush tines will cause the concrete to 
yield more. As the brush rotates this means that the flicking brush tines will shear 
though the concrete, generating a deeper channel and removing a greater quantity of 
debris than the cutting brush. This in turn requires a larger shearing component to push 
the flicking brush tine through the debris. It follows that if the ploughing and shearing 
components of friction are greater for the flicking brush, then the flicking brush system 
will show a higher co-efficient of friction than the cutting brush as is exhibited by the 
experimental results. 
The local contact geometry is also referenced when discussing friction conditions with 
the flat leading edge of the cutting brush producing the greatest resistance to motion 
(Sarkar (1980)). It is suggested that, in this case, the local contact geometry explains the 
presence of stick-slip friction within the cutting brush system more readily than the 
magnitude of the friction co-efficient. This is because the ploughing component of 
friction is more likely to generate a continual build up of the worn debris in front of the 
cutting brush than the flicking brush. This may then aid the instantaneous adhesion of 
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the surfaces associated with stick-slip at low speed, only being overcome when the 
torque is large enough to overcome the build up starting the ploughing cycle once more. 
In contrast the flicking brush local geometry is more inclined to ride over the top of any 
build up of debris, reducing the influence of stick-slip friction on the flicking brush. 
Visualising the brush deflection is aided by the brush model because the tine profiles 
produced allow wire-frame models to be drawn. Figure 5.7 shows a combination of a 
wire-frame model for a cutting brush and a photograph depicting the actual deflection 
profiles experienced. Comparisons suggest that the wire-frame model of brush, where 
one line represents a complete tine cluster in the channel brush, give a good qualitative 
representation of the brush deformation. 
The cutting brush configuration generates the greatest frictional loads on the tines in 
planes other than the deflection plane. However, the photograph of the rotating brush 
shows no obvious signs of the tines twisting or deflecting in any direction other than the 
predicted radial plane. Furthermore, it is assumed that the tines do not interact with each 
other. Figure 5.7 suggests that the tines, within their clusters, are simply rotating in a 
slightly fanned formation. The brush torque and load results show that this effect has a 
negligible effect on the overall brush characteristics graphs and, indeed, validates the 
assumptions about the tine deflection made in developing the model. 
5.4. Predictions from the Theory 
Having obtained approximate agreement between the theory and experimental results for 
the channel brush, other characteristics may be predicted assuming that the brush is 
operating normal to the road surface. 
5.4.1. Friction Contact 
The brush results thus far have been for a concrete road surface. However the 
experimental results show that the friction acting between the brush and the road has a 
profound influence on the brush characteristics. Figure 5.11 shows the effect of 
changing friction co-efficients on the brush stiffness and torque characteristics for a 
cutting brush, while Figure 5.12 shows the influence of the same frictional conditions on 
the flicking brush. 
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Figure 5.12 - Friction affects on a flicking brush 
Following from the experimental analysis, a more thorough theoretical investigation into 
the effects of friction on the brush stiffness and torque characteristics of a flicking and 
cutting brush are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The cutting brush tines are assumed to 
deflect radially at all tines, and within this model the friction vector is always acting at a 
tangent to the direction of travel of the tines. As a result, with cp = 0, when the forces are 
resolved using equations 5.1 and 5.2, the friction component of the load working to 
deflect the tines is always zero. 
Figure 5.11 a shows the obvious result of this, the load characteristics of the cutting brush 
are theoretically independent of the co-efficient of friction. When the torque is analysed 
using equations 5.1 and 5.6, it becomes clear that the torque results are directly 
proportional to the co-efficient of friction for a given brush penetration. Although results 
for an idealised oil lubricated brush suggest that this is the case (Peel and Parker (2002)) 
the presence of stick-slip friction on the test concrete road means that the actual brush 
friction characteristics of the cutting brush are velocity dependant. 
In contrast flicking brush results show that in this case the loads generated through 
friction actually work to deflect the brush. This is reflected in the decreasing brush 
stiffness characteristics shown in Figure 5.12a as the friction co-efficient increases. 
Analysis of the load forces acting on the end of the tines (Equation 5.1) shows that the 
higher the co-efficient of friction, the higher the force working to deflect the tine. With 
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the ideal frictionless contact, the flicking brush tine is initially subject to ideal 
compressive forces and should not deform until buckling occurs. 
As the friction increases, so the axial loads required for a given brush penetration 
decrease. In addition, the cutting brush geometry means the tine end radius, and hence 
the moment which generates the torque, changes negligibly with rotational speed. It is 
therefore the frictional force interactions that explain the non-linear rise in the torque 
characteristics of the flicking brush in contrast to the cutting brush. The load required 
for calculating the torque acts tangentially to the brush rotation (Equation 5.6) and is 
directly related to the co-efficient of friction. Therefore, although the vertical load is 
dropping with increased friction the proportion of the load acting to generate the torque 
is increasing, hence the increase in the torque with an increase in the co-efficient of 
friction as shown in Figure 5.12b. 
5.4.2. Influence of Centrifugal Force 
It has already been shown that tine orientation and centrifugal force are intrinsically 
linked from the results for the cutting and flicking brushes. The definition of brush 
penetration used throughout the thesis allows centrifugal force to, in effect, create a zone 
where the tines are not subject to an axial load, but are deformed from their stationary 
position, lifting the tines and generating an initial brush penetration. 
Taking identical tines 240 mm long, mounting them within a brush at a mount angle of 
26° and rotating them at a rotational speed of 100 rpm, the only force acting on the tines 
is centrifugal force. If the brush tines are mounted in the cutting brush configuration, cp 
= 0, then the centrifugal force will cause the tines to deflect outwards, generating a brush 
penetration of just over 7 mm. In contrast the flicking brush tines, cp = 90°, will exhibit 
very little deflection, generating a negligible brush penetration. Figure 5.13 shows how 
changing the tine orientation from the cutting to the flicking configuration changes the 
tine deformation due to centrifugal force alone by measuring the brush penetration 
generated purely by brush rotation. 
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Figure 5.13 - Brush penetration against tine orientation due to centrifugal force 
Centrifugal force is a function of the tine mass, the rotational speed, and the mounting 
radius. However, as was discussed in Section 3.5.3, it only acts radially from the centre 
of the brush outwards. Therefore, while all brushes are subject to centrifugal forces, in 
the case of the flicking brush they act directly on the strongest plane of the brush and, 
therefore, have a negligible effect. It is only when the tines deform and the application 
angle of the centrifugal force (c) on the elements increases there is any effect of 
centrifugal force on the tines. By this time the applied load is too great for the 
centrifugal effects to be significant (Figure 5.5). 
A smooth sinusoidal increase in the brush penetration generated by centrifugal force with 
changing tine orientation alone shows how the influence of centrifugal force gradually 
increases until a natural maximum is reached at the cutting brush (Figure 5.13). The 
faster the rotational speed of the brush, the greater the deflection of the brush tines, as is 
shown in Figure 5.14 for a cutting brush. 
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Figure 5.14 - Influence of rotational speed on brush penetration 
However, although initially the tine deflection is aided by the influence of centrifugal 
force, as the applied vertical load is increased it is this force which has more effect and 
the gap between the brush stiffnesses at high brush penetrations narrow (Figure 5.5). It 
is the negligible effect of centrifugal force on the flicking brush tines that means that the 
experimental results appear to be independent of the influence of rotational speed (Figure 
5.6) 
5.4.3. Tine Stress Results 
Previous work (Stango et al 1997) has shown that centrifugal forces acting on rotary 
brushes can lead to significant stresses within the bristles. Figure 5.15 shows the stresses 
generated within conventional cutting brush tines mounted at a radius of 112.5 mm due 
to centrifugal force alone. 
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Figure 5.15 - Tine stress as a percentage yield stress with tine orientation at 100 rpm 
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Figure 5.15 shows how the stresses induced within cutting brush tine amount to 20% of 
the tine yield stress through brush rotation alone at the upper operating limits of the street 
sweeper channel brush. This is important as it reduces the range of possible axial loads 
to the brush, which may be required for debris removal from the road, before plastic 
deformation of the brush tines occurs. The results shown here are similar to the results 
of Stango et al (1997). 
As the applied vertical load is increased, so the tine stresses increase, according to Figure 
5.16 where the maximum stresses experienced by tines within the outer radius (112.5 
mm) a brush are shown. 
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Figure 5.16 - Maximum tine stress against brush penetration 
The results shown in Figure 5.16 show how the maximum tine stress within a cutting and 
flicking brush change with increased brush penetration. In the case of the cutting brush 
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tine it has previously been shown that the tine experiences significant brush deformation 
from centrifugal forces. This generates a zero offset for the tine stress, the magnitude of 
which is dependent on the rotational speed of the brush. Once the tine makes contact 
with the ground and the applied vertical load becomes more dominant, so the tine stress 
increases steadily, but non-linearly with increased brush penetration. 
In contrast the effects of centrifugal force have been shown to be negligible on the 
flicking brush (Figure 5.13). Therefore the loads acting on the flicking brush, and 
therefore the deformation profile and stresses, will be approximately equal regardless of 
the brush rotational speed. This is shown in Figure 5.16b where a steady non-linear rise 
in the tine stress is shown as the brush penetration is increased. 
5.4.4. Tine Energy Considerations 
The brush model readily yields the strain energy stored within the deflected tines. Figure 
5.17 shows the theoretical results for the strain energy within a given tine with increased 
brush penetration. 
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Figure 5.17 - Strain energy stored in a rotating tine with brush penetration 
Interestingly the stored energy within the tines (Figure 5.17) shows that theoretically the 
combination of centrifugal force and applied vertical load store the same amount of 
energy within the tines regardless of the rotational speed of the brush. This follows 
because the stored energy is calculated by summing the element spring energies along 
the length of the tine. As there is no force stopping the deformation of the tine radially, 
there is only one natural tine deformation profile that the model will adopt for a given 
brush penetration, hence the energy calculations will be the same for a given brush. 
Comparing the stored energy profiles of the cutting and flicking brushes (Figure 5.17a 
and b), the cutting brush tines store far less energy for a given brush penetration than the 
flicking brush tines. Looking at the three-dimensional brush models generated in Figure 
5.7, it is clear that the cutting brush tines are, in effect, predeflected through an angle 0, 
the tine mount angle. The flicking brush tines start vertical in relation to their deflection 
plane and therefore need to deflect through a greater angle, yielding not only a greater 
stored energy within the tines, but a larger load and tine stress for a given brush 
penetration (Figure 5.16). 
5.5. Preliminary Brush Design Investigation 
Current brush designs incorporate only the cutting or flicking brush configurations. 
Throughout the thesis the brush model will be used to investigate the effect of changing 
the tine orientation of the brush on the mechanical characteristics of the brush. Within 
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this chapter the effect of changing these characteristics are investigated on a brush 
operating normal to the road surface. 
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Figure 5.18 - Brush results for line angular positions of 0° 30 ° 60 °and 90 ° 
Figure 5.18 shows the theoretical brush stiffness and torque characteristics for brushes 
with tine orientation angles of 0°, 30°, 60° and 90°. The extremities represent 
conventional cutting and flicking brushes, but the intermediate angles represent other 
possible brush configurations. Analysis of the results show that the brush stiffness 
properties do not follow a trend whereby the softest brushes are the cutting through to the 
flicking brush being the stiffest. Instead the combination of brush geometry, force 
interactions and deflection assumptions which yields Equations 5.1 to 5.4 develop a far 
more complex brush characteristics relationship. 
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Figure 5.19 - Brush characteristics with line orientation and friction at 100 rpm and 
0.05 m brush penetration 
Figure 5.19 shows a cross plot through Figure 5.18, and similar charts for like brushes 
under co-efficients of friction 0,0.3,0.6 and 0.9 rotating at 100 rpm. The load results 
show how as the friction co-efficient is increased a minima develops in the load against 
tine orientation graph. This is because as soon as the tine is rotated from the cutting 
brush position, a friction component starts to work to deflect the brush. However the 
further the tine is turned towards the flicking brush orientation, the larger the tine 
deflection required to physically maintain the constraints becomes prominent, hence 
yielding the minima. 
If a similar chart is produced for the brush torque characteristics (Figure 5.19b), the 
minima in the brush characteristics is repeated. These are important findings and they 
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suggest that it may be possible to reduce the power required to drive the brush and 
produce a more efficient brush. 
5.6. Summary 
A simplified brush model for analysing the case of a brush rotating normal to the road 
surface has been developed. The new model is more accurate and faster because the 
predictive assumptions made in the general brush model are simplified in this case. In 
addition, as the brush is rotating on a flat surface there is no change in the brush tine 
characteristics with rotation and therefore only one tine per brush penetration point need 
be analysed. 
Theoretical and experimental results have been compared to validate the brush model. 
Adequate alignment between practical and theoretical has been found although the brush 
characteristics have been found to be highly non-linear. 
Experimental results have shown the presence of stick-slip friction within the brush 
system, but that the influence of the friction phenomena is related to the brush type and 
hence the tine geometry. Cutting brushes are subject to stick-slip forces due to the tine 
orientation on the work face, whereas flicking brush tines yield a curved surface on the 
work surface and will therefore ride over any asperities. Furthermore, as the concrete 
may be assumed to be softer than the brush tines, the applied vertical loads acting on the 
road surface may be assumed to have some impact on the value for the co-efficient of 
friction, the higher the load the larger the frictional co-efficient. 
Theoretical analysis has been undertaken to see the effect of centrifugal force. It has 
been shown that the effect of centrifugal force is directly related to the tine orientation 
within the brush by investigating the changing brush stiffness with tine rotation. 
Nevertheless, centrifugal force and brush axial loading have been shown to yield the 
same stored energy within a brush tine for a given brush penetration regardless of the 
ratio of centrifugal force to axial load. 
Finally predictions for different tine orientation within brush configurations have shown 
that the influence of friction acting on the tines in conjunction with the brush geometry 
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may yield a more efficient brush. This is due to the force components acting on the tines 
causing greater or less tine deflection for a given axial load. Early results show that a 
tine orientation of cp = 30° to 40° may be optimal. 
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6. Tilted Brush Analysis 
6.1. Introduction 
In previous chapters the channel brush analysis has been focused on modelling the brush 
characteristics as it interacts with the road. This analysis included the centrifugal force, 
vertical brush loads, the way they effect the brush stiffness and torque characteristics as 
well as an understanding of the importance of friction between the brush and the road. 
However, thus far only the flat brush has been experimentally analysed, and when 
sweeping the brush does not operate in this manner. Instead it has an angle of attack 
relative to the horizontal to allow the debris in front of the brush to be cleared into the 
path of the street sweeper's suction unit (Section 1.3.1). 
In this chapter the results for the full tilted brush model, described in Chapter 3, will be 
analysed and compared to experimental test data. Tilting the brush adds a new level of 
complexity to the brush model as the loads acting on a given tine are continually 
changing as the brush rotates producing cyclic effects which are not immediately clear 
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from analysing test results alone. This is because the brush model generates the tine load 
distribution about the brush, summing them together to generate the brush load. The 
experimental results record the overall steady state brush load which is then compared to 
the overall brush model loads. 
Once the brush model is validated using experimental results, a more detailed 
examination of the theoretical brush results is undertaken. By analysing the different 
brush layers, a clear understanding of how the tine loads and torques combine to give the 
overall brush parameters is established. The analysis may be expanded further, using the 
model to investigate theoretical brush configurations in the same manner as in Chapter 5. 
6.2. Experimental Results and Theory Validation 
Using the test rig described in Section 4.3, additional tests were undertaken to 
complement the flat brush results. The tests used the same algorithm and rotational 
speeds, and the brush was angled at either, 5°, 10° or 15°. In each case the experimental 
results are compared to the theoretical results generated using the model derived in 
Chapter 3. The test brushes used were the same as for the flat brush experiments, 
summarised in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
6.2.1. Cutting Brush 
Figure 6.1 shows the effects of inclining the rotating cutting brush through the test range 
on a concrete test bed. The brush was run at 100 rpm as this is a good average speed for 
the brush under sweeping conditions. In order to keep the comparability with the flat 
brush tests described in Chapter 3, the co-efficient of friction for the interaction between 
the tines and the concrete was assumed to be the same. The theoretical predictions 
resulting for this are shown as continuous lines superimposed with the experimental data 
points. 
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Figure 6.1- Cutting brush theory and experimental comparison 
6.2.2. Flicking Brush 
Figure 6.2 shows the corresponding test results and theoretical predictions for the 
flicking brush. The theoretical results are based on a co-efficient of friction of 0.7 as 
determined for the flat brush tests. 
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Figure 6.2 - Flicking brush theory and experimental comparison 
6.2.3. Experimental Discussion 
The cutting brush results (Figure 6.1) show that with a co-efficient of friction of 0.6, the 
difference between the loads generated for the theoretical and experimental results give 
an acceptable correlation. When the brush is tilted through 5°. the theoretical load is 
higher than the measured experimental result, but is within the bounds of experimental 
error. Observations from the graphs show that an induced oscillation is present when the 
brush is tilted through 15°. This is not as apparent on the results for the brush tilted 
through either 5° or 10° and the cause of the oscillation is unknown. However, possible 
explanations will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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Investigating the cutting brush torque characteristics, the experimental results show that 
the actual torques generated differ from the predicted torques in different ways 
throughout the brush angle of attack range. With the brush tilted through only 5°, the 
measured brush torque is lower than the theoretical predictions. This suggests that the 
brush is actually experiencing a lower co-efficient of friction between the road surface 
and the tine ends. At 100 rpm the presence of stick-slip friction has been noted for the 
cutting brush operating normal to the concrete road, generating a co-efficient of friction 
lower than the 0.6 used for the theoretical results in Chapter 5. Hence, torque 
characteristics exhibiting a lower co-efficient of friction than 0.6 can be expected with 
the brush tilted. 
The results for the brush titled through 10° show a good correlation between the theory 
and practical, even though a lower torque may be expected based on the results from 
Chapter 5. This suggests that the changing tine contact profile as the brush angle of 
attack increases generates a higher co-efficient of friction as the harder tines cut through 
the surface of the concrete road according the friction theory discussed in Section 5.3.4. 
This finding is reinforced by the tine torque results for an angle of attack of 15°. Under 
this condition a good correlation for the load results was found, but the predicted brush 
torque is too low, indicating that the actual brush torque is considerably higher. This is 
an important finding as it suggests that the co-efficient of friction for the cutting brush on 
a concrete road is a function of the brush angle of attack. This is in addition to the 
friction relationship with brush rotational speed discussed in Chapter 5. 
On the other hand the flicking brush results (Figure 6.2) show that there is a good 
correlation between the brush load theory and experimental results for the brush tilted 
through 5°. However, the theoretically predicted loads appear low as the brush angle of 
attack is increased. Within Section 5.4.4 it was shown that the vertical load applied to a 
flat flicking brush is decreased with increased friction. Due to the application of the 
friction vector it is safe to assume that this is true for the tilted brush. Therefore the load 
results suggest that the co-efficient of friction is too high and needs to be decreased for 
the theory and practical results to correlate. 
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Analysis of the torque results show a strong correlation between the theoretical plots and 
experimental readings, especially at lower brush penetrations. To increase the co- 
efficient of friction to improve the correlation between the load results would increase 
the torque results too. This would then yield a poor correlation for the torque 
characteristics. It is therefore accepted that the co-efficient of friction of 0.7 is both 
realistic and the best compromise, leading to an acceptable correlation between the 
theoretical and experimental flicking brush results for both the load and torque data. Yet 
it also needs to be noted that the flicking brush experimental results also show an 
unexpected oscillation with the brush tilted through 15° and, to a lesser extent, with the 
brush tilted through 101. As for the oscillation experienced by the cutting brush, this will 
be analysed later in this chapter. 
The overall brush characteristics obtained from the model may be taken as adequate 
enough to allow the additional data generated from the brush model to be accepted as a 
good representation of the phenomena affecting the brush. Analysis of the additional 
model data will now be presented to help to explain the brush characteristics exhibited 
by the experimental results 
6.3. Cyclic Effects and Frequency Analysis 
In addition to the basic brush characteristics shown in Section 6.2, the brush model 
allows predictions for a variety of additional brush parameters. Tracking the tine 
movement about the rotating brush, the tine experiences cyclic loads, torques, stresses 
and energy transfers that cannot be measured by the test rig. The brush model developed 
in Chapter 3 has given an appreciation of how the summation of these different 
properties produce the overall brush characteristics and the experimental results show 
this is a valid approach. In this section the geometry and individual tine properties will 
be investigated to understand how tilting effects the brush. 
6.3.1. Geometric Considerations 
As for Chapter 5, the brush model generates the tine co-ordinates within the three- 
dimensional world co-ordinate system. As the model iterates the calculations around the 
brush circumference the data points are saved at locations which match the tine mount 
points, therefore building up a full picture of the brush. Figure 6.3 shows the full brush 
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penetration series for a cutting and a flicking brush tilted through 10° and rotating 
clockwise at 100 rpm on a concrete surface with a friction co-efficient of 0.6. 
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Figure 6.3 - Brush deformation with brush penetrations of 0 to 100 mm 
As the brush penetration is increased three areas of tine interaction become clear. 
Initially the tines just touch the ground and no interaction may be assumed, this 
represents the zero brush penetration point for a static brush. As the brush deflection 
starts, an area of mixed contact is visible for the brush penetration range of 20 to 60 mm. 
In this region the tines are initially not in contact with the ground (X = -180 0). Contact is 
then made and the brush tines are deflected against the contact plane. In the case of the 
cutting brush, due to the deflection plane of the tine, the tine deflection appears 
symmetrical about the centre of the brush. As a result the tines leave the road surface 
under minimal tine deflection and load. 
In contrast, the flicking brush tines experience large friction forces which act in the 
direction of travel of the tine end. These forces trap the tine under the mounting plate of 
the brush until the physical brush geometry of the deflected tine and the brush can no 
longer withstand this constraint and the tine is flicked out from under the brush. At this 
point there is a release of stored energy from within the tine that may be passed on to any 
debris in the path of the tine. 
Finally, as the brush penetration is further increased, the tines are constrained between 
the mount plate and the contact plane throughout the full rotation of the brush. Under 
these circumstances the tines are subjected to gently oscillating constraints. As the 
release conditions are never reached about the brush, it follows that the tines do not 
experience the flicking action and free flight of the mixed contact region. 
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6.3.2. Brush and Tine Loads 
The rotating inclined brush experiences changing load characteristics as the brush 
rotates. As a given tine rotates about the brush, the model generates the changing 
vertical loads experienced by the tine. 
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Figure 6.4 - Brush vertical loads with increased brush penetration at 100 rpm on a 
concrete road 
For the brush profiles shown in Figure 6.3, the loads experienced by a given tine as it 
rotates about the brush are shown scaled under the brush in Figure 6.4. Relating the tine 
loads to the tine location, x, (Section 3.3.2), the following graphs show how the tine load 
changes for the outer row of tines only. 
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Figure 6.5 shows how the load application between the cutting and flicking brushes is 
fundamentally different. Under small brush penetrations the cutting brush (Figure 6.5a) 
tines make contact with the road and immediately want to deflect out from the centre of 
rotation acting against the friction at the end of the tine. This leads to a shock loading as 
contact is made, indicated by the small asperities on the load traces. The tine load then 
increases steadily reaching a maximum shortly before the point of maximum tine 
deflection, x=0. This is because it is the applied vertical load that is measured and 
according to Equation 3.11 the brush geometry and associated tine components yield the 
maximum applied vertical load shortly before X=0. Moving further round the brush 
plate, the constraints start to release the brush tines and the geometry changes so that the 
friction forces generated aid the deflection of the tine, causing lower vertical loads. The 
tine vertical load now decreases gradually until the release point, where the tine is no 
longer in contact with the road surface. 
Should the brush penetration be such that the tines make contact constantly throughout 
the rotation of the brush then an oscillating tine load profile is produced, similar to the 
load profile of 0.1 m brush penetration in Figure 6.5. Here the tine load is, as expected 
according to the geometry of Figure 6.4, oscillating according to the changing tine 
constraints through the rotation cycle. A maximum load is observed near the point of 
maximum brush penetration and a minimum load is experienced near the point of 
minimum deflection. 
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In contrast the geometry and load interactions within the flicking brush tine load cycle 
may have discontinuities. The reason for this is that the friction forces generated 
between the tine end and the road surface are always acting to aid the deflection of the 
tine, resulting in a violent flick. As a result the force profile is convoluted by nature, the 
applied tine load gradually increasing from the contact zone, but then reducing shortly 
after passing the point of maximum brush penetration. However, once the maximum 
brush penetration is reached and the corresponding maximum load is found, the friction 
conditions and geometric constraints do not release the tine in the controlled manner 
exhibited by the cutting brush. Instead the tine curvature is maintained, the tine being 
trapped between the ground and the brush plate (Figure 6.3). This continues until the 
geometry and forces create an unstable load system. At this point the tine is released and 
there is an instantaneous release of energy as the tine starts an oscillatory flicking action. 
Should the release point never occur due to the brush penetration being too great then the 
whole tine deflection cycle is simply continued. 
When comparing the cutting and flicking brush configurations, the main difference 
between the two brushes is the magnitude of the loads experienced. This is graphically 
shown in Figure 6.4 where the cutting brushes exhibit considerably smaller tine loads 
than the flicking brush. This follows from the analysis of the flat rotating brush 
configuration where the brush tine orientation was investigated. The cutting brush tines 
are orientated such that the majority of the applied vertical load is directed along the 
deflection plane of the tine. In contrast, the flicking brush tine has a greater proportion 
of the applied vertical load acting on the tine plane where it is assumed deformation is 
negligible. This results in a smaller vertical load component working to deflect the tine 
although the friction component is large compared to the cutting brush. 
Additional brush load characteristics can be obtained for the brush because, as it rotates 
and tine mount positions and loads change, so the overall brush load will change. In 
Figure 6.6 the lower loads, labelled tine group loads, represent the changing loads acting 
on the individual groups of tines within the outer radius of a brush. The tine groups are 
mounted evenly about the radius of the brush, so the tine group load repeats q times per 
rotation of the brush, where q represents the number of tine groups within a radius of the 
brush. Summing together the tine group loads gives the overall brush load for that 
radius. 
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Figure 6.6 - Brush load oscillations with position 
The results in Figure 6.6 show how the brush loads appear to oscillate purely with the 
angular position of the brush. In this case the brush is rotating at 100 rpm, hence it is 
possible to plot the oscillation of the loads with respect to time. The period of oscillation 
TL may be found as: 
T, = 
2; r 
... 
Equ. 6.1 
onJ 
Where: TL is the time period of the load oscillation in s 
w is the rotational speed of the brush ins-1 
and q is the number of tine groups in the radius j. 
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Applying Equation 6.1 to the test brush at 100 rpm, in the outer radius there are 28 tine 
groups (Table 5.1), giving a load oscillation period TL of 0.021 s. This is important from 
an experimental perspective as the test rig only samples data once every 25 ms so cannot 
adequately analyse this phenomenon. 
Analysing the results, the flicking brush loads more clearly show the release point for the 
tine clusters as a sharp change in load. In contrast, the cutting brush load profile appears 
more random. This is primarily due to the resolution of the original model being to ±1°, 
hence the suggested load oscillation is less distinct. Nevertheless, as the cutting brush 
tine load profile is fundamentally lower, without any dramatic changes in magnitude, the 
load changes with time are expected to be smoother. This is shown in the results of 
Figure 6.6. 
An important observation is that regardless of the brush configuration Figure 6.6 shows 
how the load will oscillate. In terms of brush control, however, the results suggest that, 
for a given brush penetration, the flicking brush load range may vary by ±5%. This 
makes any suggestion of controlling the brush via force feedback a more complex 
problem. 
6.3.3. Tine Frequency Analysis 
It has now been shown how the tines experience cyclic loads and deformation as the 
brush rotates, but this does not explain the presence of the waveforms in the 
experimental results for the cutting and flicking brushes under an angle of attack of 15° 
(Figure 6.1 a and 6.2a). 
Figure 67- Tine release in the flicking brush 
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The brush model of Chapter 3 assumes that during free flight the tines are not deformed 
by anything other than centrifugal force. Figure 6.7 shows the release of flicking brush 
tines subjected to an angle of attack of 15° and 60 mm brush penetration. At the release 
point the tine deflection is considerable and it is suggested that, once the tine groups are 
released they oscillate freely and generate a standing wave in the brush. At low 
rotational speeds it is suggested that this wave is damped out of the brush before the tines 
make contact with the road again, but at higher rotational speeds the tines will still be 
vibrating when they make contact with the road once more. The tine deflection profile 
when it makes contact with the road will influence the loads applied to the tine to deform 
it into the constraints of rotation when in contact with the road (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.8 - Tine contact geometry under free rotation 
The tine deflection during the free rotation phase of the brush rotation cycle is governed 
by the natural frequency of the tine. Assuming the oscillation of the tines has not been 
damped out, Figure 6.8 shows suggested tine contact configurations depending on when 
during the oscillation cycle tine contact is made with the ground. The brush model in 
Chapter 3 takes no account of the tine movement during free rotation and assumes the 
contact geometry to be that of a straight tine, sin wt = 0. Should the tine be in the 
oscillation phase, 1< sin wt < 0, the tine vibration will pre-deform the tine at the contact 
point away from the road surface, lower the impact load of the tine on the road surface 
and the overall brush load. In contrast, should 0< sin cot < -1, the tine is pre-deformed 
on contact such that the profile is against smooth rotation of the brush, creating a large 
impact load which will increase the overall brush load. This is especially true as the 
tines have to snap through to the deformation profile shown in Figure 6.7. 
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From McCallion (1973) the natural frequencies, w,,, of a tine on the experimental brush 
can be readily calculated as 45 s-', 283 s-' etc. Assuming the tine exhibits the first 
frequency mode, at a brush rotational speed, co, of 100 rpm or 10.5 s', one revolution 
takes 0.6 s, allowing 4.32 tine oscillation cycles. But under these conditions the brush is 
not subjected to any deformation so there are no loads applied to the tines to start them 
oscillating. As the brush penetration is increased, Figure 6.3 shows how the brush 
geometry changes. A tine contact angle, y, is defined as the angular zone where the tines 
are constrained and is calculated from the brush model as the difference between the tine 
contact angle, xc and the tine release angle Xr: 
r= Ixc I+ xr .. Equ. 6.2 
Once the tine has been released it is free to oscillate at its natural frequency through the 
free rotation angle, 2ir -y radians or 360 -y degrees. Figure 6.9 shows how the angle of 
free rotation decreases with increased brush penetration for both the cutting and flicking 
brushes when tilted through 15°. 
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Figure 6.9 - Effect of brush penetration on the angle of free flight 
The difference between the cutting and flicking brush free flight angles is due to the 
increased effect of centrifugal force on the cutting brush tines and the fundamentally 
different deflection plane of the cutting and flicking brush tines. This means that as the 
brush penetration is increased there is a shorter time period between release and brush 
contact. In addition, Figure 6.3b shows that with increased brush penetration the flicking 
brush tine deformation is increased, releasing a greater amount of energy into the 
released tines which have a shorter time period to dissipate the energy. Relating this to 
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the brush oscillation, during the time of free flight the tine will have oscillated through 
(L)ntfree radians, where: 
t. 
free 
2; r -y Equ. 6.3 
The angle, a nt ree, relates to the contact geometry of the tine as it makes contact with the 
road and y is related to the brush contact profile. If it is assumed that this geometry will 
have an impact on the tine load, and will be proportional to the tine load, when it impacts 
with the road, the theoretically calculated tine model load can be modified to the form: 
Ftie = Fh + cFh sin(wtree + e) ... Equ. 6.4 
Where: Fb is the original tine model load, 
c is a load amplitude constant 
and Oc is an offset angle relating to the tine release point. 
To apply this to the flicking brush results gives the following graph when c=0.2 and Oc 
= -15° (Figure 6.10). 
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Figure 6.10 - Application of the modified theoretical load on a flicking brush 
The brush model originally produced a theoretical brush load lower than the 
experimental result and this has been discussed in Section 6.2.3. However, using 
tL' )mpirical values for the modified load constants Oc and c it can be shown that the load 
oscillation matches well between the new load trace and the experimental results. 
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In real terms the constant O, relates to how far through the tine oscillation cycle the tine 
has reached at the contact point with the road. At zero brush penetration, y=0, it has 
been shown above that an oscillating tine would pass through 4.2 cycles. If 0° and 180° 
represent the points where the tine is straight, (Figure 6.8) in the case of the flicking 
brush the tine would be released from a point -90° through the oscillation cycle. It would 
then pass through 4.2 oscillations before colliding with the ground as the brush rotates. 
At the contact point with the ground the tine would be -18° through the oscillation cycle 
of the brush. As this represents the zero brush penetration point, -18° represents the 
initial phase offset, 19, But experimental results are being compared and O, would only 
be -18° if there was no error between the practical and theoretical zero brush penetration 
points. Figure 6.10 shows a very good correlation between the theoretical and 
experimental results phase, so it can be stated that for this flicking brush experiment the 
experimental zero brush penetration was accurate. 
The constant c represents the proportion of the brush load affected by the brush geometry 
of the tine on impact. In Figure 6.10 the results suggest that initial impact loads due to 
tine geometry variations cause a fluctuation in the tine load of approx. 20% of the overall 
tine load. This is not an insignificant load acting on the tines and it could lead to tine 
failure depending on the stress induced in the tines because of the shock loadings or snap 
through forces generated. 
Repeating the exercise for the cutting brush, Figure 6.11 shows the results for values of c 
=0.2and 0, =35°. 
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Figure 6.11 - Application of new load theory to the cutting brush 
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Establishing the cause of the oscillation in the cutting brush is more interesting. In the 
case of the flicking brush the tine release point gave an obvious energy input into the free 
tines, but in the case of the cutting brush this is not as clear. It is suggested that the tines 
may, contrary to the assumptions of Chapter 3, have experienced a small amount of 
twisting. Once the tines are released from the road surface this twisting will generate 
some free oscillation of the tines upon release. 
As the tine rotates about the brush this free oscillation continues, being naturally damped 
with time until the tine strikes the road surface again. As for the flicking brush, it is 
suggested that the magnitude of the impact load at the contact point is proportional to the 
tine oscillation phase at contact. Calculating the phase offset for the cutting brush in the 
same manner as for the flicking brush, O9 = 72°, but Figure 6.11 suggests that e, = 35° 
gives a good alignment in phase. This suggests that there is a difference between the true 
zero brush penetration and the experimental value used during testing for the brush 
inclined through 15°, although the frequency does align well suggesting that the tine 
oscillation theory is correct. 
Having established why a spatial oscillation is observed in the experimental vertical 
brush load results other brush angles of attack and rotational speeds should be 
considered. The results in this section have shown that the brush loads are proportional 
to the significant changes in the impact loads with increased brush penetration. It 
follows that, should the brush angle of attack be increased, the tine deformation at the 
release point will be increased and the proportion of the theoretical brush load, c, 
affecting the overall brush load will increase. On the other hand, at low brush 
penetrations, the release deformation of the tine, and hence the stored tine energy, will be 
greatly reduced (Figure 6.3). This leads to a higher probability that the tine oscillation 
will be damped out of the brush system before the tine makes contact with the ground 
again. 
In addition, as the angle of attack changes, so the contact zone, and hence free flight 
zone, with brush penetration will differ. Figure 6.12 shows the effect of the changing 
free flight zone, 360 - y, against brush penetration, d, for a flicking brush. 
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Figure 6.12 - Free flight zone with brush penetration for increasing angle of attack 
It can be seen that the greater the angle of attack, the larger the brush penetration range 
before the tines make contact with the road throughout the rotation cycle. Related to the 
increased brush loads, the larger the brush tilt angle, the greater the effect of the contact 
geometry on the overall brush load magnitude. At lower brush angles of attack the brush 
tines reach full contact with the road at low brush penetrations. Under low brush 
penetrations the tine deformation at the release point is small and the tine vibration is 
either damped out before contact is made with the road or it is much reduced. This is 
shown in the experimental results for this chapter, Figure 6.1 and 6.2 where there is no 
oscillation in the results at 5° and only small oscillations in the flicking brush results at 
100. 
Brush rotational speed is also important in understanding this phenomenon. At low 
brush rotational speeds the time of free flight is too long for the tines to remain vibrating 
at the contact point as the stored energy will already have been dissipated. Under these 
circumstances the brush model in Chapter 3 may be assumed to give adequate results. 
At higher rotational speeds the time of free flight is greatly reduced allowing more of the 
stored energy within the tines to remain at the contact point, suggesting that the 
phenomenon exhibited within the tines in this section will become more predominant at 
lower brush penetrations and angles of attack. 
Finally, from a control perspective, this changing load phenomenon adds another layer of 
complication. However, the load oscillation appears within the range of brush 
deployment towards the extreme of actual sweeper operation. As such its influence on 
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the control of the sweeper may be negligible, so while noting that the phenomena exists 
and its mode of operation has been understood it will be neglected during further 
analysis of the brush. 
6.3.4. Tine Stress Characteristics 
The brush model also yields information concerning the brush stress characteristics. 
Figure 6.13 shows how the maximum tine stress changes for the three mount angles with 
increased brush penetration. The brush is rotating at 100 rpm on a concrete road. 
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Figure 6.13 - Brush stress with angle of attack 
It is clear from the results that the stresses increase in line with the loads (Figure 6.1a and 
6.2a). However, analysis of equation 3.59 shows that the maximum tine stress is more 
dependent on the local tine curvature at the mount point than the brush load. In the case 
of the cutting brush significant tine deflection is due to centrifugal force alone. This 
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force acts purely through the centre of rotation for the brush, so the initial tine stress is 
independent of the angle of attack as no vertical load has been applied. Once a vertical 
load is applied to the brush the maximum tine stress within the cutting brush is found in 
the tine mount at the front of the brush, x=0. This is because the tine mounted at this 
location experiences the highest curvature in the brush (Figure 6.3). 
As the brush penetration is measured from the static brush, it follows for the cutting 
brush that centrifugal deformation is going to cause the greatest zero load offset for the 
brush when it is not tilted, gradually decreasing with increased brush angle of attack. 
Hence it is the geometric constraints forcing the tine profile between the brush mount 
board and the road surface which define the stress within the tine, and the small increases 
in the brush angle of attack have a negligible effect on this for a given brush penetration. 
Further, it is the offset caused by the centrifugal forces and geometry which leads to the 
offset between the stress values for the given angles of attack, rather than the brush tilt 
change. This is shown in Figure 6.13a by the same trend being shown for all three 
angles of attack. This theory is supported by the flicking brush results where the tine 
stress shows a negligible change between the three brush angle of attack settings for a 
given brush penetration. In this case it has already been shown that the centrifugal force 
has a negligible effect on the tines. 
More detailed information about the tine stress characteristics can be obtained from the 
brush model, i. e. how the tine stress changes throughout the brush cycle, and this is also 
calculated for each tine position according to Equation 3.59. Figure 6.14 shows this 
phenomenon for a tine within the outer row of both a cutting and a flicking brush tilted 
through 10° and rotating at 100 rpm on a concrete test bed. 
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Figure 6.14 - Tine stress cycles 
In Section 5.4.1 the influence of centrifugal force on the cutting and flicking brushes was 
investigated. It was shown that centrifugal force induced greater deflections in the 
cutting brushes than the flicking brushes, where the effect was negligible. These forces 
and associated deformation profiles generate stresses within the tines before they make 
contact within the ground and, due to the neglection of tine weight, are the only forces 
acting on the tines when they are not in contact with the ground. Hence, for the cutting 
brush the zero offset is generated by the stresses caused by centrifugal force. 
However, despite this additional force, the larger loads and tine deformation curvatures 
associated with the flicking brush mean that the tine stresses induced within the flicking 
brush are higher in magnitude than the cutting brush. So long as the maximum tine 
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stress does not surpass the tine yield stress (400 MPa)9 then the tines should not 
experience any plastic deformation. But according to the brush model results in Figure 
6.14b the material yield stress is surpassed and it is expected that the tines will deform 
plastically. Upon inspection of the brush no plastic deformation was seen. It is 
suggested that this may be because of movement in the brush housings (which are not 
completely rigid), but this will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 7. 
The main implications of the stress charts are in terms of fatigue, another cyclic 
phenomenon. Materials experiencing cyclic loads experience fatigue. For most 
components that experience cyclic loads it is important to understand the nature of 
fatigue as it may have an impact on the working life. As such, statistical analysis and 
tests are often undertaken whereby a relevant material stress co-efficient (not necessarily 
the maximum stress) is calculated and plotted with the number of cycles to failure for a 
large number of test pieces. In practice the chart should yield a result according to 
Figure 6.15 (Ashby & Jones (1986)). 
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Figure 6.15 -- Theoretical stress against fatigue cycles chart 
The chart shows that theoretically there is an operating stress at or under which the tine 
can operate indefinitely without fatigue failure. Such a test program is beyond the scope 
of this thesis and due to the individual nature of such tests in respect to the application 
the result may not be predicted. However, it has been observed from the tests undertaken 
measuring the brush characteristics that the cutting brush has lost no tines in comparison 
to the 28 tines lost from the flicking brush over the same test program. This suggests 
9 Experimentally calculated via a Vickers Hardness Test 
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that the larger stresses induced in the flicking brush are leading to tine failure due to 
fatigue. 
6.3.5. Strain Energy 
Equation 3.58 yields the tine strain energy in relation to the tine position about the mount 
board. Figure 6.16 shows, for example, how the cutting and flicking brush strain energy 
changes with brush rotation. 
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Figure 6 16 - Strain energy with brush penetration 
In the case of the cutting brush the strain energy results clearly show a maximum for the 
cutting brush when x=0. While according to equation 3.51 the maximum stress is a 
function of the curvature at the mount point, the strain energy is a function of the total 
tine deformation. Figure 6.16a shows not only that the maximum tine deformation in a 
cutting brush occurs when the tine is at position ,'=0, but that the energy stored 
is 
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identical during compression and release. This suggests that the tine overall tine 
curvature is also identical under compression and release, a finding that is supported 
graphically by the models of Figure 6.3a. 
In a similar manner the strain energy charts for the flicking brush show that the tine 
deformation is a maximum once the tine mount has passed the front of the brush and is 
approaching the release point. In every case the tine curvature is slightly reduced before 
release, but Figure 6.16 allows the tine strain energy on release to be calculated. Plotting 
the release energy against the brush penetration for the three test conditions yields Figure 
6.17. 
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Figure 6.17 - Tine strain energy at release with brush penetration 
The greater the tine deformation, the greater the stored energy at the release point. Yet, 
although it is true that with increased brush penetration, the maximum strain energy 
within the tines increases (Figure 6.17) it does not follow that the release point is going 
to be near the point of maximum strain energy. The brush models of Figure 6.3 show 
how, as the brush is subjected to increased brush penetration the tines deform more, but 
in addition, the release point of the tines moves further around the brush circumference 
until the tines are continually in contact with the road. This explains the fall in released 
strain energy at higher brush penetrations 
ý_ 
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Figure 6 18 - Flicking brush geometry at 40 mm brush penetration 
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The lower the brush angle of attack, the lower the brush penetration required to ensure all 
the tines are in contact with the ground. Figure 6.18 shows a flicking brush tilted 
through 5,10 and 15° angle of attack and subject to a brush penetration of 0.04 in. 
According to the results of Figure 6.17, the brush titled through 5° should have all tines 
in contact with the road. The brush tilted through 10° should have a large tine deflection 
at the release point, which should put the release point in the first quarter of the brush 
past the maximum brush penetration. Finally the brush tilted through 15° should 
experience severe tine deformations, and the tine release point should be relatively soon 
after the point of maximum deflection. These findings are borne out by the tine 
geometry plots and support the findings of frequency analysis investigation of Section 
6.3.3. 
Nevertheless, this investigation is only significant if the tine energy released is then 
transferred to debris to actively sweep the streets. If this is the case, then clusters of tines 
combining to release large amounts of energy could prove an interesting addition to the 
mechanism of the flicking brush. This will be discussed further in Chapter 9, when 
debris removal mechanisms will be explored. 
6.4. Further Theoretical Investigations 
Up to this point in this chapter only the characteristics of brushes used within the brush 
test have been investigated. Complex patterns are forming by the tine interactions with 
their environment, yet that environment has remained constant as has the rotational speed 
of the brush. In reality the brushes are subjected to changing conditions so it is 
imperative to use the brush model to theoretically predict what is likely to happen. Two 
major factors are changes in the road surface, and hence the friction, and the rotational 
speed of the brush. In this section the specific case of the brush tilted through 10° will be 
used as an example, however the results for a brush rotated through 5° will be shown in 
Appendix C1 to prove that the same effects extend over a range of brush conditions. 
6.4.1. Effects of Friction 
Chapter 5 has already shown that the co-efficient of friction acting between the brush and 
the road has a profound effect on the brush characteristics. Figure 6.19 shows typical 
cutting brush characteristics for an angle of attack of 100 with the brush rotating at 100 
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rpm. The range of curves shows the effect of varying the co-efficient of friction from 0.2 
to 1.0. 
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Figure 6.19 - Cutting brush operating characteristics with friction 
The cutting brush loads were shown in Chapter 5 to be theoretically independent of the 
friction acting between the brush and the road when the brush is normal to the road. 
However, when the brush is tilted this is no longer true as the friction conditions 
affecting the tines as the brush rotates do now affect the brush load and torque 
characteristics. In the case of vertical load characteristics shown in Figure 6.19a the 
effect of friction is proportionate, exhibiting small increases in the overall brush load 
with friction. It is anticipated that as the co-efficient of friction increases, the tine 
vertical loads required to compress the tines will increase, but as the tines are released it 
is expected that the vertical loads experienced during this part of the cycle will decrease. 
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To understand more fully how the cutting brush loads change with increased friction the 
tine load profile about the brush need to be examined. 
Figure 6.20 shows the relationship for increased friction by plotting the applied vertical 
tine load changing as the tine is rotated about the brush at 0.05 m brush penetration for 
various co-efficients of friction. 
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Figure 6.20 - Tine load profile about the brush with friction 
When friction is absent from the brush system the tine deflection is generated purely by 
the force components of the brush vertical load. As a result the tine deflection profiles 
during the compression and release phases of the rotation cycle are almost symmetrical 
about the front of the brush under low friction conditions. As the friction increases, so 
the friction forces and brush geometry combine to produce the applied vertical tine load 
profiles shown in Figure 6.20. How the geometry and friction forces combine through 
equations 3.11 has been previously explained in Section 5.4. At the tine contact point 
with the road, the model clearly shows an initial impact with the contact plane producing 
a shock load within the tines. This causes a step increase in the brush load with rotation 
of the tine, the gradient of the initial load increasing with the co-efficient of friction 
suggesting that the friction loads are resisting tine deflection at this point. Once a tine 
load maximum has been reached, which is higher and occurs earlier in the rotation cycle 
the higher the co-efficient of friction, the applied tine vertical load drops away. This 
suggests that the friction force is now aiding in the deflection of the tine causing lower 
tine loads during the release phase when friction is present. 
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The results shown in Figure 6.20 correlate with the initial prediction of the tine load 
behaviour. It is clearly shown that the increased loads during the tine compression phase 
of the cycle are more dominant than the small decreases in the tine load during release. 
This results in the overall brush load gradually increasing with friction, as seen in Figure 
6.19. 
The brush geometry changes negligibly with friction. Figure 6.20 shows that the contact 
and release points for the models are the same regardless of the co-efficient of friction. It 
follows that the brush torque values, shown in Figure 6.19b, are therefore going to mirror 
the load characteristics, albeit scaled according to the co-efficient of friction present. 
The torque results for the cutting brush are highly sensitive to the co-efficient of friction 
because, as in Chapter 5, the majority of the friction force and very little of the applied 
vertical force make up the load acting tangentially at the tine end. The results graph 
confirms this finding. 
On the other hand, both the load and torque characteristics of the flicking brush have 
already been shown in Section 5.4.4 to be sensitive to the co-efficient of friction. 
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Figure 6 21- Flicking brush characteristics with friction 
Figure 6.21 shows the load and torque characteristics for a flicking brush tilted through 
10° and rotating at 100 rpm for a range of co-efficients of friction ranging from 0.2 to 1. 
The results support the previous findings of Section 5.4.1. In terms of the brush load, the 
higher the co-efficient of friction, the lower the brush load experienced. In contrast, the 
torque values increased because the force component acting perpendicular to the tine end 
is increased substantially more by a higher co-efficient of friction, and this load is more 
important in the brush torque function. 
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Figure 6.22 - Flicking brush tine vertical loads with position and changing friction 
conditions 
Nevertheless, the tine load profiles for the flicking brush show considerable load range 
experienced by the tines through the friction range. Figure 6.22 shows the tine load 
profiles for a flicking brush tilted through 10°, rotating at 100 rpm and at a 
brush 
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penetration of 0.05 m. As has been previously detailed (Section 5.3.4) the flicking brush 
tines contrast from the cutting brush tines because, as a result of the brush geometry, the 
friction force generated is always acting to aid in the deflection of the brush tines. 
Hence, although the load profiles are similar, the load magnitudes are scaled according to 
the co-efficient of friction; the higher the friction the greater the aid to tine deflection. 
6.4.2. Rotational Speed Investigation 
In Section 5.4 the effects of rotational speed on the characteristics of flat rotating brushes 
were shown. In summary it was shown that the centrifugal forces acting on the cutting 
brush were large in comparison to the flicking brush, and therefore for a given brush set- 
up the cutting brush characteristics were far more sensitive to changes in the rotational 
speed. 
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Figure 6.23 - Culling brush characteristics with changing rotational speed 
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Figure 6.23 shows how a cutting brush mounted through an inclination of 10° and 
experiencing a co-efficient of friction of 0.6 is sensitive to the effects of rotational speed. 
The results show how the changing rotational speed decreases the required brush load 
and hence the brush torque for a given brush penetration. This is because of the increase 
in the centrifugal force acting on the cutting brush tines. However, generally the effect 
of speed changes in the load and torque characteristics over the range used for debris 
removal from the road is significantly less than that due to road friction. 
The changing brush angle of attack affects the profile of the brush penetration 
experienced (Figure 6.18), due to the number of tines in contact with the ground and the 
equivalent brush set-up geometry discussed previously within the chapter. Yet the 
change in the brush characteristics between the flat brush of Figure 5.16 and the tilted 
brush of Figure 6.23 show that the effect of the centrifugal force is to offset the overall 
vertical brush load. This result is supported by analysis of a similar case for the brush 
tilted through angles of 5° in Appendix C2. 
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Figure 6.24 - Changing cutting brush tine load with angular position for changing 
rotational speed 
Figure 6.24 shows the effect of changing rotational speed on the tine loads about the 
brush shown in Figure 6.23 for a brush penetration of 0.05 m. As has been shown, the 
faster the rotational speed of the brush, the greater the brush deflection due to centrifugal 
force alone. Therefore the brush contact and release points are going to change with 
rotational speed for a given brush penetration. This effect is clearly shown in Figure 
6.24 by the reduced contact zone at higher rotational speeds. Furthermore, the higher the 
rotational speed the lower the vertical load required to deflect the tine. The reasons for 
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this are the same as for the whole brush and by summing all the tine locations according 
to equation 3.50, the offsets in the overall brush load characteristics from Figure 6.23 are 
apparent. 
To confirm that the findings of Section 5.4, concerned with the relationship between the 
centrifugal force and the applied vertical load, are valid in the case of the tilted brush, the 
stored energy within the tines may be analysed. Figure 6.25 shows the stored energy for 
tines under the same conditions as Figure 6.24. 
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Figure 6 25 - Tine stored energy throughout the deflection cycle 
Figure 6.25 shows that there is no difference in the stored energy profiles of the tines 
with respect to rotational speed except during the release phase where centrifugal force 
alone is acting to deflect the tines. This graph suggests that it is the combination of the 
centrifugal forces and applied vertical load which ultimately deflect the tine, but that for 
a given brush penetration the overall curvature of the tine is the same regardless of the 
proportions of each force. Such a result supports the theory of superposition of forces 
assumed in the brush model. 
In a similar manner, the effects of rotational speed on the flicking brush were shown in 
Section 5.4 to be negligible. As the active force generated by the rotational speed is the 
centrifugal force, and this acts about the centre of rotation which is unaffected by tilting 
the brush, it follows that the effects of centrifugal force are also negligible within the 
tilted flicking brush. This assumption is shown to be valid from the theoretical model of 
the effects of rotational speed on a flicking brush (Figure 6.26). 
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Hence the finding of Section 5.4 on the flat brush are mirrored by analysis of the tilted 
brush characteristics, i. e. centrifugal force has a considerable effect on the cutting brush 
but is negligible on the flicking brush. 
6.5. Further Brush Design Analysis 
Within Section 5.4 analysis of changing the tine orientation was initiated and it was 
shown that a mechanically more efficient brush could theoretically be designed. By 
more mechanically efficient it is meant that, assuming all brushes sweep equally well, it 
is possible to orientate the tines so less power is required to drive the brush. Having 
investigated the effects of a fully dynamic tilted cutting or flicking brush, this section 
provides predictions of the more general case of tine orientation within the brush plate. 
Throughout this investigation the tine mount angle will remain at 26°. Although there is 
no evidence to suggest that this mount angle has been optimised, it does gain access to 
gutters without the tines collapsing under the brush. In practice changing the tine mount 
angle changes the brush stiffness characteristics, the nearer to the vertical the tine mount 
the stiffer the brush. Yet once an angle of attack is applied past the tine mount angle the 
tines within the brush will collapse under the mount board and not allow access into the 
gutter 
6.5.1. Brush Analysis with Tine Orientation 
Figure 6.27 shows the theoretical brush load and torque characteristics against 
penetration for tine orientation angles of 0,30,60 and 90° for a brush operating at 100 
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rpm and tilted from the horizontal by an angle of 10° on a surface with a co-efficient of 
friction of 0.6. 
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Figure 6.27 - Brush characteristics with changing tine orientation 
The results show that the applied vertical load required to deflect the brush is 
consistently a minimum with the tines rotated through 30° relative to the cutting brush, 
hence supporting the finding of the flat brush results in Figure 5.18. Analysis of the 
torque results support this, and as all the brushes have been simulated operating at a 
rotational speed of 100 rpm, the power (P=Tw) is directly proportional to the brush 
torque results. This suggests that, for the four brush configurations examined, the brush 
with the tines rotated through 30° is the most mechanically efficient, in terms of drive 
power only. 
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Yet this result is only valid for one co-efficient of friction. Cross plotting the load and 
torque characteristics of the brush at the 0.05 m brush penetration point, Figure 6.28 
shows how the tine orientation influences the required load and generated torques for 
changing friction co-efficients. 
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Figure 6 28 - Brush characteristics with changing friction and tine orientation 
The results of Figure 6.28 show how the changing effects of the brush friction interacts 
with the tine geometry and the centrifugal forces at a given brush penetration. Hence, 
within the torque graph (Figure 6.28b), the minima show the most efficient tine 
orientation. As the brushes are not likely to encounter an environment in which a co- 
efficient of friction less than 0.4 can be applied, the most efficient brush tine orientation 
over a range of friction characteristics remains between 30 and 40°. These findings are 
supported by results for other brush angles of attack shown in Appendix C3. 
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However, it is anticipated that the range of the brush loads and torques generated from 
the cutting to the flicking brush is steadily decreased as the brush angle of attack tends 
towards the front of the brush being vertical (26° brush angle of attack). This is because 
the tine orientation angle and tine mount angle affect the deflection profile of the brush 
and hence the curvature and relative constraints placed upon the model tines. As the 
brush angle of attack approaches the tine mount angle, at the front of the brush, x=0, the 
tine mount tends towards the vertical such that the relative constraint of the tines is the 
same regardless of the tine orientation angle. It is this phenomenon that will reduce the 
load and torque range of the brushes with tine orientation. 
6.5.2. Tine Load Distributions 
With the brush now tilted, the tine orientation has an effect on the tine loads as they 
rotate about the brush. Figure 6.29 shows how the tine loads change for a brush angled 
through 10°, at a brush penetration of 0.05 m and a co-efficient of friction of 0.6. 
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Figure 6.29 - Tine load against line mount position for various tine orientation angles 
The results suggest that the changing tine geometry and the interaction of the centrifugal 
forces affect the loads required for a given brush penetration for different tine 
orientations. Initial observations show that only the tine in the flicking brush 
configuration reaches a point where the tine flicks. This is surprising, but the moments 
calculated within the tine do not meet the conditions for tine release and the tine profiles 
show a gentle load reduction to zero at the release point in all cases other that the flicking 
brush. It should be noted that the precise tine orientation angle where the tines start 
flicking has not been calculated, although the results above show it to be somewhere 
between 60° and 90°. 
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In the case of the cutting brush, the centrifugal force acting on the tines causes maximum 
deflection, yet the frictional forces have minimal influence. Therefore, the brush 
geometry, and resulting force components, mean a maximum vertical load is generated 
shortly before the tine reaches the front of the brush where friction is still acting against 
the deflection of the tine. 
In contrast the centrifugal forces have a negligible effect on the flicking brush, and the 
force components acting to deflect the tine from the vertical plane also help to generate 
large vertical forces (Equation 3.11). However, with the tine in the flicking brush 
configuration, the frictional force component aiding tine deflection is a maximum, 
continuously deflecting the tine past the front of the brush where the physical distance 
between the tine mount and the ground starts to increase. The maximum tine vertical 
load is experienced after the tine mount point has passed the front of the brush (x=0) and 
this load is shown to be far higher that the load experienced by the cutting brush. 
Mounting the tines between the cutting and flicking brush configuration means that, 
according to equation 3.7, the forces acting on the tines are a combination of those 
affecting the cutting and flicking brush. The tine vertical loads for tine orientations of 30 
and 60° show that the load peaks move from the cutting brush orientation towards the 
flicking brush. The magnitude of the loads, however, show that the when rotating at 100 
rpm the combination of centrifugal forces and friction acting on the individual tines 
requires the lowest vertical load to be applied at approx. 30°. Curiously, however, the 
maximum tine load for the cutting brush is larger than that experienced for a brush with a 
tine orientation of 60°. However, the contact zone is larger for the case of a tine 
orientation of 60°, hence when the tine loads are summed to generate the brush 
characteristics, the overall brush loads are approximately the same. This finding 
supports the vertical load results for the complete brush shown in Figure 6.28. 
It has been shown that a theoretical investigation into the effects of the tine orientation 
and angle of attack support the findings of the flat brush analysis. It was found that the 
most mechanically efficient brush for use on a typical road is when the tines are rotated 
through 30° to 40° relative to the cutting brush configuration. Although these findings 
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are only presented for a brush angle of attack of 10°, it is shown in Appendix C3 and 
Chapter 5 that these results are valid for other brush angles of attack. 
6.6. Summary 
In this chapter it has been shown that the complete theoretical model for a tilted brush, 
generated in Chapter 3, has been validated by comparison to experimental test data for 
street sweeper brushes. Nevertheless, a standing wave phenomena has been observed in 
the experimental brush characteristics under certain conditions. This has been shown to 
be a result of tine oscillations from the release point being transmitted about the brush 
and affecting the tine geometry on contact with the road. 
With the aid of the brush model, the main brush characteristics have been explored for 
the angled brush. It has been shown that, in accordance with the flat brush results, the 
flicking brush characteristics remain independent of the brush rotational speed. This is 
because the centrifugal force acts about the centre of rotation of the brush and is not 
altered relative to the tines by tilting the brush. However, once the brush is tilted it has 
been shown that both the cutting and flicking brush vertical loads are dependent on the 
co-efficient of friction acting between the ground and the tine ends. 
Yet the brush model has been shown to generate additional information. With the brush 
tilted through an angle of attack, the tines experience cyclic phenomena. Applied load 
cycles and torque results have indicated the release point characteristics of the flicking 
brush, while the brush model has also shown how the brush set-up will change the tine 
stress and energy within a flicking brush tine upon release. Tine stress cycles have 
therefore lead to a discussion on the problem of tine fatigue within cutting and flicking 
brushes. Due to the large tine deformation profiles, and corresponding increases in the 
tine stress magnitudes associated with flicking brushes, it has been suggested that fatigue 
failure is a significant property of flicking brush performance. The experimental data 
collected indicates this to be true, as all tine loss so far has been attributed to the flicking 
brush whereas the cutting brush has lost no tines over the same test program. 
An investigation into brush design shows that, in line with the flat brush results, the most 
mechanically efficient tine orientation is between 30 and 40° depending on the friction 
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conditions experienced on the roads. This means that less power would be required to 
drive these brushes, all other conditions being equal, but it does not reflect the cleaning 
efficiency of the brush. 
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7. Brush Wear 
7.1. Introduction 
Thus far the brush characteristics investigated have been for new brushes, with tines at 
their maximum working length. However, as the brush is exposed to the harsh working 
environment encountered on the streets, the brush tines become worn, subjected to 
fatigue and, due to the nature of the work, corrode. As the tines shorten the brush 
characteristics change dramatically, altering the brushing action from a sweeping to a 
scouring motion. 
When considering brush wear two strategies for brush use have been noted by sweeper 
operators. The first is to set up the brush for what is assumed to be the maximum 
cleaning potential by applying a large vertical load to the brush. This wears out the 
brush quickly, in some cases in under a single shift. Alternatively, sweeper operators use 
the absolute minimum in vertical load on the brush. The result is that the brush lasts a 
long time, but does not necessarily get the road clean. A compromise is needed whereby 
the brush is employed efficiently, maximising cleaning with minimum brush wear. 
However, it is usually the driver who sets up the vehicle and, ultimately his decision 
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when the brushes should be changed. With pressure on the driver to get the job done as 
quickly as possible, worn brushes are often deployed against the drivers better 
judgement. 
In this chapter the effect of wear on the brush characteristics is investigated. Wear 
theory is discussed in terms of the rate of change of tine length and a series of 
experiments on pre-worn brushes are described. The experiments are used to validate 
modifications to the generic brush model to allow for tine wear. 
7.2. Wear Theory 
Figure 7.1 shows the comparison of a new brush and the extreme wear of a brush 
removed from a street sweeper during a routine service. The implications of using 
extremely worn brushes are severe; not only is the brush area significantly reduced, but 
the brushing may do physical damage to the road due to the high stiffness of the tines. 
Figure 7.1- New and extremely worn large diameter channel brushes 
According to the literature (Sarkar, 1980) wear occurs when two materials move over 
one another. This is because the friction generated may be considered to have two 
components, ploughing and shearing, both of which contribute to material removal. 
Abrasive wear is defined as the removal of material from one body by another harder 
body. In the case of the brush acting on a road surface, abrasion is going to be most 
prominent when the brush and road aggregate are in contact. However, the type of 
debris the sweeper is brushing will also effect the wear mechanism, for example sand 
will generate a three body wear model, although it may be assumed that brush wear is 
predominantly a two body contact - the road and the tine. Thus it is the physical contact 
between the tines and the aggregate that causes the wear to take place. 
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If a detailed knowledge of the complete contact geometry can be assumed then it is 
possible using Sarkar to theoretically analyse the wear of the brush; 
V=ß 
3H 
Where V is the material volume loss due to wear, W is the applied vertical load, H is the 
material hardness of the soft metal, S is the total sliding distance and A is the probability 
that certain contacts will wear which is normally derived impirically. 
However, the brush system is used for so many different road types that it is not practical 
to analyse the aggregate to determine the contact geometry, and hence the probability of 
the contact wearing. Thus the means of theoretically determining rates of abrasive wear 
outlined by Sarkar cannot be sensibly applied to the brush mechanism. Nevertheless, the 
basic wear theory does find that the rate of wear, V/S, is proportional to the applied 
vertical load, which is measured in the brush test rig and used in the model of Chapter 3. 
As it has been shown that the different scenarios a brush may encounter are large, it is 
counterproductive to attempt to predict the wear rates for any given operating 
environment by undertaking practical laboratory tests. While an understanding of the 
wear mechanism is desirable, within the context of this thesis the changing brush 
characteristics as the brush tines become shorter are more relevant. In addition, a 
practical guide to the limits of the brush is likely to be of more importance to the 
operator, for example defining the point where brush performance becomes unacceptable 
due to tine wear. 
7.3. Experimental Investigation 
Accepting that a series of brush wear rate experiments are not required, a series of tests 
has been undertaken to determine the brush characteristics using a number of brushes 
with different tine lengths. 
7.3.1. Test Procedure 
A series of cutting and flicking brushes, each set including 4 worn brushes, have been 
manufactured with tine lengths varying from 200 mm to 140 mm in steps of 20 mm. 
They have been produced by measuring the desired tine length on the brush, removing 
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the tines cluster, cutting the tines to length on a guillotine and returning the tines to the 
brush. Finally the brushes were run in for 1 hr before being tested. A fifth brush in each 
set represents the new brush, as used for the initial set of experiments in Chapter 5. 
Figure 7.2 shows the complete set of cut down brushes representing the worn brushes. 
140 mm 160 mm 180 mm 200 mm 
(a) Cutting Brush 
.ý ýy ýýj"+ý 
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(b) Flicking Brush 
ýýýT! 
Figure 7.2 - Shortened brushes for wear characteristics testing 
On the concrete test bed, the brushes were rotated at 100 rpm and mounted normal to the 
road. They were then lowered towards the test bed and experienced brush penetrations 
varying in depth according to the given configuration of the sample. The number of data 
points recorded and data processing followed the standard procedures outlined in 
Chapter 5 for such experiments (Figure 5.4). Each test was repeated three times to 
ensure repeatability and an average reading is plotted to generate the final results graphs 
for the load and torque against brush penetration. 
7.3.2. Experimental Results 
Figure 7.3 shows a comparison of the theoretical applied vertical load and torque results 
from the brush model and experimental results for the series of cutting brushes rotated 
flat against the concrete test bed at 100 rpm. The co-efficient of friction used was 0.6 so 
that the theoretical curves can be superimposed on the experimental date points. 
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Figure 7.3 - Worn cutting brush results 
In a similar manner Figure 7.4 shows the results for an identical experiment with a 
flicking brush. 
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Figure 7.4 - Worn flicking brush results 
As for the cutting brush, the flicking brush results of Figure 7.4 represent a horizontal 
brush rotating at 100 rpm on a concrete test bed. In correlation with previous 
experiments a co-efficient of friction between the tine ends and the concrete of 0.7 was 
used. 
7.3.3. Experimental Discussion 
The test results for the cutting brush (Figure 7.3) show how wearing the brush tines has a 
dramatic effect on both the applied vertical brush load and the brush torque. The brush 
load results show a good correlation between the theoretical plot and experimental data 
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points. Although the experimental loads are generally higher than the ideal theoretical 
values it may be suggested that this is due to additional frictional forces within the test 
rig, e. g. friction in the linear bearings, which, although minimised may have an effect on 
the results. Furthermore, the brushes are crudely manufactured and the worn samples 
have been prepared by physically removing the tine groups from the brush and cutting 
the tines on a guillotine. The result is that there is going to be an error between the tine 
lengths between the groups, although this is not usually more than 5 mm. It should be 
noted that the theoretical load results for the horizontal cutting brush are independent of 
the co-efficient of friction between the test surface and the tine ends (Section 5.2). 
The cutting brush exhibits high initial stiffness at low values of deflection (or 
penetration) as shown by the gradient of the vertical load against brush penetration 
curves. As the tines wear and shorten their stiffness increases although the shape of the 
curve of axial load against penetration remains essentially the same. 
Moving to the cutting brush torque results, there is a clear difference between the 
theoretical and practical results at tine lengths of 200 to 160 mm. For the brush with a 
tine length of 140 mm there is a good correlation between the theoretical results and the 
experimental data points. The variation between the theoretical and experimental results 
for the longer tine lengths correlates with the findings of Chapter 5 where stick-slip 
friction was identified by the apparent dependence of the co-efficient of friction value on 
rotational speed. 
If the stick-slip friction is a function of the tine stiffness, then the stiffer the tine, the less 
the tine will tend to deform, and hence the lower the influence of stick-slip friction. If the 
correct co-efficient of friction has been found for the overall system then the torque 
variation between the theoretical and experimental results should appear to reduce as the 
tine length decreases. The results show a good comparison between the theory and 
experimental results for a tine length of 140 mm, supporting this theory. However, for a 
cutting brush tine length of 200 mm the correlation between the theory and the practical 
results is better than for tine lengths of 180 and 160 mm. This makes the experiment 
inconclusive in respect to the influence of stick-slip friction, although the experimental 
errors previously explained make accurate analysis of brush systems especially difficult. 
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In contrast to the cutting brush, the flicking brush results (Figure 7.4) show a good 
correlation between the theory and experiment, with the possible exception of the results 
at 180 mm. The flicking brush load characteristics profiles follow the trends expected 
from the flicking brush analysis of Chapter 5. However, analysis of the literature shows 
that Stango et al (1992) used a non-dimensional group to analyse the results of high 
speed brushes; 
g2 
EI 
where f corresponds to the point load acting at the end of the tine. 
Application of the non-dimensional group to the brush tines shows that as the tines wear, 
their flexural rigidity (EI) will remain a constant because neither the cross sectional area 
nor the tine material changes. The tine length will change as will the applied load, 
meaning that the non-dimensional group above allows comparison of the brush 
characteristics as the brush tines wear. If f relates to the overall point load acting at the 
end of the tine, F,, this notation can be used to analyse the brushes. Plotting the non- 
dimensional load against the percentage brush penetration (another non-dimensional 
group), the theoretical force characteristics for the cutting and flicking brush are shown 
in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.5 - Non-dimensional load results for a brush operating normal to the road 
The results in Figure 7.5 are important as they show that the brush loads are related to 
the percentage brush penetration by a squared tine length relationship. This is 
compounded by the fact that as the tines become shorter, so the percentage brush 
penetration represents a lower brush penetration in real terms, and thus, a lower contact 
area. In addition, according to Sarkar (1980) the tine wear theory discussed in Section 
7.2 shows that the tine wear is proportional to the brush load applied. So if for a given 
percentage brush penetration the tine load increases as the tines wear, the rate of tine 
length reduction will also increase as the tines wear, accelerating the destruction of the 
brush. 
Figure 7.5b shows the non-dimensional results for the flicking brush. As can be seen, 
the results collapse into one profile, as would be expected. In contrast, the results for the 
cutting brush, Figure 7.5a, show a continuous decrease in the applied vertical load with 
tine length, although the tine loads seem to converge at high brush penetrations. This is 
because the non-dimensional expression takes no account of the distributed loads acting 
on the tines. In practice there is only one distributed force analysed in the theory, and 
that is centrifugal force; the tine weight is neglected. The results in Figure 7.5 show 
once more that the flicking brush is not affected by centrifugal force but that the effect of 
centrifugal force on the cutting brush is significant. As the brush wears, and the tines 
become stiffer, Figure 7.5a shows that the effect of centrifugal force is reduced and that a 
greater point load is required between the tine end and the road. Furthermore, as the 
brush penetration is increased, and the applied vertical load becomes more prominent, 
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Figure 7.5 shows that the effect of centrifugal force is reduced further as the profiles start 
to converge. This confirms that centrifugal force is especially significant within long 
flexible tines during free rotation or small deflections. 
With respect to the flicking brush torque characteristics, it was shown in Section 5 that 
the brush was not subject to stick-slip friction. This finding is supported by the results 
graph in Figure 7.4. The offset from the origin on the chart may be explained by the 
practical interactions of the brush tines with the road surface. While the model assumes 
all the tines to be superimposed on top of one another in the same location, this is not the 
case in reality. Instead the tines make contact with the road surface in a staggered 
manner due to imperfections in the tine lengths and a slight fanning of the tines about 
their housings. This phenomenon is apparent in all flicking brush experimental results. 
In addition to the simulated brush load and torque results, which have been compared 
with the experimental results, the brush model also generates data about the maximum 
tine stresses experienced by the brush. These results are shown in Figure 7.6 for the 
cutting and flicking brush configurations analysed above. 
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Figure 7.6 - Maximum brush stress with varying tine length 
As the tine length decreases the results show that there was a large increase in the 
maximum stresses experienced by the tines for a given brush penetration. This is 
expected, but in Chapter 5 following materials testing of random tines, the material yield 
stress was found to be 400 MPa. However, calculations of the maximum stress 
experienced by the tines during the experiments found it to be 1000 MPa even though no 
plastic deformation was witnessed in any of the sample brushes. It follows that either the 
measured yield stress and/or the theoretical stress calculations have been calculated 
incorrectly. 
The brush model assumes that there is a rigid tine mounting in the mount board and that 
there is no scope for tine movement. Investigation of the actual tine mounting shows 
that there is some scope for movement of the tines about the tine mount point. This 
means that the actual stresses within the tines are lower than those calculated by the 
theoretical model. Nevertheless, these small movements alone cannot explain a variation 
of over 600 MPa. 
The experimental calculation of the material yield stress was based upon an 
approximation. The Vickers hardness test was used on tine samples taken at random 
from the brushes. However, this test gives the material ultimate tensile stress, 6L, TS, and 
according to Ashby (1996) it may be assumed that the ultimate tensile stress and the 
material yield stress, g, are linked by the relationship: 
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The brush observations suggest that, in the case of the tine material, this relationship is 
not a valid assumption. However, the theoretical stress range observed through the 
experiments reaches a maximum of approx. 1000 MPa, and this is below the 1200 MPa 
experimentally calculated as the material ultimate tensile strength. Yet there is no 
evidence to suggest that either the brush model calculations are highly inaccurate, the 
load and torque results correlate, or that the hardness test results are incorrect as the 
ultimate tensile strength has not been surpassed. It may therefore be concluded that, 
although the actual stresses experienced by the brush are going to be marginally less than 
those calculated by the theoretical model, the actual material yield stress is significantly 
higher than 400 MPa but less than 1200 MPa. Based upon this discussion, and taking 
into account recorded material yield stresses (Benham and Crawford (1994)), an 
estimated tine yield stress of 900 MPa will be assumed. 
Finally, the brush model allows a three-dimensional plot of the brush samples to be 
produced. Not only does this allow the robustness of the brush model to be verified, but 
also gives a good graphical representation of the brush. Figure 7.7 shows representations 
of flat cutting and flicking brushes of tine lengths 200,180,160 and 140 mm 
experiencing brush penetrations of 25% the brush height. 
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200mm 180mm 160mm 140mm 
(a) Cutting brush 
200mm 180mm 160mm 140mm 
(b) Flicking brush 
Figure 7.7 - Brush models at 25% brush penetration 
The first impression of the brush models is that the contact zone between the brush and 
the road surface gets dramatically smaller with wear, hence in a sweeping situation the 
swept area is going to be reduced, theoretically removing less debris. In addition to this, 
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it has been shown in Figure 7.3 that the load and torque characteristics of the brush are 
increasing accordingly. This implies that for a given percentage brush penetration more 
power is required to drive the brush while the overall swept area is decreasing. This 
brush wear is undesirable, not only because the brush is physically destroyed, but also 
because the load and torque characteristics show a constant increase in operating costs 
for reduced sweeping capabilities. These findings are important, but will be discussed 
further in Chapters 8 and 9 when a case study of actual brush deployment will be 
analysed. 
7.4. Theoretical Results for the Tilted Brush 
The experimental results of Section 7.3 are important for two reasons. Firstly, they give 
an initial impression of how the changing tine length, a result of brush wear, changes the 
stiffness characteristics of the brush and how this effects the brush torque, load and stress 
characteristics which ultimately govern the brush effectiveness. Secondly, the results 
validate the brush model with respect to changing tine length. 
However, the experimental results only show how brush wear changes the tine 
characteristics for the brush deployed horizontally with respect to the road surface. 
Using the brush model from Chapter 3, wear is represented by changing the tine length 
variable, hence creating another brush variable to be analysed. A full investigation into 
the effect of brush wear would therefore require a detailed analysis of the changing effect 
of all the previously mentioned variables with respect to tine length. There are, however, 
too many variables to allow such an approach within this thesis. 
The main brush characteristics have already been established with regards to a new 
brush, as have the changing brush characteristics with the brush tilt angle. There are, 
however, phenomena associated with tine wear which are specific to the case of the tilted 
brush and which need to be discussed. Hence, in this section a representative case of the 
brush model will be used to analyse cutting and flicking brushes of different tine lengths 
set with a brush penetration of 40 mm, a rotational speed of 100 rpm, a brush tilt of 10° 
and operating on a flat road with a co-efficient of friction of 0.6. 
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7.4.1. Brush Characteristics 
For both flicking and cutting brushes tilted through an angle of attack, ß, of 10°, Figure 
7.8 shows the changing brush load characteristics for samples with tines of length 220, 
200,180,160 and 140 mm. A tine length of 220 mm has been used to represent the new 
brush as it is the nominal new tine length used by manufacturers, although physical brush 
measurements yield tine lengths up to 240 mm (Danline. co. uk). 
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Figure 7.8 - Tilted cutting and flicking brush load characteristics with brush wear 
Figure 7.8 shows the non-linear effects on the brush load characteristics exhibited for the 
flat brush results of Figure 7.3 and 7.4 are also evident within the tilted brush results. 
The fundamental phenomena of brush wear on the brush characteristics, increasing brush 
stiffness, remaining evident and the brush loads increase accordingly. Further 
comparisons of the tilted load characteristics with the flat brush results show that, in line 
with the new brush results of Chapter 6, for the brush tilted through 10° the stiffness 
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characteristics tend towards a linear relationship with an increased brush angle of attack. 
This is true for both the cutting and flicking brush configurations and is due to the 
manner in which any given tine is subjected to oscillatory loads, stresses and torques, as 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
The non-dimensional groups discussed in Section 7.3.3 are also applicable to the tilted 
brush once the brush stiffness is known. In the case of the flicking brush the non- 
dimensional results approximate to a single profile, as in Figure 7.5b, although the 
results for the cutting brush are again subject to centrifugal forces, the influence of which 
changes with tine wear (Figure 7.9). 
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Figure 7.9 - Non-dimensional load for a tilted cutting brush 
Curiously these results show the non-dimensional vertical load decreasing as the brush 
wears, the opposite to Figure 7.5a where the centrifugal force aided in the tine deflection. 
This suggests that the centrifugal force is driving the tines against the road during the 
contact phase of the rotation cycle, requiring higher vertical tine loads to counter it. As 
the tines wear, so the influence of centrifugal force on the stiffer, shorter tines is reduced 
and the non-dimensional loads decrease with tine length. In practice, as the tines wear 
shorter the increase in tine stiffness is going to mask any reduction in tine load due to 
lower centrifugal forces. 
The effects of increasing the brush angle of attack from the horizontal will, therefore, be 
similar to those discussed in Chapter 6 throughout the brush wear range for both the 
cutting and flicking brush. For a given brush tine length, increasing the brush angle of 
attack at a given brush penetration would decrease the overall brush load, although this 
a 
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vertical brush load would then increase again as the tines wear. As was the case in 
Chapter 6, the reason for this is that, although the localised tine loads increase as the 
brush angle of attack increases, the number of tines in contact with the ground decreases. 
For a given brush penetration and tine length this leads to an overall reduction in the 
applied vertical load with increased angle of attack. 
7.4.2. Tine Phenomena 
Figure 7.10 shows the geometry of brushes with tine lengths of 220 mm to 140 mm at an 
angle of attack of 10° rotating at 100 rpm on a road surface with a co-efficient of 0.6 and 
subjected to a set brush penetration 40 mm. 
220mm 200mm 180mm 160mm 140mm 
(a) Cutting brush 
220mm 200mm 180mm 160mm 140mm 
(b) Flicking brush 
Figure 7.10 - Changing brush geometry with tine wear 
As the tines wear, so it has been shown that the brush stiffness characteristics increase. 
The tine profiles within the brush models (Figure 7.10) show both how the tine curvature 
changes as the tines rotate about the brush, and how the maximum tine curvature 
required to achieve a given brush penetration increases as the tines get shorter. These 
observations support increasing brush load results with increasing brush penetration, but 
they also suggest that the individual tine loads and stresses experienced are also going to 
increase accordingly. 
Plotting the changing tine loads (scaled relative to each other) in Figure 7.11, the models 
give an indication of the proportions of the changing loads experienced. 
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Figure 7.11- Tine loads with brush models 
The results show that there is a non-linear increase in the tine load magnitudes for both 
the cutting and flicking brush tine configurations. However, these models also show 
clearly that as the tines become shorter, so the area covered by the brushes gets smaller, 
supporting the observations of Section 7.3. Therefore, as the tine loads increase, the area 
swept with these high loads shrinks for a given brush penetration. Plotting the tine loads 
against the tine location, Figure 7.12, allows a more quantitative analysis of the tine 
loads experienced by the changing brush configurations. 
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Figure 7.12 - Quantitative tine load comparisons with brush wear 
During previous analysis of the cutting and flicking brush configurations there has been a 
significant difference between the load magnitudes, whether analysing the tine loads or 
the brush loads. However, as the tines wear and the tines get shorter, the load variation 
between lightly worn cutting and flicking brushes become negligible in comparison to 
the load experienced by worn tines. Furthermore, as the brushes become stiffer, so the 
brush analysis of Figure 7.12 shows, the maximum loads experienced by the tines of the 
most worn (L = 140 mm) cutting and flicking brushes are within 2% of each other. 
In terms of brush loads, however, the match is not as clear. This is due to the different 
load profiles experienced by the tines within the different brush layouts. In the case of 
the cutting brush, Figure 7.12a shows the characteristically smooth rise and fall in tine 
load during rotation. In contrast, although the maximum tine loads are similar, Figure 
7.12b shows how, for the flicking brush tines, high loads are applied for a larger 
proportion of the tine rotation cycle. As the brush load is a summation of the individual 
tine loads it follows that the average brush load is higher for the flicking brush. 
How this effects the tine stress cycles is, perhaps, more important. Figure 7.13 shows the 
tine stresses produced from the load profiles which generated the brush models in Figure 
7.11. 
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Figure 7.13 - Tine stress analysis at 40 mm brush penetration with changing tine length 
The material characteristics of the brush tines were discussed in Section 7.3. Based upon 
this, the theoretical results for the tilted brush show that in practice all the sample 
brushes should not experience plastic deformation at 40 mm brush penetration. 
However, the model does suggest that the increased tine deformation for the stiffer, worn 
brushes generates increased stresses within the tines. This supports the findings of 
Figure 7.6 for the flat brush case. 
In addition, the tilted brush results readily show the effect of centrifugal force on worn 
tines. Before contact is made with the road, the only forces acting on the tines are the 
weight of the tines (neglected in the model) and the centrifugal force. The base stress for 
a given plot shows the residual stress within the tine generated from centrifugal force 
alone. Section 5.4 showed how the residual stresses within a new cutting brush tine were 
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up to 15% of the yield stress, when ay was assumed to be 400 MPa. Nevertheless, even 
with the raised approximation of the yield stress this is not an insignificant figure. The 
tine stress graph in Figure 7.13 shows how the tine stresses due to centrifugal force are 
reduced with brush wear. The reasons for this is are mainly due to the stiffening of the 
tine, but also because the centrifugal force is a function of the radius of rotation and tine 
mass, both of which are reduced with tine wear. 
Regardless of the material yield stress, the stress cycles of Figure 7.13 show an increase 
in the stresses experienced by the tines as they wear. It was suggested in Section 6.3 that 
tine fatigue was shortening the life of some brushes. Hence, according to Figure 7.13 the 
greater the stresses induced within the tines during operation, the greater the chance of 
tine fatigue and premature failure of the brush. The cutting and flicking brush stress 
profile variations with tine wear show that the flicking brush stress profiles are 
significantly higher than for the cutting brush. This suggests that for a given brush set- 
up the flicking brush is more likely to suffer from significant tine loss due to fatigue than 
the cutting brush, especially as the tines wear short, and these findings are supported by 
the observations of brush tests in Section 6.3. 
7.5. Implications on Brush Design 
In previous chapters the influence of tine orientation in the mount plate on the brush 
characteristics has been investigated. It has been shown that for co-efficients of friction 
of 0.5 to 0.7 (which may be regarded as average road brush values) a tine orientation of 
between 30° and 40° from the cutting brush configuration is the most mechanically 
efficient. Figure 7.14 shows the inclined brush characteristics for a variety of tine 
orientations from c= 0° (cutting) through to cp = 90° (flicking brush). The angle of 
attack in Figure 7.10 is 10° and all brushes are shown at 40 mm brush penetration. 
-r:; ý _----: ý _ -- 
cp=0° N=30° cp=60° cp=90° 
Figure 7.1.1- Tine orientations of 0,30,60 and 90 °and tine lengths of 180 mm on 
brushes subject to a brush penetration of 0.04 m 
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Figure 7.15 shows the brush load and torque characteristics for the four brush types at 40 
mm brush penetration as the tines wear from 220 mm to 140 mm. 
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Figure 7.15 - Changing brush characteristics with tine length for different tine 
orientations 
The load results of Figure 7.15a show that with the tine orientation, qp, at 30° a lower 
applied vertical load is required to maintain the brush deformation at 40 mm throughout 
the brush wear range. This finding supports previous investigations in Sections 5.5 and 
6.5 where a mechanically more efficient brush was found with this tine orientation. 
However, as the tines wear it is the brush with tines orientated through 60° that most 
closely follows the load profile of the 30° brush. The cutting brush load profile, which 
consistently required lower loads when new (Section 6.5), shows an unexpected rise in 
the loads required to deform the tines as they shorten. The flicking brush consistently 
exhibited the highest brush loads. 
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When the torque results are analysed, Figure 7.15b, the brush with a tine orientation of 
30° also shows a consistently lower driving torque. Furthermore, as all the brushes are 
rotating at a rotational speed of 100 rpm and, because power is the product of rotational 
speed and torque, in this chart the power is directly proportional to the torque. 
Therefore, Figure 7.15b shows that the 30° tine orientation produces a brush that is 
consistently more mechanically efficient when taking into account tine wear. The results 
suggest that for a new brush the 30° tine orientation is consistently approx. 20% more 
efficient than the most efficient brush configuration currently on the market, either 
cutting or flicking. 
The torque results also show that the cutting and flicking brush configurations show a 
marked change in performance with tine wear. For a new brush the cutting brush has 
consistently proved to be the more mechanically efficient of the two configurations 
currently available. Yet the increasing tine stiffness with tine wear, and hence reduction 
in the influence of centrifugal force in deflecting the tines, allows the performance of the 
flicking brush to supersede the cutting brush at low tine lengths. However, it has also 
been suggested that with shorter tines the rate of brush wear is significantly increased. 
As such the time during which the flicking brush has a mechanical efficiency advantage 
is greatly reduced making the cutting brush more efficient overall. 
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Figure 7.16 - Tine stress characteristics with brush wear 
While it has been shown that the force interactions suggest that the 30° tine orientation is 
the most mechanically efficient, the maximum tine stress experienced by the brushes is 
related to the tine curvature. Figure 7.16 shows that the cutting brush consistently 
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generates the lowest tine stresses as the brush wears and this finding is supported by the 
brush profiles of Figure 7.14. Nevertheless a brush with a tine orientation of 30° is still 
acceptable from the stress point of view as the induced stresses are only slightly higher 
than the cutting brush. 
It follows from Section 6.3 that the cutting brush is likely to experience lower rates of 
fatigue than the other brush configurations, however this does not mean that the cutting 
brush will have the longest working life. The reason for this is that Sarkar suggests that 
wear is a function of the tine loads and that the cutting brush experiences higher 
individual tine loads than the brush with a tine orientation of 30°. So, while the lower 
stresses are to be expected at lower tine lengths, the cutting brush is likely to wear more 
after a shorter time in operation. The results do suggest that the flicking brush remains 
the most likely formation to suffer from tine loss due to fatigue and relatively high wear 
rates due to the high deflection loads experienced. 
In general the results show that a brush with tines orientated at an angle of 30° is an 
improvement on the current flicking or cutting brush configuration in terms of 
mechanical power consumption. As a result of the lower loads and torques generated it 
has also been shown that this brush configuration will also have a longer working life. 
However, the main disadvantage of this brush design is that the brush can no longer be 
operated either clockwise or anticlockwise. Instead two different brushes would have to 
be manufactured depending on which side of the vehicle the brush is to be mounted. 
7.6. Discussion 
Tine wear is undoubtedly an important brush characteristic as it is one of the factors that 
determines the operational life of the component. Yet establishing the operational life of 
a brush is complex as it depends on many factors. In this chapter the effect of brush 
wear on the brush characteristics when flat or inclined to the road has been discussed. 
7.6.1. Limitations 
Although the brush model can be adapted to predict the effect of wear it does not take 
into account tine fatigue and the wear profile. 
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Tine fatigue has been suggested in Section 6.5 when the tine stress cycles were shown to 
be considerably larger in a flicking brush than a cutting brush for a set brush penetration. 
Observations from the set of tilted brush tests in Chapter 6 show that tine fatigue is a 
problem, especially within the flicking brush. Figure 7.17 shows the effect of fatigue on 
a flicking brush removed from a Johnston 600 street sweeper during a routine service. 
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Figure 7.17 - Tine fatigue within an excessively worn flicking brush 
The more brush tines that are lost to fatigue, the fewer the number of tines contributing 
to the overall brush load and the fewer the number of tines sweeping the road. 
Therefore, the brush models will vary from tests undertaken on deployed road sweeper 
channel brushes because tine fatigue may have caused large numbers of tines to be lost 
during brush usage. 
In a similar manner, the experimental results generated using the test brushes in Section 
7.3 may differ from the results of tests undertaken on road sweeper brushes used on real 
vehicles because the tine wear profile is different. The test brushes have been cut such 
that the tines are all the same length regardless of their position within the brush. In 
contrast road sweeper brushes are normally deployed at a given brush tilt angle 
depending on the sweep-gear. Therefore, according to Sarkar (1980), and supported by 
evidence collected from actual brushes, the tines should wear according to the load 
distribution. Hence tines should wear more in the outer row than the inner rows creating 
a non-uniform tine length with respect to the brush radius (Figure 7.18). 
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Figure 7.18 -Natural wear profile from deployed flicking brush 
The wear profile would be specific to a given brush depending on the brush set-up and 
operating environment. Therefore, to try and develop a test to investigate the tine wear 
profiles would be inconclusive in the same manner as establishing the tine wear rate. 
7.6.2. Wear Rate and Control Considerations 
It has already been established that to try and theoretically calculate the working life of a 
road sweeper brush is not possible due to the continuously changing environment that a 
sweeper could expect to encounter. For comparison purposes the brush set-up described 
in this chapter has remained fixed with respect to the rotational speed and mount angle of 
the brush resulting in clear trends emerging for the changing brush performance data. As 
the brush wears, the model and experimental brush loads and torque characteristics 
increase dramatically. 
In terms of wear rate, Sarkar states that the rate of wear is proportional to the load 
applied to the end of the tine, and the results of this chapter suggest that as the tine 
wears, so the load for a given brush penetration increases. It follows that initial tine wear 
is going to be small, increasing with continued use of the brush. This is made worse 
because as the brush wears the brush contact area will decrease and larger loads will be 
required to maintain the brush area, increasing the load and wear rate on tines. This 
creates a situation whereby tine wear is accelerated considerably as the brush tines wear. 
However, it has been shown in Chapter 6 that by changing the brush angle of attack 
and/or the rotational speed of the brush the load and torque characteristics may be 
altered. So, as the brush wears, by reducing the brush tilt angle, the load may be reduced 
for a given brush penetration, thereby increasing the life of the brush. This, in effect 
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completes a complex series of relationships based on the non-linear characteristics of a 
given brush, and it is suggested that by understanding and applying these findings to a 
given control environment, brush automation may extend the life of the brush. 
7.6.3. Brush Working Life 
The brush wear results have shown clearly that as the tines are worn, so the area covered 
by the brush is reduced, even though, for a given brush penetration, the loads applied to 
the brush increase sharply. The increased stiffness characteristics of the brush are 
matched by increased stress levels within the tines. Yet defining a point where the brush 
must be changed in terms of tine stress is not straightforward. 
It has been suggested that as the brush wears, so the brush set-up may be altered to give 
the best brush performance with minimum tine load and hence, it is assumed, brush 
wear. The test results have shown that there is no plastic tine deformation when a 
maximum tine stress of approx. 900 MPa is present. Putting these points together, on a 
flat road it is possible, by maintaining a low brush tilt angle and low brush penetration, to 
keep a large amount of brush contact with the road and not exceed the tine yield stress. 
However, this requires changing the brush tilt angle during operation, a time consuming 
operation on most road sweeping vehicles unless a RotatiltTM actuator is fitted which 
controls this parameter manually from the cab. By taking a common brush set-up, for 
example 100 brush tilt angle, 100 rpm and a brush penetration of 40 mm (shown in 
Figure 7.10 to maintain a good contact arc), and calculating the tine length where the 
yield stress is exceeded an approximate brush replacement criteria may be suggested. 
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Figure 7.19 - Tine stress in relation to material constants 
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Figure 7.19 suggests that the brushes tested should be changed once a tine length of 125 
mm for the flicking brush and 100 mm for the cutting brush is achieved. However, if the 
brush is automatically controlled then changing the brush set-up is not the time 
consuming business suggested above and it is possible to extend the life of the brush. 
Now simply using the brush yield stress at an arbitrary brush mount angle as the 
replacement criteria is not sufficient to determine a brush replacement point. This is 
because no account of either a road camber or the sweeping performance of the brush has 
been taken into consideration. While it is desirable that the yield stress of the tines is not 
surpassed, further work is now required on the sweeping characteristics before any 
practical and repeatable criteria for determining the replacement point of the brush is set. 
7.7. Summary 
Based upon experimental and theoretical results for a road sweeper channel brush it has 
been shown that the effects of tine wear on the brush characteristics are dramatic. The 
experimental results show that the stiffness of the channel brush increases substantially 
as the tines become shorter resulting in amplified load and torque readings for a given 
brush penetration. The test results for a horizontally deployed brush have been used to 
validate the theoretical results from the brush model. 
Using the validated theoretical model, developed in Chapter 3, it has been shown that the 
effect of tine wear on the brush characteristics can be reasonably predicted for both 
cutting and flicking brushes. However, by analysing the practical environment of the 
road sweeper and conventional wear theory it has been concluded that predicting the 
wear rate of a channel brush would be inconclusive. The reason for this is that a channel 
brush may experience a wide variation of road surfaces and conditions. It has been 
shown that with the brush tilted the tine and brush characteristics also show a non-linear 
increase in stiffness as the brush wears. This finding supports the flat brush case, even 
though the general brush characteristics, i. e. the effect of friction and centrifugal force on 
the tines established in Chapters 5 and 6, are observed throughout the analysis. 
Finally, an investigation of tine orientation in the brush mount plate of various brush 
configurations shows that a brush with a tine orientation of 30° is more mechanically 
efficient than either the cutting or flicking brush. This remains the case throughout the 
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tine wear range analysed, even though the cutting brush was shown to induce the lowest 
stresses into the tines. The reason for the excellent mechanical efficiency of a brush with 
a tine orientation angle of 30° is due to the combination of frictional and centrifugal 
force acting on the tines being resolved more efficiently through the brush geometry. 
Interestingly it was also shown that once subjected to large amounts of tine wear the 
flicking brush may become a more mechanically efficient brush than the cutting brush, a 
finding at variance with the results of Chapters 5 and 6 for the new brush. It should be 
noted that the mechanical efficiency of the brush is derived purely from the power 
required to drive the brush and is not related to the ability of the brush to sweep debris 
from the road, the brushing efficiency. 
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8. Sweeping Part I- Sweep-gear Geometry 
8.1. Introduction 
The sweeping process has been briefly described in Section 1.3. Brushes are employed 
essentially as a means of transporting the debris from the road or gutter into the path of 
the suction unit. From here the debris is transported into the hopper or other collection 
unit and is therefore removed from the road. However, a deeper understanding of the 
process is required in order to fully understand the function of the brush. 
Automation of the sweeping process is the ultimate objective of this project, so a 
sweeping strategy needs to be detailed. In this chapter, the sweep-gear variables taken 
from the Johnston 600 vehicle will be discussed and a brush control strategy developed, 
based on the current best practice. The brush model will then be used in conjunction 
with the proposed sweeper set-up to analyse the characteristics of the channel brush 
operating in the sweep-gear of a Johnston 600 sweeper. This allows the suggested brush 
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set-up to be analysed in terms of the brush geometry and load distributions relative to the 
road, establishing information about the sweeping process and the vehicle limitations. 
8.2. Brush Control 
To understand which aspects of brush deployment are important in terms of controlling 
the brush, some idea of the variables to be controlled need to be outlined. In this section 
the operating variables of the Johnston 600 street sweeper will be analysed and a 
sweeping strategy will be developed accordingly. 
8.2.1. Current Brush Deployment 
On conventional street sweeping vehicles, the driver has control of the brush set-up, 
vehicle speed and, obviously, the vehicle position on the road. Figure 8.1 shows the 
mounting orientation of the channel brush upon the main street sweeper chassis and the 
associated suction unit and guard. 
Brush 
mount armj 
Vehicle 3 
velocity 
Guard 
Figure 8.1- Street sweeper in action clearing sand 
Suction 
nozzle 
Channel 
brush 
The main components of the channel brush sweep-gear are shown in Figure 8.1. They 
are the channel brush and brush drive, the guard, the brush mount arm and the suction 
nozzle. The debris in front of the brush is projected into the guard so that it lies in front 
of the suction nozzle from where it is removed from the road. Assuming everything has 
been set up correctly, the result is that the path behind both the suction unit and the brush 
is clear. A schematic of the channel brush sweep-gear, based upon the Johnston 600 
vehicle, as photographed above, is shown in Figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2 - Schematic diagram of a street sweeper sweep-gear 
Figure 8.2 shows that there are some strong geometric relationships which need to be 
investigated for effective sweeping. The overall area covered by the sweep-gear is 
represented by the channel brush zone. This zone is measured from the contact point of 
the channel brush with the road furthest from the chassis, to the brush curtain running 
perpendicular to the suction nozzle. The area cleared by the channel brush, represented 
by the swept zone, is measured by the brush contact perpendicular to the direction of 
motion of the vehicle. A third fixed zone is defined according to the area covered by the 
suction nozzle. This area is measured from the central brush curtain to the end of the 
suction unit nearest the kerb. Finally, the sweeper is only operating effectively if the 
sum of the swept zone and the suction zone is greater than the channel brush zone. If the 
geometry is wrong then debris will be left as shown. for example, in Figure 8.3. 
yL. lrý. ý. vJI ý Jff 
, -Aid 
ý4 
_*4 y^ 
Figure 8.3 - Sweeping with the incorrect brush set-up. 
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Figure 8.3 shows where a brush made contact near the edge of the grass, cleared a 
channel and left the road again. The suction unit removed the cleared debris in it's path, 
but left the ridge of mud which was missed by the brush. Ensuring that the suction unit 
and the brush zones overlap helps to eliminate this problem. 
Another important parameter shown in Figure 8.2 is the brush contact arc. This 
represents the zone of brush contact relative to the centre rotation of the brush. The 
loads the tines apply to the road will change with the brush set-up. According to 
Johnston Engineering (Drawing X-SU001) the brush should be deployed with a constant 
contact arc of 150°. This should allow brush contact to stretch from the gutter and 
overlap with the suction nozzle for a new brush. However, there is nothing special about 
the 150° contact arc recommendation, but the swept zone is a function of the brush 
contact geometry and the brush arm angle. Hence a compromise needs to be found so 
that there is minimal brush overlap, but that brush contact with the road is maintained at 
the outermost point of the brush sweep-gear, i. e. in the gutter. It has been found through 
experience that a contact arc of 150° addresses this conflict adequately. 
The brush arm, at the end of which is mounted the channel brush, is designed to deploy 
the brush away from the chassis of the vehicle so that it can penetrate into the gutters 
without the driver having to drive precisely relative to the kerb. It is spring loaded so 
that it follows the kerb naturally and the brush arm can be drawn in for normal driving. 
Ensuring the vehicle is close enough to the kerb is one of the major skills required of 
sweeper drivers. To aid in this, street sweeping vehicles often have dual controls or, in 
the UK, are left hand drive, so the driver can both position the vehicle and monitor the 
brush more effectively. However, as the brush wears and/or the brush arm angle changes 
the brush geometry will change, as will the accuracy of the driver in positioning the 
vehicle close enough to the kerb to allow effective sweeping. Let the brush swing out 
too far and areas of debris will missed because the swept zone will not overlap with the 
suction nozzle, draw the brush in too far and the brush contact overlap increases and the 
vehicle precision required on the road increases. 
Finally the driver can control the brush angle of attack, either using the Rotatiltru 
function or manually adjusting the brush set-up before deployment. It has been shown 
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previously that changing the brush angle of attack changes the brush load characteristics, 
but it also changes the brush penetration, and hence the brush contact arc. However, 
according to Bonser (1998) different debris types require different brush loads and 
angles of attack. Accepting this, debris removal will be covered more comprehensively 
in the next chapter, it is clear that for efficient sweeping the driver has to control the 
position, load and contact geometry of the brush. Due to the complexities involved and 
set-up time associated with this, the sweeper may not always be deployed effectively and 
it is suggested that some of these variables could be more efficiently controlled through 
automation. 
8.2.2. Brush Control Strategy 
Based upon the discussion of the current brush deployment system it is suggested that a 
multiple input brush control system could be designed to operate the brush more 
efficiently. In the original project concept a forward looking sensor was to be developed 
to detect the debris in front of the vehicle. Assuming this is available, a control system 
based on the following inputs and outputs is suggested: 
Debris type 
Vehicle Speed 
Kerb Position 
Brush Tine Length 
Road Type 
Brush Type 
Brush Arm Angle 
Brush Rotational Speed 
Brush Vertical Load* 
Brush Height* 
Brush Tilt Angle 
Vehicle Speed 
suggestion 
" Either brush height or axial load depending on control system adopted 
Figure 8.4 - Input and output data for a channel brush control system 
The forward looking sensor (Michielen and Parker (2000)) would detect information 
about the road and debris types, while data monitoring of the street sweeper could 
provide additional information about the vehicle, i. e. the vehicle speed. Based upon this 
information, it is proposed to set-up the channel brush to maintain the 150° contact angle 
for a given brush angle of attack, brush rotational speed and debris type. It is suggested 
that either brush force feedback or brush position control could be used to maintain the 
brush contact arc. This means that once the input data is processed, a brush set-up to 
efficiently sweep the debris would be selected using a look-up table. From the brush 
theory undertaken in this thesis, it has been shown that if the brush geometry is known 
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then the required brush contact arc could be set-up if the brush angle of attack and either 
the brush penetration or applied vertical load are known. 
However, there are challenges to be overcome with either a brush position or brush force 
system when controlling the brush. While measuring the applied brush load could be 
achieved using a load cell, the brush load has been shown to be sensitive to the local 
environment, the number of tines in the brush and it oscillates as the brush rotates 
(Chapter 6). The local environment is continuously changing, effecting the co-efficient 
of friction, and tine loss through fatigue could be a problem. In contrast, the brush 
penetration, related to the brush position, is independent of the local conditions and does 
not change with brush rotation, but actually measuring the instantaneous brush vertical 
position relative to a changing road could be difficult. Both systems would be sensitive 
to brush wear, and accurately measuring the tine length is another challenge. 
Nevertheless, an understanding of the control system objective is required at this stage so 
that, as the brush characteristics within the sweep-gear are investigated, the data required 
for the look-up table will be developed. It is suggested that, as with current sweeping 
vehicles, by using the brush angle of attack, the brush load applied to the road can be 
varied depending on the debris. This relationship needs to be investigated further, but to 
do so means establishing the brush penetration and brush load against brush angle of 
attack charts required to maintain the 150° contact arc. These charts in themselves 
would provide the foundation of the proposed brush control look-up table. 
In the remainder of this chapter, the brush geometry will be analysed to establish the 
brush penetration and load data for a channel brush required to maintain the 150° contact 
arc. This data will then be related to the sweep-gear of a Johnston 600 street sweeping 
vehicle to establish the limitation of brush deployment and the accuracy required from 
the driver to maintain effective sweeping as the brush wears. The effect of vehicle speed 
and the implications of different debris categories will be discussed in the following 
chapter, before being drawn together to produce a final look-up table for brush control 
based on the vehicle speed, tine length and debris detected. 
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8.3. Brush Contact Geometry 
It has been proposed to vary the brush angle of attack to change the brush load based on 
a fixed contact zone about the brush. In previous chapters the brush characteristics have 
been investigated based on changing the brush penetration and the contact angle has been 
neglected. Yet Figure 8.2 shows that the contact arc is important, not only as a control 
parameter, but also to ensure that the brush is fully in contact with the road throughout 
the swept zone. In this section the brush model will be used to establish the brush 
conditions required to produce a contact arc of 150° at 100 rpm for a new brush. 
8.3.1. Defining the Brush Contact Arc 
The contact arc, ic,, for a brush is defined as the angle about the centre of the base plate, 
from first tine contact with the ground to the release point, shown in Figure 8.5. It is this 
angle that is be fixed for the control system detailed in Section 8.2.2. However, it must 
be noted that the brush contact range, K, is different from the tine contact angle, y, 
defined in Chapter 6. This is because the contact arc is related to brush contact with the 
ground, whereas the contact angle is related to the tine mount positions and the time of 
free flight of the tines. The tine mount positions rotate at a constant rotational speed, the 
tine ends do not. 
Figure 8.5 - Brush contact zone 
The contact angle can be calculated from the end tine co-ordinates at the tine contact and 
release points generated from Equation 3.36 in Chapter 3. Assuming that the brush pivot 
point provides the centre of the angular measurement, then acting in the xz plane the 
contact zone is the summation of the two angles, xj and K2 on either side of the x axis: 
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'Cc = 'Cl + K2 
Where: 
tan x-, = 
x` 
and 
zc. 
Xr 
tan K2= 
- Zr 
Z Contact point 
/x X,, Zc 
hr x 
l 
k Release point 
Xr, Zr 
And where: x, and z, are the tine end co-ordinates at the contact with the road 
and xr and z, are the tine end co-ordinates at the release point. 
8.3.2. Controlling the Contact Arc 
In previous chapters analysing the brush characteristics was undertaken relative to the 
brush penetration. However, the brush geometry at different angles of attack is going to 
yield different brush penetrations and loads for a given contact arc. By calculating the 
contact arc for a new flicking brush rotating at 100 rpm it is possible to show how the 
contact range changes with increased brush penetration as the brush angle of attack 
increases: 
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c N 200 
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_ 
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A tack t 1 
15 dog 
50 ---- 20 deg 
25 deg 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 
Brush Penetration (m) 
Figure 8.6 - Flicking brush analysis to maintain 150 °contact zone with brush tilt 
Clearly, the shallower the brush tilt angle, the lower the brush penetration before the 
complete underside of the brush is in contact with the road surface. This is borne out by 
the results shown in Figure 8.6, and by cross plotting the points for the contact arc of 
150° the brush penetrations for given angles of attack can be found. 
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However, repeating the exercise for the cutting brush, it is found that at higher brush 
angles of attack the model refuses to converge, suggesting an unstable model scenario. 
Accepting this to be correct, the brush tilt angle against brush penetration plot for the 
cutting brush yields results according to Figure 8.7. 
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Figure 8.7 - Contact zone against brush penetration for the cutting brush 
Using these results it is possible to show the brush penetrations required to maintain the 
150° contact zone with changing brush tilt angle (Figure 8.8). 
0.07 
£ 0.06 
Ö 0.05 
0.04 
C 0.03 
CL 
y 0.02 
PM 
0.01 
0 
Figure 8.8 - Brush penetration against angle of attack to maintain a 150 °contact arc 
Figure 8.8 shows how increasing the angle of attack requires a higher brush penetration 
to maintain the 150° contact arc. Considering the intersection of a solid cone with a 
plane this result would be expected, but the variations in the profiles shown are due to 
the different release mechanisms associated with the tines in the cutting and flicking 
brushes. Taking the corresponding brush penetrations for the given brush angles of 
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attack it is possible to set-up the brush model to calculate the relevant brush loads, 
stresses, energies and torques which are present to maintain the 1501 contact zone. 
120 
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Figure 8.9 - Vertical load against angle of attack to maintain a 150 ° contact arc 
Figure 8.9 shows the effect of the overall vertical brush load on the relationship with the 
brush tilt angle. It shows that for the cutting and flicking brushes the brush load 
increases as the brush is tilted up to 25°, but it needs to be remembered that in order to 
maintain the 150° contact angle the brush penetration is also increasing in line with 
Figure 8.8. Furthermore Figure 8.9 shows that the cutting brush cannot sustain vertical 
loads as high as those generated by the flicking brush for the same brush penetration. In 
conjunction with the reduced range of angles of attack through which the cutting brush 
can be deployed the results suggest that the cutting brush may not be as effective as the 
flicking brush in removing debris. 
From a control perspective the brush penetration or brush load have been suggested as 
parameters for controlling the brush deployment. Therefore Figures 8.8 and 8.9 together 
yield a look-up table which shows the correct brush tilt angle and brush penetration 
settings for a required brush load while maintaining the desired 150° contact arc. 
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8.3.3. Cutting Brush Stability 
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Figure 8.10 - Cutting brush tine load profiles with rotation 
If the tine load profiles for the cutting brush are analysed with increasing brush tilt angle 
(Figure 8.10), the reason for the non-convergence of the brush model at higher brush tilt 
angles becomes apparent. The brush geometry and corresponding load components 
acting on the tines in the contact zone increase as the brush angle of attack is increased. 
This is denoted by the shifting maximum tine loads towards to the contact point and is 
compounded by the increasing magnitude of the tine loads in general. As the cutting 
brush reaches an angle of attack of 15° the increase in tine load is rapid. However, if the 
trend in tine load continues, the tine will experience a maximum applied vertical load 
when contact is made and at this point the brush model becomes unstable. In practical 
terms the approximation that the tines neither bend nor twist in any plane other than the 
principal plane breaks down. When the cutting brush is deployed at angles of attack 
which are too high the tines collapse under the brush according to Figure 8.11. 
(a) Normal operation 
Figure 8.11- Stable and unstable cutting brush 
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It follows from these findings, that when producing the brush control data from the brush 
theory model only, the stability of the cutting brush has been defined according to the 
convergence, or otherwise, of the brush model. 
8.3.4. Brush Contact Arc Profiles 
Finally, using the data generated from the brush models the contact profiles themselves 
may be plotted: 
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(b) Flicking brush 
Figure 8.12 - 150 °Contact profiles 
The contrast between the cutting and flicking brush profiles is stark. The cutting brush 
profile is symmetrical about the x axis, whereas the flicking brush profile is offset. This 
is due to the fundamentally different deflection modes of the brushes as discussed in 
Chapter 7. The implications of this change in contact zone relative to the brush mount 
point will only become apparent following an analysis of the brush in situ on the vehicle. 
Therefore, having established the load and brush penetration characteristics of the brush 
in order to maintain the 150° contact arc, the brushes need to be applied to the sweep- 
gear set-up of a vehicle. 
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8.4. Geometric Effect of the Brush Arm Angle 
Within the sweep-gear the brush is mounted at the end of the brush arm, as in Figure 8.1. 
By utilising the geometry of the Johnston 600 vehicle (Drawing X SUOOI) the brush 
arm, skirt, chassis and suction unit can be added to the basic brush model to produce a 
wire-frame model of the channel brush sweep-gear as shown in Figure 8.13. 
Suction Unit 
; is 
Brush 
Arm 
Flicking 
Road Brush i"w 
Figure 8.13 - Three-dimensional wire frame sweep-gear model 
This provides a tool for further analysis of the channel brush set-up with respect to the 
sweeping vehicle. The brush arm controls how far from the vehicle the brush is 
mounted, but due to the rotating nature of the arm this also changes the orientation of the 
brush relative to the vehicle. 
Vehicle 
Velocity 
Channel 
Brush Zone 
Suction 
unit 
Figure 8.14 - Model plot of the brush within the sweep-gear 
Figure 8.14 shows the plan view of the sweep-gear incorporating the brush model 
developed in Chapter 3. As the components shown are to scale, the affect of changing 
the sweep-gear geometry can be readily analysed by changing the brush mount arm angle 
and brush set-up. In this section, cutting and flicking brushes mounted to maintain the 
150° contact arc are theoretically analysed within the sweep-gear of the Johnston 600. 
Skirt 
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This allows the operating limits of the vehicle to be established to ensure that the brush is 
always sweeping the road effectively and not leaving debris between the brush and the 
suction unit. 
8.4.1. Suction Zone 
The suction zone is the area directly in front of the suction nozzle from where debris is 
collected from the road. As neither the debris skirt nor the suction unit can move relative 
to the vehicle, the suction zone is a constant which, for the Johnston 600, is 450 mm. 
8.4.2. The Swept Zone 
Figure 8.14 clearly shows the swept zone in front of the channel brush and it is defined 
as the area in front of the brush where active mechanical sweeping takes place. 
Furthermore, the brush model readily yields the contact zones for the brush. By rotating 
the contact geometry through (90-ý'), where ý' represents the brush arm angle relative to 
the sweeper chassis (Figure 8.2), the brush is rotated from the brush co-ordinate system 
to the sweep-gear co-ordinate system (Figure 8.15). 
Contact zone 
'ýr, 
Swept zone 
ýý'ý XSz 
Vehicle motion P. 
(a) Contact zone (b) Swept zone - vehicle frame 
Figure 8.15 - Rotating the brush to show the brushed zone 
The swept zone may now be readily found using the rotated contact profile. In the 
sweeper co-ordinate frame, the centre of rotation of the brush is the origin. Therefore, in 
Figure 8.15b, if the x-axis runs vertically, the swept zone may be found by searching the 
maximum and minimum x points and calculating the difference between them: 
XSZ = 
Ixmax 
- Xmin Equ. 8.1 
Having calculated the swept area, by setting values for the brush mount arm angle 
between 0° and 40°, the variation in the brush swept zone may be found. 
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Figure 8.16 - Swept zone width with increased brush arm angle 
The results show that for a new cutting brush the swept zone may approximately be 
taken as independent of the angle of attack of the brush, with a linear relationship to the 
brush arm angle. This is due to the uniform contact profile relative to the brush arm. On 
the other hand, the influence of the brush arm angle on the flicking brush is more 
complex. As the brush contact profiles (Figure 8.12b) shift radially about the centre of 
the brush with increased angle of attack, there is an offset in the swept zone according to 
how much the brush profile has shifted from the symmetry of the x axis. The 
implications of these results will become clear as the remaining channel brush zone is 
analysed. 
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8.4.3. Channel Brush Zone 
By combining the swept zone and the suction zone a third zone, the channel brush zone, 
is defined as the area in front of the vehicle from where debris is swept by the brush 
and/or is sucked up by the suction unit. The suction unit is a fixed module mounted on 
the vehicle and it covers a finite length of 0.45 m from the brush skirt. It may thus be 
assumed that, regardless of the brush mount angle, debris will be removed from the road 
in this section. As the brush is moved further out into the road, so the brush starts 
sweeping fresh sections of road beyond the reach of the suction unit. The channel brush 
zone stretches out further until the near side of the brush moves beyond the suction unit, 
creating a channel between the suction unit and the brush where debris is not removed. 
Plotting the channel brush zone against the brush arm angle for both a cutting and 
flicking brush yields the graphs of Figure 8.17. 
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Figure 8.17 - Channel brush zones with brush arm angle 
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These results are important as they demonstrate two major limitations of the channel 
brush. According to the sweep-gear diagram (Figure 8.2) for the Johnston 600, the brush 
arm is designed to move out from the vehicle chassis up to 40°, giving a theoretical range 
for the channel brush zone of 0.85 m. The same plan indicates the 150° contact arc for 
the brush. However, this is calculated using a brush model of a shortened cone. If it is 
assumed that the edge of the suction unit nearest the kerb represents the maximum width 
of the vehicle, which is reasonable from Figure 8.1, then any increase on the channel 
brush zone shown above the 0.45 m of the suction unit in Figure 8.17 represents the 
deployment range of the channel brush. 
The channel brush zones indicated by Figure 8.14 are calculated using the wire-frame 
sweep-gear model (Figure 8.13) which uses the brush models developed in Chapter 3. 
The graphs in Figure 8.17 suggest that, should the brush arm be moved out to the 
maximum sweep angle of 40°, there would be a channel of missed debris between the 
suction unit and the brush. In the case of the cutting brush, the sweep-gear model shows 
the limit of the brush arm angle is 35±1". Furthermore, the results imply that this is true 
regardless of the brush tilt angle, although the changing geometry of the brush with 
increasing brush tilt angle suggests that the physical width of the channel brush zone is 
marginally decreased. Yet the maximum brush deployment angle shown in Figure 8.17a 
only gives an additional range to the channel brush of 300 mm. In practical terms this 
means that the driver has to position his vehicle within 300 mm of the kerb in order to 
sweep into the gutter effectively. 
A maximum brush arm angle of 35° is also found for the flicking brush, showing that the 
Johnston 600 sweep-gear, as modelled above, will never use the complete brush arm 
angle range of 40° if it is to sweep effectively. However, a maximum brush arm angle of 
35° is only true for the flicking brush when an angle of attack of 5° is applied. Yet, the 
channel brush zone compares favourably with the cutting brush in this configuration. 
Start to increase the angle of attack of the flicking brush and the channel brush range 
starts to fall off dramatically, thereby reducing the range of the channel brush zone by up 
to 20% for a maximum brush tilt angle of 25°. This result suggests that, deploying the 
flicking brush with a large angle of attack increases the accuracy required in terms of 
vehicle deployment because the channel brush range drops from 300 mm to 110 mm 
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over the range of angles of attack. This is a reduction of almost 60% in the deviation of 
course allowed by the sweeper driver to ensure that the gutter is properly swept and it is 
suggested that this range will only decrease as the brush wears. 
It should be noted, however, that the brush model does not take into account any offset 
from the brush mount point to the angle of attack centre of rotation. This dimension will 
effect the results shown in Figure 8.17, but the range of brush deployment limitations 
would remain similar. This leads to questions about the brush arm angle. Should it be 
actively limited depending on the brush deployment geometry to ensure there is never a 
gap in the channel brush zone where debris is missed? Or are the demands this puts on 
the driver's accuracy too great, resulting in a better scenario being to allow the brush to 
always sweep the gutter even if some of the dislodged debris is not collected by the 
suction unit? 
8.5. Brush Load 
If the contact arc is maintained, as the brush tilt angle is increased, so the applied vertical 
brush load is increased, as is shown in Figure 8.9. It follows that, depending on the 
debris to be swept, a different vertical load may be required to clean the road. However, 
all Figure 8.9 shows is that the average load acting across the swept zone is going to 
increase with increased tilt angle. Yet according to Chapter 6 the tines experience 
changing loads as they rotate about the brush and it is therefore important to understand 
how this load distribution effects the sweeping characteristics of the brush and, 
furthermore, how the brush load varies across the swept zone. 
8.5.1. Tine Load variations about the Brush 
Based upon the brush set-up to maintain the 150° contact angle, the cutting brush tine 
load variation is shown in Figure 8.10. It was established that the loads acting on the 
cutting brush tines lead to a breakdown of the brush model and the sweeping profile of 
the cutting brush. 
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Figure 8.18 - Tine loads about the brush centre for a flicking brush 
In contrast, the flicking brush tine load variation with tine position, Figure 8.18, shows 
an increase in the initial tine load magnitude from the contact to the release points. This 
is because, unlike the cutting brush, the flicking brush tines are always deflecting in, or 
near, the direction of motion. Hence the tines deform under the mount board as if being 
physically dragged by the rotating mount. As the brush tilt angle nears the tine mount 
angle of 26°, so the brush deformation aligns the tines more with the vertical and, 
according to Equation 3.11, the higher the friction and load component acting to deform 
the brush. However, to counter this it has already been shown that in order to maintain 
the given contact zone, the brush penetration needs to be increased, thereby increasing 
the tine curvature and load required to deform the brush resulting in a higher overall 
load. 
Incorporating both rows of tines, the tine load profiles shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.18 
can be related to the three-dimensional brush structure using a scaled plot of the brush 
according to Figure 8.19. In the following graphs the tine loads are shown to scale in 
blue, beneath the brush. 
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Figure 8.19 - Tine loads related to brush geometry 
By analysing the tine load distribution about the brush it is clear that in both cases the 
overall brush load increases as the brush is tilted, according to Figure 8.9. However, the 
plots highlight the load magnitude variation between the cutting and flicking brushes. 
Further, the graphs clarify the deflection modes of the cutting and flicking brushes. 
Accepting that, for the new brush, all tine deformations yielded elastic deformation, 
analysis can now be undertaken to relate the tine load profiles to the sweep-gear 
geometry. 
8.5.2. Load Orientation in the Swept Zone 
While the load distributions about the brush show that, depending on the brush, the 
maximum tine load on the road occurs at a different point, it does not relate the tine load 
profile to the swept zone of the street sweeper. To understand how the tine loads are 
distributed across the road, and therefore where the debris experiences the hardest 
scouring, the sweep-gear model developed previously within this chapter is used. 
Application of the brush load profile for a cutting brush at a tilt angle of 10°, to the wire- 
frame sweep-gear model of Figure 8.20 gives the following load distribution: 
rLi«"4 
(a) Three-dimensional view (b) Front view 
Figure 8.20 - Tine load influence within the sweep-gear 
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The wire-frame model is a combination of the sweep-gear model, Figure 8.13 and the 
load profiles of Figure 8.19. The blue load profiles produced under the brush for both 
the inner and outer rows of tines are proportional to the tine loads exerted on the road as 
they pass that point. With the brush configuration shown in Figure 8.20, the front view 
shows how the tine load changes across the swept zone. It is clear that for a flat road, the 
maximum tine loads are where the tine deformation is a maximum, and for a brush arm 
angle of 35°, the maximum tine load is close to the brush extremity, which may be 
assumed to be near the kerb. 
By developing the model further the tine loads across the swept zone may be analysed 
more precisely. The swept zone is measured across the front of the brush from the point 
of furthest contact from the vehicle to the release point, in effect the load distribution 
according to Figure 8.20b. Using this definition a structure exists for exploring the effect 
of both the brush arm angle and the angle of attack on the tine load characteristics across 
the swept zone. Initially investigating the effects of the angle of attack, taking the outer 
row of tines only, the load distribution across the swept zone for a brush arm angle of 
30° is shown in Figure 8.21. 
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Figure 8.21 - Tine load distribution across the swept zone with angle of attack 
Both the cutting and the flicking brush tine load profiles suggest that there is a section 
close to the gutter where the road is swept twice, leading to tine deployment redundancy. 
Perversely the tines initially make contact with the road surface on, what should be, 
clean road. This is because as the tines rotate they are moving forward in relation to the 
vehicle motion, and it is not until the tines reach the zero point of the swept zone that 
they are moving towards the vehicle and sweeping debris from the road. At the initial 
contact point the tines are in the shadow of the leading tines. However, to get a high 
tine load in the gutter the brush tines need to make contact with the ground before they 
start sweeping the road. If the contact arc was optimised to make contact with road 
without this tine operating redundancy the loads exerted by the brush on the debris in the 
gutter would be small and probably ineffective in terms of sweeping. Therefore a 
compromise needs to be made between tine redundancy and brush load distribution, and 
the 150 contact arc seems to give an adequate solution. 
Furthermore, Figure 8.21 has shown that the flicking brush tines experience higher loads 
and curvatures in deformation than the cutting brush tines, yet the cutting brush tines 
experience their highest loads nearer to the gutter. Assuming that the debris is 
concentrated towards the gutter, the load profile produced by the cutting brush suggests 
that it is targeting the correct zone in the road with the additional load. On the other 
hand, should the debris be evenly distributed across the swept zone, the flicking brush 
produces a more even load distribution, ensuring that the debris experiences a similar 
vertical load regardless of the position within the swept zone. 
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As the brush arm rotates, so the brush load distribution within the swept zone is expected 
to change (Figure 8.22). 
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Figure 8.22 - Tine load distribution across the swept zone with brush arm angle 
For both a cutting and flicking brush rotating at 100 rpm and angles of attack of 10°, by 
changing the mount arm angles the load distribution about each brush changes markedly 
(Figure 8.22). If the working range of the cutting brush is taken from approx. 15° to 40°, 
as shown in Section 8.2, the maximum tine load is experienced near the gutter. This is 
due to the combination of brush load distribution and the mount geometry, but is does 
result in the cutting brush targeting the region where the majority of debris is thought to 
collect. 
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In contrast the flicking brush load distribution yields a continually high load across the 
contact zone, with the maximum load deviating by -20% across the entire contact zone. 
The loads applied to the road throughout the contact zone are higher than the loads 
experienced by the cutting brush. This supports the previous suggestion that the flicking 
brush is best suited to the debris being scattered more evenly across the swept zone. 
However, when comparing the brush characteristics of the cutting and flicking brush 
configurations used with the sweep-gear it is important to remember that the sweeping 
capabilities of the brushes have not been discussed. Therefore, although the flicking 
brush applies a higher load to the road surface it does not follow that this brush 
configuration will sweep the road any more efficiently, indeed the additional loads may 
induce greater wear and a shorted working life on the brush. The issue of sweep-ability 
will be dealt with in Chapter 9, however before this is undertaken the effect of brush 
wear needs to be examined and a complete set of brush control variables established in 
addition to the effects of vehicle velocity on the brush loads. 
8.6. Effect of Brush Wear 
The effects of wear on the brush characteristics were discussed in Chapter 7. The 
changing brush parameters with brush wear will have an effect on the brush control 
charts and the physical range of the sweep-gear. Within this section the brush 
penetration and load charts to maintain a 150° contact arc will be expanded to show how 
they change with wear. 
8.6.1. Brush Penetration and Load variation with Angle of Attack 
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Figure 8.23 - Flicking brush data to ensure a contact arc of 150 °with tine wear 
Figure 8.23 shows how the flicking brush load and brush penetration characteristics 
change as the tines wear assuming that a contact arc of 150° is maintained throughout. 
The brush penetration against brush tilt angle graph shows how, as the tine length 
decreases, so the brush penetration required to maintain the contact angle is reduced for a 
given brush tilt angle. However, the relatively small decreases in the brush penetration 
are contrasted with large increases in the brush load characteristics. This suggests that, 
as the tines wear and the brush loads increase, the brush angle of attack should be 
reduced for the same brush load to be applied, assuming that the brush load is high 
enough to remove the debris. The effect of increased brush load on the wear rate of tines 
was discussed in Chapter 7 and the brush load profiles shown in Figure 8.23 suggest that 
as the brush loads increase, if the angle of attack is not reduced the brush will wear out 
more quickly. 
Furthermore, as the brush penetration changes, so the stresses induced within the tines 
increase, and Figure 8.24 shows the changing stress profiles corresponding to the look- 
up table data of Figure 8.23. 
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Figure 8.24 - Flicking brush stress characteristics with tine wear 
The tine stresses generated in Figure 8.24 show that as the brushes experience greater 
wear, so the induced tine stresses increase. In a similar way to the wear analysis of the 
flicking brush results, the stress analysis suggests that, although the flicking brush tines 
do not surpass the material yield stress as the tines wear, they will experience increasing 
tine stresses during rotation. These stress cycles are related to tine fatigue, increasing the 
probability of tine failure due to fatigue as the tines wear shorter. If force control is used 
to determine the brush set-up, then the charts shown in Figure 8.23 would be redundant 
because tine loss through fatigue would lead to lower overall brush loads and reduced 
tine coverage of the ground. Applying the forces from the load control charts to the 
brush would then over-deform the brush. This would create a contact zone greater than 
1500 and possibly destroy the brush. In contrast, if position control was used, the tine 
coverage would still be reduced but the brush set-up would remain correct because the 
control parameter is not a function of the number of tines in the brush. 
Analysis of the cutting brush (Section 8.3.3) showed that, in contrast to the apparently 
large range of the flicking brush, the cutting brush working envelope is smaller. This is 
because at large angles of attack the forces exerted on the tines caused them to collapse 
under the brush. Using the convergence of the brush model as an indication of the 
working limits of the cutting brush, the graphs in Figure 8.25 show the theoretical cutting 
brush control charts. 
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Figure 8.25 - Cutting brush data to ensure a 150 ° contact arc with brush wear 
The cutting brush graphs (Figure 8.25) mirror those for the flicking brush in terms of 
relatively small changes of brush penetration and brush tilt angle leading to large 
increases in the brush load. However, it is clear that the working envelope of the cutting 
brush is decreased with tine wear. This follows because as the tines get shorter, so the 
aspect ratio of the tines decreases, suggesting that the tines are more likely to deflect in 
other plains or twist under loading. 
8.6.2. Implications of Brush Wear on the Sweep-gear Operation Range 
As has already been suggested, one of the main problems with tine wear in terms of 
brush control of the sweep-gear is the reduction in contact area. Using the wire frame 
sweep-gear model, Figure 8.26 shows the contrast of using worn brushes. 
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Figure 8.26 - Contrast of a worn brush in the sweep-gear 
It can be seen from Figure 8.26 that the physical presence of the new brush is 
immediately more powerful, and this overall brush volume contributes to the increased 
swept zone created by the new brush (tine length 240 mm). Section 8.3 showed how the 
channel brush sweeping characteristics changed according to the brush arm angle, and 
using this analysis for the changing tine lengths it is possible to plot a graph representing 
the maximum swept zone with tine length. Taking the example brushes of Figure 8.19, 
100 rpm, 50 brush tilt and the standard 1500 contact zone, Figure 8.27 shows the change 
in the swept zone with brush arm angle. 
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Figure 8.27 - Tine wear contrast through the swept zone with brush arm angle 
The graph in Figure 8.27 shows a consistent loss of brush coverage of approx. 10% 
between the new and worn brushes and this is going to be mirrored in the channel brush 
zone change. For the results shown, the cutting brush loss of coverage is approx. 30 mm. 
However, this is within an overall channel brush range of 780 mm (Figure 8.14), so this 
amounts to a loss of range of only 3.8%. When the practical implications of driving the 
vehicle are concerned, the loss of 30 mm brush range is probably negligible when trying 
to position the sweeping vehicle on the road even though it represents 10% of the overall 
driver deviation from the kerb permissible for complete sweeping with a new brush. 
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Figure 8.28 - Effect of brush wear on the channel brush range 
Yet within Section 8.4.3, Figure 8.17 shows that the range of the channel brush zone 
with a cutting brush fitted was independent (to within 1° of the brush arm angle) of the 
brush angle of attack. The reduction of 30 mm brush range does not reduce the brush 
arm range by more than 1 °. However, with the flicking brush fitted, the brush tilt arm 
relationship to the maximum channel brush zone was highly dependent on the brush 
angle of attack (Figure 8.17). Yet the objective of this analysis is to establish the sweep- 
gear parameters required to ensure that there is no gap between the channel brush and the 
suction unit to ensure the whole channel brush zone is cleaned. Hence it follows that if 
the reduction in swept zone has a small impact on reducing the channel brush range, then 
the brush arm relationship with brush angle of attack is more predominant in maintaining 
a continuous swept zone than the influence of brush wear. 
8.7. Summary 
A method of controlling the set-up of the channel brush with the street sweepers sweep- 
gear has been outlined based on the manufacturers recommended brush set-up for the 
Johnston 600. Analysis of the sweep-gear for the Johnston 600 has shown how the brush 
model developed in Chapter 3 may be practically employed to establish the working 
zones and brush set-up conditions to ensure that the vehicle meets the manufacturers 
recommendations at all times. By splitting the area in front of the channel brush into 
three zones the importance of the brush geometry in ensuring that the brush clears the 
road to its best ability without leaving any channels or gaps under the sweeping vehicle 
has been highlighted. Initial investigations yielded the brush set-up parameters for the 
brush penetration and vertical brush load to ensure a 150° contact arc was maintained 
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with a new brush rotating at the recommended 100 rpm for a range of brush angles of 
attack. 
It has been shown how the fundamentally different deformation profiles of the cutting 
and flicking brushes lead to a marked change in the area covered by a sweepers sweep- 
gear for changing brush parameters. The area covered by a flicking brush is almost 
independent of the brush angle of attack, yielding a maximum channel brush zone of 780 
mm with a new brush and the mount arm at its maximum reach. In contrast, the flicking 
brush contact profile rotates about the brush centre with increased angle of attack leading 
to large decreases in the channel brush zone, approx. 20%, with increased angles of 
attack. This in turn leads to a reduction in the maximum permissible brush arm 
deployment angle to ensure complete road coverage by the sweep-gear. When related to 
the positioning of the vehicle on the road these results show that the driver has to 
position the street sweeper within 300 to 110 mm from the gutter depending on the brush 
set-up. 
It has also been shown that the brush loads generated by the different brush set-ups 
across the swept zone are different between the cutting and flicking brushes. The cutting 
brush orientation and load profiles target the gutter with the highest loads while the 
flicking brush tine load distribution applies a more even load across the swept zone. 
This suggests that the different brushes may be targeted according to the debris 
distribution in the gutter. However, the implications of this cannot be fully understood 
until some sweeping trials are undertaken. 
Finally, the effects of brush wear on the sweep-gear geometry have been examined. It 
has been shown that the swept zone is reduced by approx. 10% with tine wear. Although 
it has also been shown that within the context of the vehicle sweep-gear set-up the loss of 
range to the street sweeper is negligible, it does increase the accuracy with which the 
driver needs to position the vehicle relative to the kerb. It follows that the effects of tine 
wear are more important in terms of the changing brush load, torque and stress 
characteristics rather than the physical loss of range within the sweep-gear. 
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9. Sweeping Part 2- Vehicle Velocity and Debris Removal 
9.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 8 the importance of the sweep-gear geometry on the operation of the 
sweeping vehicle was discussed. A look-up table for the channel brush was developed 
with respect to the brush penetration and vertical load assuming the brush set-up 
followed a manufacturer's typical recommendations. It was also shown how the 
sweeping range and brush loads changed dramatically depending on the sweep-gear 
geometry and brush wear. However, the effect of vehicle speed on the brush and the 
debris removal characteristics of brushes were neglected. The objectives of this chapter 
are therefore to analyse the effect of vehicle speed on the brush characteristics and relate 
the brush loads and geometry to the sweeping process. This leads to the production of a 
final sweeping theory and the corresponding look-up table for the sweep-gear set-up of 
the Johnston 600 vehicle. 
9.2. Vehicle Speed 
The specifications for the Johnston 600 street sweeper suggest sweeping speeds in the 
range of 0 to 12 kmh"1 (Johnston (1997)). While the advantages of sweeping at the 
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higher end of this range are clear in terms of productivity, the effects of sweeper speed 
on the brush characteristics need to be explored with respect to brush control. The 
effects of vehicle speed and tine coverage of the road will also become a consideration 
when the sweeping characteristics are discussed. 
The brush model in Chapter 3 analyses the effect of vehicle speed in terms of a change in 
the friction vector applied to the tine ends. From the time stepping approach, the 
distance travelled by the brush in one time step is used, in conjunction with the brush 
rotation, when calculating the new friction vector acting on a tine as it moves to the next 
iteration point about the brush. Under extremely high brush axial loads, co-efficients of 
friction and vehicle velocities, the forces acting on the tines will cause the tines to 
collapse and be swept under the brush, causing the underlying assumptions about tine 
deflection within the model to break down. 
Under low loads and angles of attack, the theory also suggests that there is a brush set-up 
criteria whereby the brush will continue to operate regardless of the vehicle velocity. 
This is because the worst case scenario is for the brush tines to be subjected to a friction 
vector acting directly in line with the direction of travel of the vehicle, which gives only 
a small force under low brash axial loads. In this section the brush model will be used in 
conjunction with experimental brush analysis to explore this one remaining boundary of 
the brush work envelope. 
9.2.1. Test Procedure 
The vehicle speed tests were undertaken using the gantry test rig described in Section 4.3 
and, in a similar manner to previous brush tests, an automated test program has been 
developed. The brush was mounted on the test rig to simulate a 30° brush arm angle and 
was run at 100 rpm to simulate standard operating conditions. Using the position control 
data generated in Section 9.6 the series of worn test brushes were run along the length of 
the test rig at velocity increments of 0.1 ms" up to 0.8 ms"'. While it is accepted that a 
vehicle operating speed of 12 kmh"1 translates to 3.3 ms", far in excess of the 1.0 ms" 
possible from the test rig, the physical limits of the test rig power and length mean that 
speeds in excess of 1.0 ms-1 cannot be experimentally tested. Brush loads and torques 
were measured at set speeds and this procedure was repeated with the brush tilted at set 
increments of 5° up to IF or until the brush collapses. Each test was repeated three 
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times to ensure the results were statistically valid. It should be noted that the brush tilt 
range is limited to 15° because this is the maximum permissible by the test rig design. 
Also, no readings are possible at 0 ms -1 on the test road because the road surface base is 
an epoxy resin (used because it can be laid cold) which has been found to melt under the 
high temperatures generated by prolonged sweeping in one place, even under relatively 
low loads. 
9.2.2. Experimental Results 
The results for cutting and flicking brushes with tine lengths of 200 mm are shown in 
Figure 9.1. In both cases the brush tilt angle is changed and the vehicle velocity is 
increased from 0 to 0.8 ms-1. 
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Figure 9.1 - Effect of vehicle speed on the brush load characteristics with brush tilt 
angle 
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The results show the brush load to be marginally dependent on the vehicle speed. This 
finding is supported by the results for brushes of tine lengths of 140,160,180 and 200 
mm tilted through a 5° angle of attack (Figure 9.2). 
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Figure 9.2 - Effect of vehicle speed on the worn brushes at 5 °brush tilt 
In the case of the cutting brush results the tests were terminated when the brush tines 
were observed not to conform to the brush model. At this point the tines were swept 
under the brush mount board because the tines twisted along their length, similar to the 
effect shown in Figure 8.11. 
9.2.3. Vehicle Speed Discussion 
The results show how the load characteristics of the cutting and flicking brushes are 
affected differently by increasing vehicle speed. Figure 9.1a show an increase in brush 
load with increased vehicle speed. This is expected if the vehicle speed changes the 
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friction vector acting on the tines so that it hinders the tine deflection more than it aids 
the tines during the tine restoration phase of the rotation cycle. In contrast Figure 9.2b 
shows an initial decrease in the applied brush load which suggests that the friction force 
is acting more to aid in the tine deflection, generating lower tine loads. 
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Figure 9.3 Theoretical effect of vehicle speed on the cutting brush with 5° angle of 
attack 
If the theoretical results for the effect of vehicle velocity on the cutting brush are plotted 
(Figure 9.3), it is suggested that the theoretical and practical results (Figure 9.2a) show 
an acceptable correlation. The model correctly predicts that the loads experienced by the 
brush will subtly increase as the vehicle velocity increases, and that as the tines become 
shorter, so the rate of increase in the tine load will increase. 
The cutting brush model does not correlate in terms of the load magnitude. This may be 
explained by the experimental value for the co-efficient of friction of the road surface 
being unobtainable in the usual manner, i. e. using a known value obtained from previous 
experiments on the test road. The brush penetration to control the brush height was 
extracted from the brush control data generated in Chapter 8 and are shown in Table 9.1. 
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Table 9.1-Cutting brush penetration for a 150 °contact arc 
Brush Tilt Angle 
(deg) 
Brush Penetration (mm) 
L= 200 mm L= 180 mm L= 160 mm L= 140 mm 
2.5 9.8 8.9 7.9 7.0 
5 16 15 13 12 
7.5 21 20 19 17 
10 26 25 24 23 
12.5 28 14 
15 30 
Table 9.2 -Flicking brush penetration for a 1500 contact arc 
Brush tilt angle 
(deg) 
Brush Penetration (mm) 
L=200 mm L=180 mm L=160 mm L=140 mm 
2.5 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.4 
5 14 13 12 11 
7.5 19 17 16 14 
10 24 22 20 18 
12.5 30 28 26 24 
15 36 35 34 33 
17.5 43 41 39 36 
20 49 46 43 40 
22.5 55 52 49 47 
25 59 56 53 50 
When the flicking brush is tilted through 25°, a maximum brush penetration of 59 mm is 
required to ensure a 150° contact arc, yet for either brush tilted through 5° the brush 
penetrations required are significantly reduced to a maximum of 16 mm. Due to the 
sample road surface roughness and variations in the tine lengths, errors of up to 3 mm 
plus may be experienced in establishing a zero point for the initial brush contact. Any 
zero error, up to 20% according to the figures stated, will have a direct effect on the 
brush penetration resulting in an associated load magnitude error. Throughout the 
vehicle velocity experiments, and hence during sweeping, the brush is operating in the 
range where the brush stiffness is a maximum according to Chapters 5 and 6. This 
results in any brush penetration offset having an increased effect on the brush load 
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recorded during the experiment, because the brush load against penetration is most 
sensitive within this range. 
Finally, the manner in which the brush load is measured may be a source of potential 
errors in the load measurements. The load cell is located between the main brush 
mountings, including the hydraulic motor, torque transducer and mount angle apparatus, 
and the linear drive (Figure 9.4). Plain bearings are used to guide the lower brush mount 
unit relative to the linear drive. 
Motor Motor 
Guide rod 
Mein test 
n9 Supports 
Load cell 
Leedscrew Leadscrew 
Main test 
supports 
Brush unit Brush unit 
vertical motion vertical motion 
Test rig velocity 
Plain bearing Guide rods bend, plain 
transfer lateral bearing can transfer all 
loads only load components 
Load cell 
i Load call Laed cell does 
measures nd measure all 
vertical loads vertical load 
Large friction force 
(a) Theory (b) Experimental 
Figure 9.4 Load cell mounting within the test rig 
In theory this arrangement allows the load cell to measure the vertical loads while the 
bearings and guide rods give the test rig lateral strength. However in practice a long 
cantilever with the brush mounted at the free end is generated. The applied brush 
vertical load and associated friction generate a bending moment that bends the guide 
rods. Consequently any misalignment in the guide rods means that the plain bearings 
can transfer components of the applied vertical load to the base unit so the load cell does 
not measure all the vertical load (Figure 9.4b). The result is that the measured vertical 
loads are not absolutely true readings according to the test rig design specification and 
this may be a cause of errors between the theoretical and practical results. 
All of these sources of error were also present during flicking brush experiments. The 
experimental results (Figures 9.1 b and 9.2b) suggest that there is an initial drop in the 
applied vertical load for the flicking brush. Yet Figure 9.5 shows the theoretical results 
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for a flicking brush sweeping a road with a co-efficient of friction of 0.6, rotating at 100 
rpm with the brush arm at 30° and these results suggest that this drop in brush load is 
incorrect. 
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Figure 9.5 - Theoretical effect of vehicle speed on applied vertical load of a flicking 
brush 
The results in Figure 9.5 suggest that the vehicle speed has a negligible effect on the 
applied vertical load acting on a flicking brush. It is possible that the main difference 
between the theoretical and practical results for the flicking brush is due to the non-ideal 
nature of the road surface and the distortion of the test rig with increased vehicle speed. 
According to the pseudo dynamic theory, on an ideal road increasing the vehicle velocity 
changes only the friction vector, and through the brush geometry and force equations 
(Equation 3.11) the loads effecting the tine ends change. Plotting the load distributions 
about a flicking brush during one rotation (Figure 9.6), the effect of the changing friction 
characteristics becomes clearer. 
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Figure 9.6 - Effect of vehicle speed on the tine load cycle for a flicking brush 
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In the case of the flicking brush, the tines deflect tangentially. Therefore when the tines 
initially make contact with the ground, through to the point when the front of the brush is 
reached (the section within the gutter in Figure 8.13, and tine position =0 in Figure 9.6), 
the effect of vehicle velocity is negligible on the brush loads required to deform the 
brush. However, as soon as the tines start to cross the path of the vehicle the effect of the 
velocity vector on the brush starts to become apparent through an increase in the vertical 
load required to deflect the brush. This is because a substantially lower friction 
component is working to deflect the tines as the friction vector is being rotated away 
from the deflection plane of the brush into the line of motion of the vehicle with 
increased vehicle speed. The resulting increases in the theoretical tine load cause an 
increase in the overall brush load. This does not indicate a decrease in the brush load 
with increased vehicle velocity that would match with the experimental results of Figure 
9.2b. 
In the case of the cutting brush, the same is not true. Figure 9.7 shows the theoretical 
outer row tine loads for a cutting brush with 200 mm long tines when tilted through 5°, 
rotating at 100 rpm and with a brush arm angle of 30°. 
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Figure 9.7 - Effect of vehicle velocity on the tine load cycle for a cutting brush 
Cutting brush tines are rotated in their mounting through 900 relative to the flicking 
brush tines. When they first make contact with the ground within the sweep-gear of a 
moving vehicle, the friction component aids in the tine deflection, resulting in lower 
initial tine loads with increased vehicle velocity. As the brush rotates, the influence of 
the velocity friction vector is reduced up to a point where the brush tines are in line with 
the kerb, i. e. at approximately the brush arm angle, 30° in Figure 7.14. After this point, 
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the tines start moving across the path of the vehicle such that the friction vector is acting 
against the deflection of the tine, trying to push the tine end under the mount board and 
generating increased vertical loads required to deflect the brush. In general, however, the 
increased loads towards the release point far exceed the initial lower loads resulting in 
increased brush loads with vehicle speed as has been demonstrated in Figures 9.1,9.2 
and 9.7. The theoretical results for the cutting brush do not indicate when the friction 
forces acting on the brush will cause the tines to `snap through', resulting in brush 
failure. As a result this boundary of the brush work envelope may only be established 
through experimentation. 
Finally it is important to observe that while the channel brush vertical load is dependent 
on the vehicle speed, Figures 9.3 and 9.5 suggest that the brush penetration required to 
maintain a given contact zone is not. Putting all these findings together, the brush 
characteristics required for a suggested force feedback control system have gained 
another dimension in terms of vehicle velocity. Therefore, for a given brush of a known 
tine length, when using force feedback, both the brush tilt angle and the vehicle velocity 
are required before the vertical brush force can be established. 
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Figure 9.8 - Force against brush tilt angle and vehicle speed 
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Figure 9.8 shows the force control look-up table data for cutting and flicking brushes 
with a tine length of 200 mm and a brush arm angle of 30°. The vehicle speed 
experiments suggest that the force is also dependent on the brush arm angle, requiring 
similar charts for a given brush design for different tine lengths, brush arm angles and 
different road types. In contrast a position feedback system would be independent of the 
vehicle speed in respect of maintaining the 150° contact arc because the brush contact 
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with the road is based purely on the brush geometry. However, the problems associated 
with measuring the road height in a position based control system remain considerable. 
9.3. Sweeping 
It has been assumed that the brush geometry, load and torque characteristics, vehicle 
speed and local environmental conditions all contribute to the cleaning effectiveness of 
the brush in removing debris. All these aspects, which have been explored previously, 
will now be analysed with respect to debris removal with the aim of developing a 
sweeping strategy based on setting up the sweep-gear in the optimum configuration for 
the debris to be swept. 
However, it has been shown previously that the actual range of variables affecting the 
brush, and hence, it is assumed, the sweeping characteristics, are large and it is beyond 
the scope of this thesis to undertake a comprehensive sweeping trial. The fundamental 
mechanisms of sweeping will be explored rather than an in depth analysis of the 
sweeping characteristics of any specific sweep-gear configuration. This will allow the 
final brush characteristics charts to be related to general sweep-gear changes depending 
on the local conditions. 
9.3.1. The Sweeping Mechanism 
In the sweep-gear of a standard regenerative air sweeper, such as the Johnston 600, it has 
already been shown how the debris collection process uses brushes, a suction unit and 
filtering to remove debris from the road, Section 1.7. 
v 
4404 1. Debris brush collision 
2. Debris skirt collision 
3. Sucked into hopper 
Figure 9.9 - Debris interaction within the sweep-gear 
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Debris in the gutter is first transferred into the path of the suction unit via the channel 
brush. From here it is removed from the road to the hopper by the suction unit and, 
before the air is released to the environment, it is filtered to remove small particles and 
dust. 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, to sweep has fourteen different meanings. 
However, the two most relevant are "to clean or clear" and "to collect or remove". In 
terms of the channel brush, the road is swept by the brush colliding with the debris, 
propelling it into the path of the suction unit and it is this collision process which needs 
to be understood. 
The channel brush is constructed of long metal tines that are highly flexible in one plane. 
This allows the nominally conical brush to deform and take up the profile of the road on 
which it is operating, presenting a spinning wall of metal to any debris in it's path. This 
can be taken as a valid model of the brush under some circumstances, Figure 9.10. 
. Mom 
Figure 9.10 - Solid cone model of the brush in the sweep-gear 
However, this neglects the function of the tines in terms of physical debris removal. In 
real terms the road is not a smooth surface. It has been shown in Section 2.4 that there 
are various friction characteristics that are designed into road surfaces depending on the 
general road layout. This is done by varying the aggregate polished stone value and the 
road construction accordingly. The result is a range of different road textures from a 
relatively smooth concrete road (e. g. on motorways), which allows efficient travel, to the 
coarse chippings used in residential areas to aid braking. 
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(a) Solid concrete (b) Aggregate in a bitumous base 
Figure 9.11- Schematic diagram of a concrete and bituminous road surface 
Analysing the road surfaces on a larger scale, the concrete road has a pattern of solid 
ridges over a curved surface, while the residential road is subject to spaces between the 
rolled aggregate. In both cases the coarse nature of the road surface and the road camber 
are designed to allow rain water to drain away quickly. However, they also allow small 
pieces of litter to become trapped within the road structure. 
The individual tines can penetrate into the road assuming there is contact between the 
road and brush and the brush is not overloaded. Taking a single flicking brush tine on a 
rough road the deformation of the tine allows the end of the tine to probe into the gaps 
between the aggregate, removing the small items of debris (Figure 9.12). 
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Figure 9.12 - Schematic brush mechanism on a macro scale 
However, one single tine is not sufficient on its own. A collision between a tine end and 
small items of debris produces an unpredictable impulse vector on the debris that could 
propel the debris in any direction. Grouping the tines into clusters, not only improves the 
probability of the brush road coverage, but it also means that debris merely dislodged by 
the leading tine and propelled in the wrong direction will become caught in the network 
of tines (Figure 9.12b). The brush then works to transport the debris into the path of the 
suction unit. 
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While there are two main sweeping modes for a brush, there are three different options 
which can change the sweeping characteristics of the brush. These are, to change the 
brush rotational speed, vary the speed of the sweeping vehicle or modify the brush mount 
geometry using either the brush arm or brush angles of attack. Using the brush model 
the effects of these changes on the sweeping performance can be discussed. 
9.3.2. Vehicle Speed 
For a given brush set-up, the vehicle speed has been shown in Section 9.2 to have 
important implications on the brush load characteristics. However, there is a significant 
factor concerning tine coverage of the road to be considered. Assuming the brush is 
within the acceptable work envelope and rotating at 100 rpm, Figure 9.13 shows the 
effect of vehicle speed on the contact zone of cutting brush tines in the inner and outer 
radii of a new brush tilted through 5°. 
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Figure 9.13 - Cutting brush tine contact profile with increasing vehicle speed 
If contact is made with the road surface for the outer tine along the line x=0, the relative 
velocity of the sweeping vehicle has a positive effect in increasing the swept path of the 
tine. Section 9.2 shows how, assuming the brush mount geometry is identical, increasing 
the velocity of the vehicle leads to increased loads upon the road surface, which in turn 
will lead to increased brush wear. Despite this, the sweeper will have swept a greater 
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distance of road in a shorter time period and modifying the brush angle of attack to 
decrease the load will give an almost identical brush contact profile. 
Taking the tine contact geometry of Figure 9.12, if the brush geometry, vehicle speed 
and rotational speed of the brush are known it is possible to calculate the time period and 
hence distance offset between the tine groups making contact with the road. 
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Figure 9.14 - Brush road contact with vehicle velocity 
In Figure 9.14 the brushes are rotating at 100 rpm and there are 24 groups of tines in 
each mount radii which yields a tine group making contact with the road every 0.025 s. 
Plotting the tine contact profiles every 0.025 s with respect to the vehicle speed and road 
geometry produces the brush contact profile as it proceeds along a given road. The range 
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on the z axis refers to the swept zone, where z=0 may be thought of as the kerb, and in 
each case a1m stretch of road is shown. 
For each vehicle velocity shown in Figure 9.14 there is a concentration of tine contact 
towards the kerb. This is indicated by the increased density of coloured lines within the 
region of the kerb. This is desirable as it has been shown that 80% of debris collects 
within the gutter (Michielen and Parker, 2000) and it follows that this is where the debris 
removal should be directed. However, as the vehicle speed is increased so the 
concentration of tine interactions with the road decreases, suggesting that the probability 
of the tines making contact with debris is reduced. 
On it's own this analysis says nothing about the performance of the channel brush as the 
interaction of the brush with the debris needs to be considered too. As has already been 
stated, the interaction of the tines with the road is irrelevant to the sweeping of large 
objects, it is the interaction of the tines with small particles of debris where this analysis 
is important. What the analysis does show is that if the vehicle speed is reduced, the 
tines make contact with a greater area of the road. 
Practically, however, there are other considerations. The brush model assumes a point 
contact for the tine groups. The traces within Figure 9.14 take no account of the actual 
contact area for the tine ends. 
Figure 9.15 - Tine clusters within a cutting brush 
Analysing the cutting and flicking brush tine mount profiles show the tines to fan out 
from the mount point (Figure 9.15). The tine orientation of the brush also influences the 
fanning nature of the tine clusters. A tangential fanning of the tines, as found in the 
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cutting brush, produces an almost continuous skirt of long tines within the new brush, 
yielding only small scope for missed areas of swept road. However, as the brush deflects 
and/or the tines wear short, so the small fans behave more like individual tine units, 
giving more of a point contact with the road and breaking the perceived tine skirt. 
In contrast the flicking brush tines are mounted so that they fan out tangentially, 
producing distinct walls of tines that produce a wider tine footprint radially. It should be 
noted that the contact charts for the flicking brush in Figure 9.14 would be similar for the 
cutting brush. Putting the two points together, as the tines approach the release point, the 
vehicle velocity moving the tines tangentially would yield areas of unswept road if the 
lateral movement of the vehicle between tine passes was too great. 
9.3.3. Brush Rotational Speed 
In a similar way to decreasing the vehicle speed, it is also possible to increase the tine 
coverage of the brush by increasing the rotational speed of the brush. The implications 
of doing this have been covered in Section 4.4.2 where it was shown that the axial load 
of a cutting brush decreases significantly, but there is a negligible effect on the flicking 
brush characteristics. 
9.3.4. Brush Load 
The final variable that may be controlled is the brush load, which has been shown to be a 
function of the brush mount geometry. Section 8.3 showed how, by using the control 
charts to modify the brush angle of attack and brush height to ensure a 1501 contact zone, 
the vertical brush load could be increased or decreased. This in turn has shown the 
change in the brush geometry (Figure 8.19) and hence the contact geometry between the 
tine ends and the road. 
Such observations have important implications on the probing nature of the brush on 
rough roads. Taking a single tine moving horizontally across a plane and applying an 
axial load to the tine, it will deform according to the magnitude of the load. Relating this 
to the relatively rough surfaces associated with the road, under large loads the 
effectiveness of the brush in removing small items of debris is clearly affected (Figure 
9.16). 
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Figure 9.16 - Macroscopic effect of tine load on sweeping 
The schematic diagram of the tines show that with the brush experiencing low loads the 
tines probe the road, removing the debris using the mechanisms described in Section 
9.3.1. Under high brush loads it is suggested that the tine geometry could miss debris 
because the tine curvature is too great to allow the tine ends to be released into the rough 
road surface and thereby remove the debris. However, by inspection Figure 7.10 shows 
that the maximum tine curvature is on the new brushes. Therefore plotting the cutting 
and flicking brush profiles for a brush mount angle of 15° such that a 150° contact angle 
is maintained, the contact geometry may be analysed. 
(b) Flicking brush 
Figure 9.17 - New channel brush tilted through 15 ° 
While it is accepted that the ability of a brush to probe the road surface is dependent on 
the roughness of the road, the brush set-up shown in Figure 9.17 is near the operating 
extreme for the channel brush. The tine curvature suggests that both the cutting and 
flicking brushes should be able to effectively sweep rough roads throughout their design 
life. It follows that the brush would have to be set up poorly, or the road has badly 
deteriorated, for debris to be missed due to overly deformed tines. 
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Up to now the sweeping models have assumed that the debris is free on the road surface. 
In some cases, e. g. chewing gum or compacted leaves, this is not true. There is now an 
additional bonding force between the object and the road. To counter the debris there are 
two force components from the tine acting on the debris, the vertical force applied into 
the road and a shear force acting along the road surface. 
Flicking 1, 
brush tine 
Applied 
Tine velocity vertical load 
Shear force 
Chewing gum 
Road 
Figure 9.18 - Brush forces acting on compacted material 
It may be suggested that the action of the brush tines in removing the debris is analogous 
to a machine tool removing material from a work-piece where the tine geometry and 
system friction are all important parameters (Stango & Shia (1997)). However, while it 
is acknowledged that under these circumstances there is such a mechanism in operation, 
to undertake a full analysis of the different scenarios is beyond the scope of this thesis. It 
is more important to recognise that a different sweeping mechanism is used under these 
conditions, and, as such, that different debris types require different brush set-ups. 
9.3.5. Debris Types 
It has been suggested that there are various different sweeping modes which may be 
employed for a given brush design. This not only correlates with Section 9.3.1 but also 
the findings of Bonser (1998) from a visit to Johnston Engineering Ltd. Within the 
following section the brush set-up will be discussed with reference to the types of 
material on the road. 
9.3.5.1. Large Objects 
Large objects include anything too large to be collected by the suction nozzle of a 
regenerative air sweeper such as the Johnston 600. It is acknowledged that the channel 
brush could move such debris into the path of the suction unit, but as the debris will not 
be removed from the road the only course of action is for the driver to stop the vehicle 
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and manually remove the object to the hopper. In the SAE trials an example of large 
debris would be a derelict exhaust system (SAE J1702). 
It should also be noted that other types of sweeper, such as the mechanical broom 
sweeper, can remove such debris from the road without manual intervention from the 
driver. However, as such brushes are not fitted with a channel brush, they are beyond the 
scope of this thesis and defining the largest type of debris according to the sweeper type 
is therefore justified. 
9.3.5.2. Medium Sized Objects 
Having defined the sweeper's physical debris removing limitations, the remaining litter 
may be defined according to the interaction with the brush. Medium sized objects are 
defined as being so large that they do not interact with individual tines, rather a collision 
between the debris and the brush may be thought of as a collision between a solid body 
and a rotating cone as in Figure 9.10. By depicting the debris in this manner it is clear 
that the collision and resulting momentum transfer to the debris should cause it to be 
transported into the path of the suction unit. To emphasise this, if the brush was not in 
contact with the road, the debris would still be removed. 
9.3.5.3. Small Objects 
The debris interaction is now on a scale whereby the interaction is between individual 
tines and the offending item. In this case the debris is swept, as opposed to knocked, into 
the path of the suction unit. Sample debris includes cigarette butts or can ring pulls. In 
terms of the sweeping mechanism, there must be contact between the brush and the road 
throughout the channel brush zone, although a high load is not required to ensure these 
smaller items are not missed. The brush rotational speed and vehicle speed need to be 
combined to ensure that the tines pass over the road such that all gaps between tine 
passes are kept to a minimum. Should the brush be severely worn or fatigued, the 
resulting gaps between the tine groups could lead to patches of missed debris, especially 
at high speeds. 
9.3.5.4. Particulates 
Moving down in scale again, particulates include everything from aggregate and sand to 
PMIO's (particles of less than 10 microns across). They are fine in composition and will 
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become entangled with the tines during sweeping. If not, they will be physically 
suspended in, and/or washed away, by the spray used to suppress dust. Indeed, it should 
be noted that it is the brush disturbing particulates that causes dust during sweeper 
operation. However, it should be emphasised within this definition that there is no 
physical bonding between the debris and the road. Therefore, when using the channel 
brush to remove the debris it is the overwhelming volume of debris which may cause 
problems for the channel brush. 
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Figure 9.19 - Particulate debris cleaning mechanisms 
Figure 9.19 shows the difference between cutting brush tines and flicking brush tines 
when dealing with a particulate collection. The tine deflection geometry of the flicking 
brush shows how, if the tine deflection is too great, particulate debris could accumulate 
at the end of the tine causing the tine to ride over the top of the debris. It cannot be 
assumed that only one pass of a tine over a given section of road will remove the debris 
(Figure 9.19a). 
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While the cutting brush appears to be more effective at breaking up the debris without 
riding over the top of it, the shear volume of debris to be swept may lead to the brush 
slicing under the particulate mass and the inertia of the debris causing little debris to be 
removed. What debris is collected by the tine clusters is transferred to the suction zone 
as if on a conveyor. Therefore, as for the flicking brush, it may not be assumed that one 
tine pass will remove all debris in its path (Figure 9.19b). 
It follows that the best approach to removing particulate debris is to slow down the 
vehicle speed and, possibly, increase the rotational speed of the brush. Both measures 
are designed to increase the tine coverage of a section of particulate contaminated road, 
but the brush rotational speed may only be increased if the resulting reduction in the 
vertical load should have a negligible effect 
9.3.5.5. Compacted Material 
The final debris type incorporates materials such as mud or compacted wet leaves where 
the material itself is usually dense and likely to adhere to the road surface. These 
materials are also likely to break-up or split when disturbed and in this respect they 
mirror the properties of particulates. Their removal from the road surface is the most 
complex to analyse. This is because in practice the properties of such debris are diverse, 
for example wet mud will liquify under load and smear itself all over the road, rather 
than be swept, while compacted leaves require scouring from the road surface. It follows 
that for some materials, such a chewing gum, the channel brush, or any filamentary 
brush, is not the ideal method of removing the debris, but to use any other means of 
debris removal is inefficient. Therefore, without analysing each substance in turn, it is 
suggested that an aggressive approach to removing compacted material be adopted by 
increasing the brush tilt angle and slowing the vehicle speed. This will increase the 
forces exerted on the debris, attempting to get the brush to act as a cutting tool, and by 
slowing the sweeper, the concentration of high load tine passes is increased. Under these 
conditions the brush is working at the limits of its debris removing capabilities, the high 
loads and tilt angles increase the chances of debris being broken away from the road, and 
once removed provides the means of transporting the debris to the suction zone. 
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9.4. Further Brush Control 
Section 8.2.2 outlined two proposed brush deployment systems based on either brush 
force control or brush position control. The idea is to control the brush to ensure that a 
150° contact arc is maintained between the brush and the road. It has been shown that by 
controlling brush force or brush height and the angle of attack the brush contact arc can 
be maintained, although no mention of debris removal was made at that stage. 
Section 9.3 has started analysing the impact of the channel brush on different debris 
types, although it is accepted that the debris removal section requires further 
experimental validation, beyond the scope of the thesis. Nevertheless, by accepting the 
suggestions of Section 9.3 and combining the sweeping mechanism and the debris types 
it is possible to develop a brush deployment strategy incorporating debris removal. The 
sweeping analysis suggests different brush deployment criteria may be set-up depending 
on the debris identified. However, should the brush be constantly set-up to remove the 
harshest debris type, it is suggested that the sweeper will sweep the road clear all the 
time and there is no need to control the brush. 
Although it is true that the road should always be swept clear regardless of the debris 
type, if the brush is set-up in this manner this approach also causes maximum wear on 
the brush, shortening the brush working life. Therefore, if the sweep-gear set-up is 
actively changed according to the debris in the path of the vehicle, the brush life is 
enhanced, the vehicle downtime replacing the brush is reduced and fuel consumption and 
associated emissions are lowered. 
The sweeping analysis of Section 9.3 also shows a clear hierarchy in terms of the debris 
type. Therefore, when more than one debris type is identified by the debris detection 
unit, the brush set-up required should be set according to the more difficult debris type to 
remove. This is justified by the assumption that if the vehicle is set-up to remove the 
more stubborn debris, it will remove other debris types too. 
9.4.1. General Control Algorithm 
Based upon the sweeping theory discussed above, a proposed brush response depending 
on the debris detected is given in Figure 9.20. This summarises the brush set-up 
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suggested for the different debris types from Section 9.3. Within this chapter it has been 
suggested that small and medium sized debris particles will be removed from the road 
with the brush set up to minimise brush wear because high loads and high brush 
rotational speeds are not required. However, where particulates are encountered, the 
brush rotational speed should be increased and the vehicle speed decreased to allow the 
brush tines additional sweeping time to remove large quantities of loose debris. When 
compacted material is swept, the sweeping theory suggests that the brush angle of attack 
is increased to increase brush load and therefore the loads acting to remove the debris. 
L7-1 
Read debris type 
v Large 
Objects? 
n 
Compacted 
Y 
Material? 
n 
Particulates? 
y 
n 
Set for minimum brush wear. 
Minimum tilt angle and standard 
brush rpm and vehicle speed 
Stop vehicle and remove 
debris manually 
Set brush tilt angle to max 
available, slow vehicle and increase 
brush rpm from standard 
Slow vehicle and increase 
brush rpm 
End 
Figure 9.20 - Control algorithm for brush set-up dependent on debris type 
Within the control algorithm, Figure 9.20, small debris has been assumed present at all 
times. This is because detection of particles smaller than the road aggregate is probably 
beyond the range of the debris detection sensor and the sweeping set-up for both medium 
and small debris types correlate with the brush set-up for mechanically efficient 
sweeping as discussed in Section 9.3.5. 
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9.4.2. Brush Control Look-up Tables 
The brush model may be used to propose some quantitative brush deployment conditions 
for the cutting and flicking brushes to ensure a contact arc of 150° depending on the 
debris detected. The data in Table 9.3 show all the control requirements needed for a 
cutting brush operating on a road with a co-efficient of friction of 0.6 and a brush arm 
angle of 30° depending on the tine length. The data points are also dependent on the 
debris type, the vehicle speed and the tine length. Reference points between the points 
stated can be found through linear interpolation. 
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Table 9.3 - Look-up tables for a cutting brush 
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The corresponding data for a flicking brush is given in Table 9.4. 
Table 9.4 - Look-up tables for a flicking brush 
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9.4.3. Position Control and Force Feedback 
Once the brush set-up for a given set of input parameters has been established, two main 
control strategies have been suggested, assuming the road to be flat. These are brush 
position, or brush force control. The fundamental principles of both systems are the 
same; the brush set-up constants are selected from a look-up table based on input data 
from the forward looking sensor, local environment and vehicle conditions, Figure 9.21. 
Look-up Table 
Datvis 
-. n., _ý speed - 
._ ^cth 
l j. o, A Of F,., 
Sensors 
IýICtuat xs 
Local Road Data 
Environment Vehicle Speed 
Debris 
Vehicle Position 
Control Unit 
!t co, :i or F, 
F'. o, _l or Fn Brush height 
Hydraulic motor 
Brush rotation 
Sensors 
Height Sensor or 
Load cell 
RPM Encoder 
Potentiometer 
Figure 9.21 - Brush control chart 
When brush position control is used, the system varies the height of the brush to ensure 
that the 150° contact arc is maintained for the given brush angle of attack. It has been 
shown that the brush height to satisfy this condition for both the cutting and flicking 
brushes is independent of the vehicle speed and the brush arm angle, and the co-efficient 
of friction has a negligible effect on the contact zone. The corresponding brush load, 
torque and power requirements are therefore dependent on the brush height. However, 
due to the nature of the channel brush, actually calibrating the brush height, especially on 
rough roads, is not straightforward and can lead to considerable errors. 
A control system based on force feedback would use a measurement of the brush vertical 
load to determine the set-up of the brush to ensure a 150° contact zone. In this case the 
brush height would be derived from the brush load. However, it has been shown in this 
thesis that the brush load is highly dependent on the co-efficient of friction. Other 
variables that affect the brush load are the vehicle speed and the brush arm angle and it 
has also been shown that the brush load is oscillatory with brush rotational speed. 
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In both cases the control variable is dependent on the rotational speed of the brush, the 
length of the tines, the brush tilt angle and the tine orientation. An accurate measurement 
of the tine lengths as the brush wears would be required regardless of the control system 
and further work needs to be undertaken in this area. However, it is thought that tine 
wear is not a commodity that needs to be measured continuously in real time because the 
effects of tine wear on the system are gradual. This means that the tine length can be 
recorded periodically, i. e. in terms of minutes or hours, instead of continuously like the 
many variables used for feedback would be. 
Measuring the brush height for a position based control system would require further 
work. However, the forward looking sensor (Michielen and Parker (2000)) uses laser 
striping to analyse the world in front of the sweeper. This means the road profile may be 
known and, relating this to the brush sweep-gear geometry, it may be possible to 
measure the brush height indirectly. Alternative methods of measuring the channel brush 
height may be available, and relating them to the brush penetration for control purposes 
will require further work. This is especially true when the charts in Tables 9.3 and 9.4 
suggest a brush penetration range of 50 mm, when road roughness may have aggregates 
varying in size by 20% of the required brush penetration. 
In contrast to the position system, measuring the vertical force applied to the brush 
would be relatively straightforward using a load cell designed to fit in the brush 
mounting. However, both systems would be dependent on the brush angle of attack and 
brush load / height look-up tables to find the set-points required to set-up the brush 
geometry correctly (Table 9.3 and Table 9.4). In the case of a force feedback system, the 
force reference data required to set up the brush would be dependent on the angle of 
attack, debris type, co-efficient of friction of the road, rotational speed of the brush, the 
brush arm angle and the vehicle speed. In addition the force has been shown to oscillate 
with brush rotation. This provides numerous environmental variables that would need 
measuring, and noise in the system simply because the brush is rotating. All these 
parameters would need to be allowed for when setting up the look-up tables, extending 
Tables 9.3 and 9.4 considerably. When it is considered that a brush height system would 
be independent of the vehicle speed, the brush arm angle and the co-efficient of friction 
of the road, and that the brush height does not oscillate with brush rotation, overcoming 
the problems of measuring the brush height may be the preferred method of 
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implementing channel brush control. Furthermore, it is anticipated that a brush height 
system may offer a better foundation when considering the road camber, as the road 
camber could have an unpredictable effect on the brush load with respect to the look-up 
tables. 
9.5. Summary 
In this chapter the effects of vehicle speed on the channel brush and the theoretical 
mechanisms behind sweeping have been investigated to allow some control data tables to 
be established for the cutting and flicking brushes. Vehicle speed has been shown to 
have a considerable impact on the work envelope of the cutting brush. The applied 
vertical load increases with vehicle velocity until a point where the tines are swept under 
the mount board and the brush fails. In contrast, the vehicle velocity has a negligible 
theoretical effect on the flicking brush loads. 
Different sweeping mechanisms have been defined according to the type of debris 
encountered. It has been proposed that large debris sections would collide with the brush 
and that this mechanism is independent of the road roughness characteristics. In 
contrast, on a macroscopic scale small debris particles intertwine with the road and brush 
tine matrix to be physically swept from the road. The brush and vehicle set-up under 
these conditions is important and varies according to the debris class. It should be noted, 
however, that this theory has not been experimentally validated. 
Based upon the sweeping theory, a series of control data tables have been produced to 
allow the brush to be controlled using either position of force control. The emphasis is 
on ensuring that the brush is capable of removing the debris from the path of the vehicle 
in the most efficient manner so that the working life of the brushes is extended and 
running costs reduced. However, analysis of the variables to be measured to implement 
either force control or position control of the channel brush have shown that position 
control may be the preferred option. This is due to the continuously changing 
characteristics of the brush load with the local environment, i. e. the co-efficient of 
friction of the road and sweep-gear geometry and brush speed. 
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10. Conclusions and Further Work 
10.1. Conclusions 
The objective of this thesis is to develop an understanding of the brushing process for a 
road sweeper so that a theoretical model of the process can be developed. The brush 
model has been confined to the channel brush that usually sweeps about 80% of the 
debris on the road in the region of the kerb. The other 20% is swept by a roller brush 
underneath the vehicle and this has not been included in the study. 
A concept for a semi-autonomous road sweeping vehicle has also been proposed in order 
to sweep debris efficiently with minimum fatigue for the vehicle driver. This involves 
forward looking sensors to detect various categories of road debris and to use this 
information to adjust the brush characteristics to efficiently brush the debris with 
minimum brush wear. A control scheme is suggested for the channel brush using the 
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brush process model to achieve this concept. The debris sensing and control system have 
not been developed in this thesis. 
10.1.1. The Brushing Process Model 
The metal tines of road sweeping brushes are usually rectangular in section (unlike 
cleaning brushes which are circular in section), giving rise to two commercial brush 
types. These are known as the flicking brush (major axis in the radial direction) and the 
cutting brush (major axis in the tangential direction). Commonly, the flicking brush is 
used for light debris removal (e. g. leaves) while the cutting brush deals with heavier, 
more compacted debris (e. g. sand). A theoretical steady-state model of these two 
brushes has been developed which allows the calculation of brush axial loads, torques 
and tine deflection geometry as the brush rotates. The theoretical model has been 
validated experimentally within acceptable limits although this does require an 
experimental choice of the coefficient of friction between the tines and the ground, 
usually between 0.6 and 0.7 for commercial brushes sweeping on concrete and 
tarmacadam surfaces. 
The co-efficient of friction between the brush and road has a significant effect on the 
brush characteristics. Once the co-efficient of friction was set for the first tests, the same 
values have been used throughout. Experimental results show the cutting brush system 
to exhibit stick-slip friction, generating a co-efficient of friction dependent on the 
rotational speed of the brush. Flicking brush results show no rotational speed 
dependency. It is suggested that this is due to the local tine geometry at the road 
interface. 
Cutting and flicking brush characteristics are fundamentally different. The flicking 
brush stiffness is generally higher than the cutting brush, while it has been shown that the 
rotational speed pre-deforms the cutting brush tines, producing a less stiff brush at high 
rotational speeds and inducing stresses up to 7% of the material yield stress. The effect 
of centrifugal force on the flicking brush has been shown to be negligible. A spatial 
wave has been identified in experimental work when inclining the channel brush at high 
angles of attack and rotational speeds. The wave frequency is proportional to the time of 
free flight of the unconstrained tines, the energy stored in the tines upon release and the 
natural tine properties. 
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A dominant feature of the brush characteristics is the tine wear as the brush stiffness 
increases over 120% as the tine shortens by 40%, which is the recommended minimum 
length taking into account brushing efficiency and damage to the road surface. The 
stresses induced in the tines quadruple over the same reduction in tine length. This 
increases the probability of tine loss due to fatigue and increases the tine wear rate, 
accelerating the destruction of the brush. 
Importantly, the brush process model can also be used as a tool to design new brushes so 
that, for example, it is predicted that by rotating the tine 30 to 40° from the cutting brush 
configuration within the mounting plate, a 20% improvement in mechanical efficiency is 
predicted. This is a significant finding as it is likely that the brush will still sweep with 
the same efficiency and could be a universal brush for all debris types without the need 
to change between two brush types which are dependent on debris conditions. 
10.1.2. Brush Efficiency 
A criterion for brush efficiency has been proposed based on the geometry of the channel 
brush with respect to the kerb, the vehicle debris barrier and the suction opening. While 
this is not perfect, as it neglects the dynamics of the debris movement underneath the 
vehicle, it does allow for brush wear, brush angle of attack and relative movement of the 
brush linkage. Conceptually, this efficiency could be measured indirectly from brush 
wear and brush linkage movement or directly using cameras based at the front and/or 
rear of the vehicle. 
10.1.3. Sweeping debris 
Five main debris types have been highlighted during the course of the study; large debris, 
medium debris, small debris, particulates and compacted material. Each debris type has 
been related to the sweeping action required to clear the road and brush set-up for 
efficient sweeping has been suggested for each type. Large debris is too big for the 
sweeper to collect. Medium debris will be removed simply through an interaction with 
the brush as a solid body. Small debris interacts with the brush tines and the road. It is 
likely that small and medium debris types will be removed so long as there is brush 
contact with the ground and under these conditions the brush may be set-up for minimum 
wear. Particulates differ from small debris in their volume, i. e. they are dense to sweep, 
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swamping the brush, even though they do not adhere to the road surface. It has been 
recommended that to sweep this debris type brush rotational speed is increased by 20% 
from the normal operating conditions and the vehicle speed reduced (<5 kmh-1). 
Compacted materials adhere to the road and scouring the road by increasing the angle of 
attack is suggested. 
10.1.4. The Channel Brush Linkage 
In order to assess the mechanism of debris removal from the road and its subsequent 
collection by the vacuum unit, the brush model has been incorporated into a brush 
sweep-gear linkage used by commercial vehicles to track the edge of the kerb. The 
channel brush operates in the road gutter where 80% of the debris usually collects. A 
mount arm is attached to the sweeper chassis from which the brush height, or force, and 
brush angle of attack can be changed. Moving the brush arm in or out changes the brush 
deployment relative to the kerb, and spring loading the arm allows it to passively kerb 
follow. It has been shown that if the angle of attack of the channel brush is adjusted to 
keep the brush contact arc constant with respect to the road, then irrespective of the 
sweeper vehicle speed and the position of the brush linkage with respect to the kerb, 
maximum brushing efficiency may be expected. In the case of the Johnston 600 
sweeping vehicle the brush contact arc angle is 150°. This parameter is used as the 
output criterion for automatic control schemes that have been proposed to improve 
brushing efficiency and reduce driver fatigue 
A wire-frame model of the vehicle sweep-gear has been produced incorporating the 
brush models developed in the thesis. The driver must currently drive the vehicle within 
300 mm of the kerb to ensure the brush sweeps into the gutter throughout the sweeping 
run. This range is reduced by 66% for the flicking brush as the angle of attack is 
increased. The angle of attack for the cutting brush has a negligible effect on the sweep- 
gear range, and brush wear only reduces the range by 10% suggesting that the brush 
angle of attack is the more dominant variable. 
10.1.5. Brush Control 
Two control strategies are suggested to maintain a constant brush contact arc. These are 
brush height control and brush force control. In both cases the brush angle of attack is 
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related to a look-up table to establish the brush force or height required to deploy the 
brush depending on the brush type, local conditions and tine length. 
To maintain the 150° contact arc the brush height is dependent on the tine length, the 
angle of attack and brush rotational speed. The results show that the brush load is related 
to the brush angle of attack, the instantaneous co-efficient of friction between the brush 
and the ground, the tine length, the number of tines in the brush, the vehicle speed and 
the rotational speed of the brush. Measuring the brush load can be achieved through a 
load cell mounted in the brush arm, while the brush rotational speed and vehicle speed 
can be readily found using standard encoders. Establishing the brush height and tine 
length requires further work and the development of a new sensor. Regardless of the 
need for a new sensor, comparison of the variables associated with brush force and 
height control leads to the conclusion that brush height control is the preferred method of 
controlling the channel brush. 
10.2. Further Work 
10.2.1. Brush Model Fundamentals 
The brush model could be further improved in a number of ways including taking into 
account the camber of the road, a more precise model of the tine clusters in the brush 
plate, modelling circular non-metallic tines and brush noise on the road. 
Probably the most unsatisfactory element of the present brush model is the friction 
mechanism of the tine contacting the road surface. Effectively, the co-efficient of 
friction is used as a curve fitting parameter for the flicking and cutting brush 
characteristics. The physics of the contact mechanism is complex but it has been shown 
that stick-slip friction is present in the cutting brush but not in the flicking brush case. A 
more in depth study is required into road surface characteristics (both wet and dry) to try 
and predict friction characteristics in these cases. 
10.2.2. Fatigue and Wear 
An investigation into the wear rates and brush fatigue would aid in the understanding of 
the brush degeneration process and allow more accurate data to be generated as the brush 
tines wear shorter. The results presented in Chapter 8 assume that the brush does not 
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lose tines during operation, but observations from the experimental work and worn 
brushes collected from operators show that this is not the case. Fatigue failure of the 
tines result from the material properties but failure will be accelerated by the cyclic 
stresses induced by the inclined rotary brush. New material specifications would help 
with this problem. 
Brush manufacturers also suggest that tine loss is caused by corrosion of the tines due to 
tine interaction with materials encountered in the harsh working environment of the 
gutter. An additional area of further work would be to explore this phenomenon, to 
establish whether this claim is valid, identify the corrosive materials and potentially 
suggest ways of reducing the corrosion mechanism. This work would complement any 
investigation into the tine loss process through wear and fatigue. 
10.2.3. Brush Contact Arc 
The sweep-gear analysis undertaken in Chapter 8 assumed a constant contact arc for the 
brush of 150° for maximum efficiency, but this is specific to one commercial vehicle. It 
may well be that this is not the optimum contact range for a brush, or that this angle 
could be treated as a variable depending on the debris or road surface encountered. 
To use a different contact arc for maximum efficiency could only occur if the debris 
collection geometry underneath the vehicle were redesigned. For example, to increase 
the suction inlet area. Research could be undertaken to optimise this geometry in 
conjunction with the contact arc of the brush. 
10.2.4. Brush Design 
It has been predicted in Section 7.5 that the mechanical power required to drive the brush 
can be reduced by simply rotating the tines mount orientation through 30° to 40°. 
However, the effects of this change in the brush geometry have not been tested in terms 
of the sweep-ability of the brush or the actual power requirements needed to drive the 
brush. It is suggested that manufacturing such a brush and validating the claims should 
be undertaken. 
However there are more brush design variables which can be investigated, and the brush 
model provides a good tool for this analysis. Brushes are already available on the market 
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with different tine materials and tine mount angles (www. Danline. co. uk). These are 
generally for different sweeper applications, for example the polythene brushes used on 
delicate surfaces at shopping centres, but the sweeping mechanism will be similar. 
Nevertheless, further work may be considered exploring these brush configurations and 
analysing how the brush geometry effects both the mechanical and sweeping 
characteristics of the brush. 
10.2.5. Sweeping Efficiency 
Section 8.3 outlined potential mechanisms whereby debris is removed from the road by 
the brush, but these theories were not extensively tested. The sweeping mechanisms 
described in Chapter 8 are based upon the debris encountered, the road roughness and the 
brush type within the system. The theory is designed to look at the sweeping mechanism 
itself rather than making the sweeping performance of a brush specific to the vehicle on 
this is operating. Furthermore, in terms of channel brush deployment Section 8.2 
described a test rig capable of undertaking this research under the controlled conditions 
of the laboratory. 
Before sweeping research can be undertaken an appreciation of sweeping efficiency is 
needed. How should sweeping efficiency be defined, in terms of energy input to the 
brush and amount of debris collected? How is the debris collected to be measured, mass, 
volume or something else? Where do the man with his cart and the mechanical sweeper 
come on this scale? 
Nevertheless research could attack the theory concerning large objects interacting with 
the brush alone. Problems arise because the debris can be of any mass and geometry and 
the impulses transmitted to irregularly shaped objects can be more inclined to start the 
object spinning. All the channel brush on a conventional sweeper is trying to do is 
transfer the debris into the path of the suction unit, which should only require a small 
impulse. Further work could involve investigating the control of debris collection to 
ensure the debris is not missed or sent spinning in the wrong direction. In addition, as 
the debris becomes smaller it is anticipated that the road texture will become more 
important in the debris removal process and with interest in environmental pollution 
through PM10's becoming more relevant this area is important. 
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10.2.6. Brush Control 
Perhaps one of the main areas for further work is the implementation of the control 
parameters into a street sweeping control system. The problems associated with brush 
control have already been discussed in Section 9.4, but there are also practical problems 
associated with the large inertia of the brush mountings and the very fast reaction times 
that are required once debris is detected in front of the vehicle. 
A key element in any control scheme will be effective and reliable sensors. The brush 
wear needs to be measured periodically, say every 30 mins, and up-dated in the brush 
control model. This could be achieved by measuring the brush plate and road distance as 
the rotating brush just touches the ground. 
Brush penetration may need to be measured on-line but it may be avoided in alternative 
control schemes. The most challenging sensing would be to measure the brush 
efficiency on-line with a sensor measuring debris at the rear of the vehicle. 
An alternative system would be to neglect the brush load and position control charts and 
use an image processing based system to calculates the brush contact angle, Figure 10.1. 
V E 
lEh w, Camera 
.1 
Road 
Figure 10.1- Image processing approach to brush control 
In this case the system inputs would be the current brush contact angle and brush 
penetration from the camera and the road camber from the forward looking sensor 
(Michielen and Parker 2000). The system outputs would be the brush penetration, brush 
rotational speed and brush angle of attack for the type of debris detected. The image 
processing system would be used as feedback to ensure the contact angle remained 
constant. 
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10.2.7. Chemical Cleaning 
The brushes analysed have all been designed for mechanical sweeping with no other 
interaction taking place. A logical extension to the sweeping work is to look at how the 
mechanical brushing action effects chemical cleaning agents, for example with cleaning 
machines in shopping precincts. A proper understanding of the mechanical cleaning 
mechanisms could help to reduce the volume of detergent or polish applied by cleaning 
machines, making them more environmentally friendly. Alternatively there may be more 
novel ways of applying the cleaning agent, for example by impregnating it into a 
polymer brush for deployment as the brush wears. 
10.2.8. Waste Management 
Finally further work should be considered looking at the planning and environmental 
implications of the street sweeping operation. The main objective of street sweeping is 
to ensure the roads are clear of debris. This not only means that the area swept is 
aesthetically clean, but also ensures that the rubbish collected from the road gutter is not 
swept into the sewer system causing more severe problems. 
However, recent cost saving plans by local councils have resulted in fewer street 
sweepers being deployed but those that are deployed are supposed to target areas in need 
of more rigorous sweeping according to the Environmental Protection Act 1990. Yet the 
factors which influence the debris distribution tend to be both environmental and 
seasonal. Example problem areas involve fast food outlets, where large collections of 
litter often collect close to the shop, or avenues with overhanging trees where there is a 
seasonal fall of leaves that need removing. 
Another waste management issue involves dust suppression. Current vehicles carry 
large tanks of water which are sprayed on the road to suppress dust. This water is then 
sucked up into the hopper and the sweeper then has to pay for disposal of his own water 
and the debris at the landfill site. Finally, research into alternative methods of dust 
suppression or debris filtering in the vehicle could help to recycle to the water and reduce 
landfill charges and waste. 
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Appendix Al - Resolving the Point Forces 
The following details the processes involved in resolving the point force components 
from the world co-ordinate frame to the tine co-ordinate frame. From Figure 3.16 the 
point forces acting on the end of the tine in the world co-ordinate frame are: 
Y 
A 
p 
Figure A 1.1- Tine forces with the world co-ordinate frame 
The force components are: 
Fx = pF' sin V 
Fy 
Fv =F' Fx 'J FZ 
and F, _ pF' cos v 
Resolving the forces into the world co-ordinate frame requires two rotations, about ß and 
x respectively. Therefore, for the first rotation through 8 about the z axis: 
F, = Fx cos ß+ Fy sin ß /' x FX. F. 
F, =Fycosß - Fsinß 
and F =Fz 
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For the second rotation, which translates the forces into the components relevant to the 
brush co-ordinate system: 
F,, =F8 cosX-F sinx yb 
F,, b = F, Fb Fib 
lýZ y 
and FZb=F, cos x+F, sin x 
Yb 
xt 
'tb 
Figure A 1.2 - Point force alignment in the brush co-ordinate frame 
Two further rotations, through 0 and cp respectively, are required to establish the force 
components acting in the tine co-ordinate frame, xt, yt, zt. Therefore rotating about the 
tine mount point an angle 0: 
F, = Fb cos q$ - Fb sin 0 
F =Fybcoso+Fxbsin0 
and F= FZb 
Finally the rotation into the tine co-ordinate frame: 
F, = Fx cosrp - F.. since 
Fy 
ýýrh 
px 
ýF' 
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F, =F 
rp and F = F;, coscp+F sin 
L yt 
F Fzt 
J'z 
Substituting back through the simplified equations, expressions may be generated for the 
force components acting in the tine co-ordinate frame in terms of the applied axial load, 
the co-efficient of friction and the angles through which the forces have been resolved: 
Fx, = F` (((, u sin yr cos ,8+ sin 
ß)cos x-p cosy/ sin x)cosq$ - 
(cos /3 -p sin yr sin, ß)sin O)cos cp - (p cos v cos x+ 
(p sinyrcosß+ pcoswsin/3)sinX)singyp) 
Fý,, = F`((cos, 8 -psin yrsinß)cos0+((psin yrcosß+ 
sin ß)cos x-p sin yr sin x)sin O) 
=F`((, ucosV cos X+(psin Vcosß+sin ß)sinX)cos(p+ 
(((, u sin yr cos ,8+ sin ß)cos x-p cos yr sin x)cos0 - 
cos /3 -p sin y' sin ß)sin 0) sin cp) 
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Appendix A2 - Resolving Centrifugal Force Components 
Expressions derived to convert the centrifugal force components within the brush co- 
ordinate frame into force components within the tine co-ordinate frame are as follows: 
xt 
Xb 
Figure A 1.3 - Centrifugal force components within the brush co-ordinate frame 
It is clear from Figure Al. 3 that to resolve the force components to the brush co-ordinate 
frame (xt, yt, z, ) they need rotating through angles 4 and p. Initially: 
J . bi =JJ 
COS Ei 
fybi 
=0 
fzbi=ff sine, 
Rotating through 4: 
frl =fxb, cos - 
fb, sin0 
Fy, ,, 
=f cf Cos C, cos0 
f,,; = fb, cos0+fb, sin0 Fx FZ.. 
= fqr cosE; sin0 
ýI and . 
fz'; = fza, = . 
f; sine, 
Secondly rotating through cp: 
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fxn =f , coscp- f.; sinrp 
= fcf(cos s; cos0cosip-sin E; sin (o) Fit 
FX, fyn = fy1+ Fxi Ft 
= f; `f cos s; sin 0 
f., = f_,.; cos (p + fx; sin q 
=f cf sin e, cos ip + cos e, cos 0 sin rp) 
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Appendix A3 - Traditional Analysis of a Cantilever Beam 
It may be shown that in order to calculate the deflected profile of a tine the contact angle 
which the tine makes with the ground is the first thing that needs to be established. Only 
once this value is known may the actual co-ordinates of the deflected tine be calculated 
and analysed. So, from: 
EIda=M 
ds 
Applying Equation 3.15 according to Frish-Fay (1962) to the tine gives Figure A1.4. 
117 
Fr 
Figure A 1.4- Basic deflection diagram for analytical analysis 
From this it may stated that: 
EI 
da 
=F, x cos o-y sin o) .......... 
Equ. A2 
Observing that 
dy 
= cos a and ds 
dx 
= sin a .......... 
Equ. A3 
ds 
and substituting (A3) into (A2) gives: 
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2 
EI 
ýSa 
= F, sin(a - 0) 
By letting 
cp=a-0 and 
S 
U=- 
L 
it may be shown that: 
d2a 1 d2cp 
ds2 L2 ds2 
And hence, by substituting (A4) into (A3): 
! dL(p = -L2 k2 singe due 
Integrating for the first time gives: 
1d dco 2 
- du = -c sin cp 2 du du 
f 
Noting the limits for the integration 
s=0 
u=0 
.......... Equ. A4 
Equ. A5 
IiiWhere k= 
Where c= LZ k2 
a=ao 
=ao -0 
s=L 
u=1 
Thus 
1d 
=ccosOP+C 2 dcou 
Z 
And 
C=-ccos(ao -0) 
a=6 
(p =0 
It therefore follows that: 
2 LOP 
=2c(cos p- cos(a, - ý)) du 
du=ds = 
dq' 
L (2c(cos qp - cos(ao - ýýýýy 
.......... Equ. A6 
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ao-O La -0 d 
L= fds= f 
e-m 2c -o 
(cos (p - cos(O - ao 
))y 
1 °`°ý0 dco 
- 
0-0 dco 
2c o (cos-cos(-a)) 
7 
of (cos (p - cos( - ao 
))Y 
Which can also be written: 
1 1a d 4p 
2c o 
y (sin( 02 a° 
- sin (p 
d ýp 
_a [sii1: 
2- sin V 
)y 
Let p= sin 
a°2 0) 
and select y such that 
........ Equ. A7 
a. -0 p sin y= sin 
f= 
sin sin y .......... Equ. A8 22 
to give: 
= 
2p cos y. dy dip - .......... 
Equ. A9 
(1-sin2 
y7 
Substituting (A6) and (A7) into (A5) gives: 
O - -Equ. Al 1_ 
c dSo ! 
1_P2Sfl27]. 
d97 
0 1- p2 i2 y 
Where: 
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-e 11 
m= sin' 
sin 
q5 
2 
P 
This is now in the form of an elliptical integral and is usually written in the form 
L_ 
[K(p) 
- F(P, 
.......... Equ. 
All 
k 
Using this equation a value may be obtained for p and hence a0. This may be done either 
be looking up the value, as elliptical integrals have been tabulated, or solving the 
equation numerically. 
Expressions for the x and y co-ordinates along the defected tine may now be derived. 
Substituting (A3) into (A6) 
cos a. d y dy = 
k 1-p2 sin2 y 
_ 
cos(( - gp Ld y 
k p2sin27' 
Expanding cos(# - gyp) gives 
dy - 
cos 0 2. 
( 
1- p' sin Z yý r- 
dy+ sin 0 2p sin y. d y k 1-p2sin 2yk 
Which upon integration yields the deflection in the y plane: 
y- 
cos j'2 1- P2 Sin2 ydy - 
12112 sinZ ydy - k of 
dy 
Z+j 
dy 
22+ 0 1-p sin yo 1-p sin y 
2psin0 
+k (cos m- cos n) 
Where: 
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n= sin-' 
sin 2- 
ýý 
and m =sin-' 
sin 
e20 
P 
This is in the form of elliptical integrals of the first and second kinds and may be written 
as: 
y=cOO [2E(p. n) - 2E(p, m) - F(p. n) + F(p, m)] + k 
2p sin ý ....... 
Equ. A12 
+k cos m- cos n) 
In a similar manner the expression for the deflection in the x plane may be derived. 
Substituting equation (A3) into (A7): 
dx sin a. 
d y 
k 1- p2 sin 2y 
Which yields: 
x- 
sik o [2E(p, n) - 2E(p, m) - F(p, n) + F(p, m)] - 
.......... Equ. A13 2p cos 
- cos m- cos n) k 
Equations (A12) and (A13) may then be used to plot the profile of the deflected by 
plotting x and y between the limits of a=a, and a=0 in n. 
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Appendix A4 - Resolving Elements to the World Co-ordinate Frame 
The element co-ordinates in the tine co-ordinate frame are given by a series of x, y points 
according to Figure A1.5. Two rotations are required to translate the co-ordinates from 
this position to the brush mount. These are, initially a rotation through the tine contact 
orientation angle, 'p, followed by a rotation through the tine mount angle 0. 
Yr Xr 
Yr 
(0,0) 
(x j, YrL) 
(xe, Yr1) 
(xß, Y% 
ytj 
(a) 
Xh. 
(b) 
Figure A 1.5 - Translation from tine co-orindates to brush mount co-ordinates 
Therefore, for the initial rotation: 
x,. =x, sinV 
Ye = Y1 
and z1. = x, cos (p 
Which in turn leads to: 
xh, = x1, cos yr, sin 0 
Yb = y, cos0+x,. sin0 
and Zb = Z,. 
But to relate the Xb -value to the brush co-ordinate system the mount radius needs to be 
included, therefore: 
Xb = R; + xY 
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Finally two further translations are required to relate the tine to the world co-ordinate 
system: 
Y 
Ybn 
Xb 
Figure A 1.6 - Tine rotations to the world co-ordinate frame 
Therefore, from Figure A l. 6, further rotations through x and 0 about the x and z axes 
respectively are required. Rotating through x gives: 
xX = xb cos %- Zb sin % 
Yx - Yb 
and zx = zb cos x+ Xb sin Z 
Finally the rotation through ß: 
x= xX cos ,6+ yx sin ,Q 
y= yx cos, ß - xx sin ,6 
and z=zx 
Substituting back through, the world co-ordinates of the tine elements can be found in 
terms of the tine co-ordinates found from the model. 
x, =((R; +x, sin gcos 0-y, sin O)cos x-:, cos p sin x)cos ß+ 
(y1 cos 0+x, sin V sin q)sin 6 
y; = (y, cos0+x, sin0sin9p)cosß-((R; +x1 sincpcos0- 
y, sin q)cos x-2, cos q, sin x)sin ß 
z, _ 1, cos rp cos x+ 
(R; + x, sin ýp cos 0-y, sin O)sin v 
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Appendix A5 - Brush Contact and Release Point Analysis 
From equation 3.47: 
(y. cos 0+x,, sin 0 sin gyp) cos ,8- ((R; + x. sin p cos 0- yh, sin 
q) 
cosX-xh, cos(psinx)sinß 
Rearranging: 
(ym cos 0+ xm sin 0 cos (o) cos ,ß-y, = (Ri' + xrn sin (p cos 0- , Ym sin 
0) cos ii - xm cos (p sin x sin ,ß 
Which can be simpified to: 
A=Bcosx+Csinx 
Therefore: 
AB 
cCcussinx 
(A)' B2 
- cos2 %=sin2x 
A Z_(11)2 
CC cost x =1-cost x 
Which yields: 
BZAZ 
C +1 cos2%=1- C 
Where: 
A- (y. cos0+xa, sin0cosop)cosß- y, 
sin ,ß 
B=R; + xa, sin ry cos b- ya, sin q$ 
and C= xi, cos 97 
Therefore the tine mount angles where contact is made with the road surface may be 
found by solving for x assuming that all the other variables are known. 
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Appendix B1 - Main Pillar Drawings 
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Appendix B2 - Gantry Test Rig Drawings 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix Cl- Effect of Friction on a Brush Tilted through 5° 
Results for a cutting brush: 
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(b) Torque Characteristics 
Figure Cl. I- Cutting brush characteristics with friction 
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Results for a flicking brush: 
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(b) Torque Characteristics 
Figure Cl. 2- Flicking brush characteristics with friction 
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Appendix C2 - Effect of Rotational Speed on a Brush Tilted through 5° 
Results for a cutting brush: 
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(b) Torque Characteristics 
Figure CI. 3 - Cutting brush characteristics with friction 
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Results for a flicking brush: 
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Figure Cl. 4 -Flicking brush characteristics with friction 
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Appendix C3 - Effect of Tine Orientation on a Brush Tilted through 5' 
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(b) Torque characteristics 
Figure CI. 5 - Brush characteristics with friction and tine orientation 
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